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LETTERS OF TRANSMITTAL

SEPTEMBER 1S. 1973.
To Members of the Joint Economic Committee:

Transmitted herewith is a study entitled "Lowering the Permanent
Rate of ITnemployment,- by Professor Martin S. Feldstein of Harvard
I versity, together with critiques of this study by five economist. and
statisticians with expertise in the area of employment and unemploy-
ment analysis. The Joint Economic Commit tee commissioned this study
and invited the critical comments out of a conviction that research ar d
discussion relating to the possibilities for lowering the rate of un-
employment significantly below levels which traditionally have pre-
vailed in the I.nited States would make an important contribution to
the exeent ion of t 1w mandate imposed on the committee by the Employ-
ment Art of 1u46.

The views expressed in the paper and the comments are exclusively
those of the authors and do not. necessarily represent the views of the
Joint Economic Committee. individual members thereof, or the com-
mittee st a tr.

WRIG1IT PATMA
rha;i'Mait. Joifit Eeonomie Committee.

Stxremarat 17. 1973.
Hon. Watoirr PAT3t.tx.
rhairman.laint Eronomie Committee,
I %S. Congrofe,11" mhington, D.C.

Dr.An Mn. CHAIRMAN: Transmitted herewith is a study entitled
"Lowering the Permanent Rate of Unemployment," together with
invited comments and at reply. This study, which examines the possi-
bilities, for significantly reducing the rate of unemployment. below the
levels which have prevailed historically in the United States, was pre-
pared by Martin S. Feldstein. professor of economics at IIarvard Uni-
versity, in agsneiat ion with Data Resources. Inc.. of Lexington, Mass.
Critiques of the study have been ared by It. A. Gordon of the
University of California. Bennett HarrisonI I of the Massachusetts In-
stitute of T.chnology. Charles C. 11°4 of the Urban Institute, Hyman

Kaitz. formerly Assistant Commissioner of the Bureau of Labor
Statistics, and Frank C. Pierson of Swarthmore College.

The committee commissioned this study out of recognition of a need
for far more research on the possibilities of reducing unemployment
and out of conviction that the Employment Act of 1946 imposes on the
committee the mandate to fully and continuously investigate this (ies-
tifm. The study cowhides that while fiscal and monetary policy alone
cannot succeed in reducing unemployment, to the levels this committee
regards as desirable. additional pollens designeti to shorten job search,



(1%)

improve worker training. and supplement the wages of unskilled and
inexperienced young workers could make an important contribution
to lessellillg unemployment. Because many of the specific polieies pro-
posed in this study are innovative and controversial, the committee
invited critical comments by five economists and statisticians with
particular expertise in tilt' area of en ployment. and unemployment
analysis. The:e vonnuents and the reply by Mr. Feldstein have per-
mitted the assimilation into one volume of a range of viewpoints on
several important aspects of employment policy, and the committee
would like to express its gratitude to all the authors for their contribu-
tions to this volume.

The views expressed in this study and in the comments are those of
the authors and do not necessarily represent. the views of the committee,
its individual members, or its staff.

.Tony R. STARE,
Exerutice Director. Joint Economic committee.
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INTRODUCTION
A high level of unemployment is a persistent problem of the Amer-

Iran evinionty. During the 1)14 years, the average rate Of unemploy-
ment exceeded 4.5 percent. In only 1 postwar year (1953) did unem-
ployment drop below 3 percent. Although every segment of society is
affected, some groups have unemployment rates that are several times
as high as the national average. At the end of the first half of 1972,
more than 9 percent of the nonwhite labor force was unemployed.
Among men under 25. the unemployment rate was 11.5 percent. These
high unemployment rates imply substantial personal and aggregate
losses. Moreover, as I shall emphasize below, the American pattern of
unemployment is a. symptom of a more serious failure in the develop-
ment anti use of our Nation's manpower.

rnfortunately, there is no reason to expect that the next 20 years
will be better than the last. Without substantial new policy initiatives,
American unemployment. rates will remain significantly higher than
those that. prevail in Western Europe and in most other industrial
nations. Now that the unemployment rate is beginning to fall from
the very high rates of 1970 and 1971. it is important to ask whether
there is anything that can be done to lower permanently the average
rate of unemployment to 3 percent or below.

That is the question posed by the Joint Economic Committee in
commissioning the current study of the possibility of 2 percent unem-
ployment. Although the current conclusions and proposals should be
regarded as tentative. I believe that it is important to stimulate dis-
cussion about. these particular issues at the current time.

My basic conclusions can be summarized briefly:
First, I believe that we probably can lower the permanent unem-

ployment rate to a level substantially below the average of the post-
war period. An average unemployment rate significantly less than
3 percent for those seeking permanent full-time employment, and
possibly close to percent. is a realistic goal for the next decade.

Second. the economy is not likely to achieve such a goal, or indeed
to perform any better than it did in the past two decades, without sig-
nificant changes in employment policy.

Third expansionary macroeconomic policy cannot be relied upon to
aehiev _ne desired reduction in unemployment. Any pible in-
crease in a7gregate demand that does not have unacceptable effects on
the rate of inflation would leave a high residue of unemployment.
believe that. this is true even if one is very optimistic about the effect
of increases in aggregate demand on inflation. The structure of unem-
ployment and the current functioning of our labor markets imply a
high overall rate, of unemployment even when key unemployment rates

AUTH014.8 X0117.-I am grateful for helpful discussions with E. Allison, R.
Rrinner. P. Deeringer. J. Duesenhorry. T. Dunlop. 0. Eckstein. T. Flemming, R.
Freeman. R. MI11. and R. Wright. I am also indebted to Mr. Wright for assistance
with the statistical calculations.

(1)
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are extremely low. Better management of aggregate demand has a
role to play, but it cannot do the entire job.

Fourth, lowering the overall rate of unemployment will require new
types of policies aimed at increasing the stability of employment
among young workers. at eliminating unnecessary seasonal and cycli-
cal fluctuations in labor demand, and at increasing the speed with
which the unemployed return to work. Several such policies are sug-
gested below.r. -

The first section discusses the effects and limitations of increasing
aggregate demand through fiscal and monetary policy. The analysis
presented there, based on simulations with an econometric model of
the economy, indicates the inability to achieve the desired level of
unemployment simply by stimulating demand. Section II explains
Ionic of the reason for this by analyzing the characteristics and struc-
ture of our current unemployment The specific problems of unemploy-
ment among young workers are examined in the third section. A better
understanding of the problems of this key group suggests a, number
of possible policies that could have important effects. Section IV dis-
cusses the four major sources of unnecesarily high unemployment.
among adult workers : the cyclical and seasonal instability of demand
for labor; the weak job attachment among important subgroups of the
population; the problem of those with severe physical and mental
handicaps; and tile long delays before some of the unemployed return
to work. Spccifie policies are suggested for dealing with these separate
problems. Section V deals with the particular problem of improving
the incentive effects of unemployment compensation. There is then a
brief summary section.



I. THE LIMITED EFFECTS OF INCREASING DEMAND

The bask framework of Keynesian economics, conditioned by the
experience of the 1930's, has always emphasized the inadequacy. of
aggregate demand as the source of unemployment. While economists
have debated the relative merits of different instruments of monetary
and fiscal policy. it. was ,ixenerally, and is still quite widely, believed
that unemployment can be reduced to very low frictional levels of less
than percent by sufficiently stimulating demand.

Phillips I9:S )1 famous article warned economists that low rates
of unemployment could only be achieved at the cost of high inflation.
Specific estimates of the Phillips curve for the United States, begin-
ning with a paper by Samuelson and Solow (1900), suggested that
the United States faces a less favorable inflation-unemployment trade-
off than Britain. The high rates of inflation that accompanied falling
unemployment in the late 160's has again focused attention on the
potential costs of increasing the pressure of demand.

Moreover. sonic economists now claim that the situation is worse
than Phillips recognized. Friedman (1908), Phelps (1969) and others
have argued that there is no long-run tradeoff between inflation and
unemployment. Attempts to lower unemployment below some
-natural' level by raising aggregate demand would only increase
inflation without any effect on unemployment. According to this point
of view, the Phillips curve is at most a short-run statistical phenome-
non, an accidental byproduct of the fact that higher than average
rates of inflation are generally associate with rising rates of inflation.

There is still a great deal of controversy about this issue. Although
most empirical studies (e.g.. Solow (1969) and Gordon (1970)) do
not support Friedman's position, this may merely reflect an inade-
quately specified measure of expected inflation or an historical period
in which high rates of inflation did not persist very long. Empirical
work on this problem is likely to continue for some time. What might
now be described as a "moderately optimistic" position, supported by
both theoretical analysis (Tobin. 1972) and empirical research
(Eckstein and l3rinner, 107?), is that some tradeoff between inflation
and unemployment exists as long as the rate of inflation is relatively
low but that there is some rate of unemployment below which the
economy cannot be moved by raisin:: the rate of inflation. Eckstein and
Brinner suggest that this OCCIIN at an unemployment rate in the range
of 4 to 4.5 percent.

It is clear that even this relatively optimistic view implies that the
ability of macroeconomic policy to reduce unemployment is very
limited. I prefer to avoid in this paper the intricate controversy about
the precise form and dynamics of the Phillips relation. Rather I wish
to consider the effects that further increases in aggregate demand

'Complete references to material elte41 in this way are provided at the end of
time paper.
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would have if the problem of inflation could somehow be avoided.
More specifically, I will use an econometric model to study the effects
of a decade of expansionary fiscal and monetary policy in an economy
in which wages and prices are not permitted to respond to increases in
demand. Although one possible interpretation of this would be as a
description of an economy with a successful prices and incomes
policy; I prefer to regard the assumption that prices do not respond
to demand only as an analytic device. for examining issues that could
not be considered if one began with the view that the permanent rate
of unemployment could not driven below 4 percent.

Within this new framework, three interesting questions can be
asked. First, how would the unemployment rate of prime age males
respond to different levels of fiscal stimulus? Second. what overall rate
of unemployment would then prevail ? Third. how would other charac-
teristics of the economyreal income. investment, tax collections,
profits, et ceterarespond to these higher levels of aggregate demand ?
The remainder of this section answers these questions. The results
imply that even very large increases in Government spending, although
capable of reducing certain key unemployment rates to very low levels,
would leave the overall unemployment rate relatively high. Neverthe-
less, since even quite modest unemployment gains would be accom-
panied by substantial benefits in higher income. investment, et cetera,
it is clear that such expansionary policies would be worth while if they
were not in fact a source of substantial inflation.

The alternative policy simulations have been calculated using the
Data Resources model of the r.S. economy. This is a large. quarterly
econometric model constructed by several economists under the gen-
eral direction of my colleague, Otto Eckstein.3 Each of the equations
of the model has been statistically estimated using observations from
the early 1.350's through the most recent available data The model is
continually being revised and upeated. It is currently used to make
detailed sliart.-term 2-year and intermediate 10-year forecasts that, are
widely used in business and government.

It is of course important to recognize that, like any econometric
forecasts, the current analysis reflects all the shortcomings of ar, his-
torically estimated model. There is a further problem in the current
ease. The policy simulations require descriptions of an economy that
is behaving in a very different context from anything that has actually
been observed during the period that was used to estimate the model.
The results must therefore be regarded more as illustrative of the gen-
eral impact of policy than as precise forecasts.

Econometric. forecasts reflect not only the structure of the model but
also the assumed behavior of such exogenous variables as tax rates.
Government spending. and population that are not determined by the
model. The current policy simulations use essentially the same values
for those exogenous variables as thacae incorporated in the .Tuly lon
Data Resources 10-year projections. The values of the exogenous vari-
ables reflect the latest available information, official projections and

'The general failure of such policies in Europe should warn against any opti-
mism about the prospects for long-run success in the rnited States. For a recent
surrey of European experience. see Thman and Flanagan 09711.

'For a general description of the model as well as specifications of each
egnAtion. see "The Data Resources Econometric Forecasting system : A Pre-
liminary Account," December 1971.
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judgments of the Data Itesourtvs professional staff. Instead of de-
scribing the specific assumptions about these variables,'' it is easier and
more meaningful to show the implications of these assumptions and
the model itself by indicating the forecast values of some of the key
endogenous variables. These are shown in table 1 for 1972, 1976. and
1980.

TAKE 1.-BASELINE PROJECTIONS FOR 1972, 1976. AND 1910

(Dollar amounts in billions!

Variable 1972 1976 19110

unemployment rate (Wont) 5.6 4.7 4.8Consumer price deflator. 138.8 154.5 169.11Cross national product .. . .. . U. 145. 5 $1, 547.1 61.999.3Gross national product in 1958 dollen MO. 8 944.2 1.097.4
Federal Government esbendituref . - - --------------- - 245.0 911.3 414.5
Federal Government emirates or goods and services 106.4 125 1 152.0
Federal Government receltits. 224.6 297.7 397.1
Government surplus or 110%1-3. NA basis
Consumer expenditures in 1 dollars 52130.8 623.2 727.4
used private nonresidential investment in 1952 dollars. $6.5 106.9 126.5

It is dear from these figures that the currently projected path of the
economy involves a fall in the rate of unemployment from recent
abnormal highs to slightly. above the postwar average of 4.6 percent.
It should be !walled that this unemployment rate is also just above the
range at which. according to the model. further increases in aggregate
demand raise inflation without lowering unemployment. The rise in
the consumer prim level from 138.8 in 1972. to 169.8 in 1980, implies a
moderately high annual inflation rate of 2.5 percent. While I do not
subscribe to all of the assumptions embodied in these forecasts, I
aveept these projections as a reasonable description of the future path
of t lye economy and. in particular, as a baseline from which to consider
the effects of alternative macroeconomic policies.

study the effects of stimulating aggregate demand. I have con-
sidered t!.ree alternative increases in the level of Federal Government
spending on nonmilitary goods and services! The first simulation cor-
responds to adding $3 billion to the annual rate of nonmilitary Gov-
ernment spending in each year from now through 1980. In the second
and third simulations, the increases in each year's spending are $5
billion and $10 billion. In each case, tax rates were assumed un-
changed. As I explained above, the model of the economy's behavior
has been modified to prevent wages and prices from rising in response
to these increases in demand. The key wage and price variables-the
index of compensation per man-hour, the GNP price deflator. and the
consumption component of the price deflator-were constrained to
follow the same time path that they would have without the additional
Government spending. With these variables set exogenously. the other
wages and prices followed approximately the same course that they
would have without the increase in aggregate demand .°

l'40t a detailed description of the exogenous variables and individual equation
adjustment factors. see "The Data Resources Review," No. 7. July 1972

The Data Resources model does not currently permit a more detailed sPecill-
cation of the form of Federal civilian spending.

The Data Resources model was modified for all the simulations by assuming
that the negative time trend term In the model's equation for the unemployment
rote of married men does not persist pr It 1972. Failure to do this would further
lower the married male unemployment rate in future years relative to the over-
all unemployment rate.
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Table 2 shows the impart on unemployment rates of the alternative
fiscal policies. It. is dear that none of the increases in spending is suf-
ficient to reduce the overall unemployment rate below 4 percent. To
see why. it is useful to focus on Simulation III, a sustained increase of
$10 billion in the annual rate of nonmilitary spending. The baseline
projeetion-no additional Government spending-indicates a fall in
the key unemployment rate for white males 20 years old and over from
the current eyelieally high level of 3.6 percent to 2.9 percent in 1980.
With a $10 billion annual increase in Government spending, that un-
employment rate is driven down to 2.5 percent. Similarly, while the
baseline projection indicates that married men would still have an
unemployment rate of 1.9 percent at the end of the decade, the addi-
tional fiscal stimulus yields a rate of 1.8 percent.

TABLE 2.-EFFECTS ON UNEMPLOYMENT OF INCREASED FEDERAL GOVERNMENT SPENDING I

(Dollars in billions(

Policy simulation-

Baseline 1 11 III

Anneal increase on Ferretti nonmilitary spending 0 $3.0 $5.0 $10.0
Ueompleyment rate tar maim. whits. aped 20 plus:

1972 3.6 9.6 3.5 & 4
1976 2.1 2.7 2.6 2.4
1010 2.9 2.8 2.8 2.5

Unsmplaynterrt rate tor earned men:
1972 2.9 2.8 2.8 2.7
1976 1.9 1.9 1.9 1.7
1960 1.9 2.0 2.0 1.8

Overall unemployment rate:
1972 5.6 & 5 5.5 5.3
1976 4.7 4.5 4.4 4.1
11103 4.8 4.6 4.5 4.3

I See teat for assumptiars.

Such levels for these two key unemployment rates represent a very
tight labor market. In only years during the postwar period did the
married male unemployment rate actually fall below 1.8 percent. The
rate for white men 20 years old and over only dropped below 2 percent
briefly during the inflationary boom at the end of the last decade. Yet
the rt..lat ivelv tight labor market conditions that would be produced
by a $10 billion increase in Government spending are insufficient to
Vring the overall unemployment down to even 4 percent by the end of
the current decade.

The model implies that the structure of unemployment is such that
an undesirably high overall rate of unemployment is consistent with
very low rates for prime age men.7 The next sections of the paper will
analyze the specific features of the structure of unemployment that

The Data Resources model at other econometric models use some form of
"Okisn'a T.:i sy" to relate aggregate demand and unemployment. This may cause
an underestimate of the effect of very large increases in demand on unemploy-
ment if the true relation Is different at low rates of unemployment than In the
range of historical observation It need not, however. affect the relation among
unemployment rates. The detailed evidence presented below supports these infer-
enees. Of course. all of the forecasts of unemployment rates and other economic
macnitudes assume that the bask structure of the economy is unchanged. The
specific policies suggested in sections III through V are designed to alter the
current structure.



prevent the economy from achieving any desired unemployment rate
by a sufficient increase in demand. First. however, it is worth examin-
ing some of the other effects of an expansionary fiscal policy. The
inability to achieve a very low unemployment rate should not obscure
the very important real benefits that would follow from a significant
expansion of the economy if that could somehow be done without
exacerbating the problem of inflation.

Table 3 shows the effects of n sustained $10 billion increase in Gov-
ernment spending on a number of key economic magnitudes in 1980.
The 0.5 percentage point fall in the overall unemployment rate-from
4.8 percent to 4.3 percent-is associated with an increase in GNP of
about 1.3 percent. The proportional increases in disposable income and
consumer expenditure are also of this size. Investment and corporate
profits rise somewhat more. Federal Government receipts rise faster
than GNP but less than the increase in spending. The deficit rises $3.1
billion because the higher level of Government spending is only partly
offset by the increased tax collections that follow from a larger GNP.

TABLE 3.-EFFECTS OF A SUSTAINED 610,000,000,000 INCREASE IN FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
SPENDING

Moller amounts in billions)

Variable

Predicted values for 1980

Policy
III

Percentage
change

Baseline
projection simulation

Gt,..et national product 61. 999. 3 $2, 025. 4 +1.31
Personal disposable income 1. 341. 8 1. 359 5 +1.32
Consumer expenditure. 1,234.9 1. 252. 4 +1.42
Fixed private nonresidential investment 207.3 213.0 +2.72
Corporate profits after tax 92.9 95. 1 +2.33
Dividends 46.7 47.2 +1.12
Corporation tax accruals 72.3 73.5 +1.76
Federal Government receipts 397. 1 4114.0 +1.74
Government surplus or deficit (-). NIA -17.4 -20.5 +17.90

Federal Reserve Board index of industrial production 168. 1 172. 5 +2.63
Unemployment rate (percent) 4.8 4.3 -9.17

Even if prices and wages do not respond to an economic expansion,
the effects of additional Government spending are limited by the
economy's automatic dampening mechanisms. Tlw fiscal stimulus in-
creases the net demand for funds, decreases overall liquidity and raises
all interest, rates. Because higher interest rates reduce business invest-
ment and residentiai construction, the total impact of additional Gov-
ernment spending is reduced. The increase in imports and the rise in
tax receipts that also accompany .any expansion further reduce the
fiscal multiplier. In order to examine the effects on unemployment of
a much larger rise in aggregate demand. the three fiscal experiments
described above were repeated with the additional assumption of ac-
commodating monetary and import policies. Since the specific chan-
nels of monetary policy are not of particular interest in the current
context, accommodating monetary policy was introduced simply by
constraining the interest rates to the path projected in the absence of
additional Government spending. Imports were also set exogenously
at the originally projected values.

These changes in the basic specification of the model have an impor-
tant effect on the economy's projected response to fiscal policy. Treat-
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ing interest rates and imports us exogenous greatly increases the GNP
expenditure multiplier. The effect is so large that, as will be seen
below, the model indicates that the economy could not adjust to a
sustained $10 billion increase in the annual rate of Government spend-
ing; aggregate demand is so increased that the economy's capacity and
manpower are insufficient.

The increase in the expenditure multiplier does not change the basic
conclusion : Government spending can increase aggregate demand but
a large increase in aggregate demand has only a small effect on overall
unemployment. Table 4 shows the impact on unemployment rates of
the alternative fiscal policies with exogenous interest rates and im-
ports. It is best to begin by examining Simulation V, a sustained
increase of $5 billion in the annual rate of nonmilitary spending. The
key unemployment rates are driven down to 1.6 percent for white
males aged 20 plus and to a 0.4 percent for married men. Such an
extremely tight labor market has never been experienced in the post-
war period : the married male unemployment rate never fell as low as
1 percent and the rate for mature white men never dropped below 2
percent for more than a few months. Yet even these very tight labor
market conditions only bring the overall rate of unemployment down
to 2.5 percent.

TABLE 4.- EFFECTS ON UNEMPLOYMENT OF INCREASED FEDERAL GOVERNMENT SPENDING WITH EXOGENOUS
INTEREST RATES AND IMPORTS

!Dollars in billionsi

Policy simulation-

Baseline IV V VI

Annual increase in Federal nonmilitary spending 0 93.0 $5.0 $10.0
Unemployment ate for males, white, age 20 Pius:

1972 3. 62.43 .5 3.5 3.3
1976. 2.8 2.2 1.5
1980 2.9 2.3 1.6 (I)

Unempinyment rate tat married men:
1972 2.9 2.8 2.7 2.6
1976. 1.9 1.7 1.4 .4
1980 :. 1.9 1.5 .4 (I)

Overall unemployment rate:
1912 5.6 5.5 5.5 5.3
1976. 4.7 4.2 3.8 2.6
1980 4.8 3.8 2.5 (I)

Economy Cannot sustain increased demand until 1980; see text.

The conclusion about the limited ability of increased demand to
lower unemployment is shown even more strongly by Simulation VI.
The model indicates that a $10 billion sustained increase in Govern-
ment spending rapidly depresses prime are male unemployment rates
to levels far below any historical experience. Nevertheless, the overall
unemployment rate remains at 2.6 percent. Moreover. even with prob-
lems of inflation and the balance of payments artificially assumed
away. the model indicates that a $10 billion increase cannot be
sustained indefinitely. The simulation implies that the economy can-
not. absorb the expanded demand beyond 1076 and ceases to provide
any results after that date.

As a eheek on these model simulation results, I have reestimated the
relation between the overall unemployment rate and the rate for males
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over 24 years old using seasonally adjusted quarterly data for the
pericel from 1954 :1 through 1972 :2. The statistical estimates are shown
in equation 1.1:

(1.1) lie 's 2.08 4- 0.85 Rr.if 23+,
(0.15) (0.04) 122 =0.84

Where RV, is the overall unemployment rate at time t and ItUll
:25+. is the concurrent unemployment rate for males at. least 25 years
old. The parameter values imply that even if males over 25 enjoyed an
unemployment rate of only 1.5 percent, the overall unemployment rate
would be approximately 3.4 percent. Since RUM 25+ has never
reached 1.3 percent in the postwar period, this equation supports the
view that tightening the primary labor market will not bring the
overall unemployment rate close to 2 percent.

Before turning to a detailed analysis of the structural features of
the economy that currently keep the unemployment rate from falling
sufficiently as demand increases. it is interesting to compare the gen-
eral effects of a $ billion expenditure increase that is supported by
fully aceommodating monetary and import policies with the corre-
sponding effects of the $10 billion expenditure increase with endoge-
nous interest rates and imports. Table 5 presents the relevant com-
parisons for Simulations III and IV. It is clear that the accommodat-
ing monetary and import. policies substantially increase the long.-run
expenditure multiplier. The $3 billion expenditure increase with fixed
interest rates and imports has a larger effect than the $10 billion ex-
penditure increase when interest. rates and imports are allowed to rise.
The difference in the behavior of interest rates is particularly impor-
tant for the volume of investment. The larger GNP increase raises
Ge..-ernment receipts by $12.0 billion above the baseline projection of
$97.1. This reduces the overall deficit by $9.0 billion in contrast to
Simulation III in which the deficit rises by $3.1 billion.

It is important to be very clear about the meaning of estimates of
the typo presented in table 3. First. these calculations are based on the
assumption that aggregate demand can be expanded without inducing
an accelerating rate of inflation. In fact. the overall unemployment
rate of $.q percent lies below the range within which the Data Re-
sources model indicates that the Phillips curve becomes vertical: that
is below the range in which increased demand begins to add to inflation
without lowering the unemployment rate. Seeond. the very substantial
multipliers and the net decrease in the deficit in Simulation IV reflect
the assumption that the expansionary fiscal policy dnes not raise
priees. interest: ratel or imports. Third. the income gains should not
be interpreted as the results of the fall in the unemployment rate to
3.5 percent. If policies other than an increase in aegregate demand
were used to lower unemployment. the magnitude and pattern of real
economic gains would he quite different. The gains shown in table 5
are assoeiated with those unemployment rates precisely because an
increase in demand is the only policy used to lower unemployment..
The. use of direct employment policies. especially public employment
proe.rame. would have a much smaller impact on aggregate output.
While this would reduce the size of the benefits distributed throughout
the economy. it would also limit the inflationary effect of the lower
uneinploymeiit.
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TABLE S.-COMPARISON OF THE EFFECTS OF A $10.000,000,CCO INCREASE IN FEDERAL SPENDING AND A
$3,000,040.000 INCREASE WITH EXCGENOUS INTEREST RATES AND IMPORTS!,

Moiler amounts in bill ons)

Predicted values for 1980

Percentage
differenceVariable

Policy
simulation

Policy
simulation

IV

Gross national product 52. 025. 4 St 050. 7 +1.24
Personal disposable income 1. 359. 5 1. 372.6 +.96
Consumer expenditure I, 252.4 1. 255. 4 +1.03
Fixed private nonresidential investment 213. 0 220.5 +3.52
Corporate profits after tax 95. 1 98.7 +3.78
Dividends 47.2 47.9 +1.48
Corporation tax accruals 73. 5 75. 7 + 2.99
Federal Government receipts. 404.0 409.7 +1.41
Government surplus or deficit (-). NIA -20.5 -7.7 -62.44

Federal Reserve Board index of industrial production 172.5 178.0 +3.18
Unemployment rate (percent) 4.3 3.8 -11.63

t Simulation Ill: a 510.000.000,000 increase in Government spending; simulation IV: a $3,000,000,000 increase in Gov
ernment spending with exogenous interest rates and exports.



II. THE STRUCTURE OF UNEMPLOYMENT

Most macroeconomic analyses of unemployment are based on ideas
about the causes and structure of unemployment that. are inappro-
priate and out of (late. The conventional view of postwar unemploy-
ment might be described as follows: -The growth of demai d. for goods
and services does not keep pace with the expansion of the labor force
and the NSA' in out put per man. Firms therefore lay off employees and
fail to hire new members of the labor force at a sufficient rate. The
result is a pool of potential workers who are unable to find jobs. Only
policies to increase the .i..roth of demand can create the jobs needed to
absorb the unemployed."

This picture of a hard core of unemployed persons unable to find
jobs is an inaccurate description of our economy and a misleading
basis for policy. A more accurate description is an active labor market
in which almost. everyone who is out of work can rind his usual type of
job in a relatively short time. The problem is not that these jobs are
unavailable but that they are unattractive. Much of the unemployment
and even more of the lost manpower occurs among individuals who
find that the available jobs are neither appealing in themselves nor
rmarding :is pathways to better jobs in t le future. For such indi-
viduals, job attachment is weak, quitting is common and periods with-
out work or active job seeking are frequent. The major problem to be
dealt. with is not a chronic aggregate shortage of jobs but the insta-
bility of individual employment. Decreasing the overall rate of unem-
ployment requires not merely more jobs but new incentives to encour-
age those who are out of work to seek employment more actively and
those who are employed to remain at work. As I shall explain below,
an important part of these incentives is a eliange in the kinds of jobs
that are availeble.

It is difliult to reolace our old notions about demand determined
unemployment by this new view. Let me therefore describe in more
detail some of the caracteristics of American uneniloyment (luring
the pa-t decade. I will begin with the experience of the total labor
force and then consider differenees among denmgrapie groups.'

First. the duration of unemployment is unite short. Even in a year
like 1971 with :t very high unemployment rate. 45 Percent of those
unemployed had been out of work for less than weeks. In 1909. this
proportion was almost percent. Similarly. very few are without
jobs for as long as 27 %veeks: in 1909 this was 4.7 percent and in 1971
it was 10.4 percent.

Seeond, job losses account. for less than half of total unemployment.
In 1971. only 40 percent. of the unemployed had lost their previous
jobs. In the more favorable market conditions of 190. this proportion

'For additional evidenee supporting this view of unemployment. see R. Mil
t 1070 .

(ii:

94 (133 73 - 2
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was only 36 pereent.2 The remainder are those who voluntarily left
their last jobs, are reentering the labor force or never worked before.
In 1969, with an overall unemployment rate of 3.5 percent, job loss
contributed only 1.2 percent.

Third, the turnover of jobs is extremely high. Data collected from
manufacturing establishments show that total accessions and separa-
tions have each exceeded 4 percent of the labor force per month since
1960. Moreover, the number of quits has consistently exceeded layoffs
during the past 5 years. Even with the high unemployment of 1971,
more workers quit manufacturing jobs than were laid off. Many lay-
offs are both temporary and brief: in 1971, firms were rehiring about
85 percent of the workers that they had previously laid off.

A comparison of these figures with corresponding data for Great
Britain indicates that they achieve a generally lower unemployment
rate partly by having a very different structure of unemployments
During the 1960's, Britain's average unemployment rateas adjusted
by the U.S. Department of Labor to U.S. conceptswas only 2.7
percent.* The structure of British unemployment corresponds more
closely to the traditional picture of cyclically inadequate demand,
chronic structural unemployment in particular regions, and a very
low level of frictional job search. Despite the lower overall unemOov-
ment rate, British durations of unemployment are much longer. While
13.6 percent. of unemployed men were out of work for 97 weeks or more
in the United States in 1971, in Britain the corresponding figure was
3.8 percent in a. recent. period of high unemployment (April 1969).

Similarly, while only five-eighths of American unemployed men were
out more than 5 weeks, in Britain the same fraction of men were out
more than S weeks. This longer duration is compatible with a much
lower overall unemployment rate only because many fewer men be-
come unemployed. One indication of this is that British turnover rates
are approximately half of U.S. levels. Britain achieves a low unem-
ployment rate by completely avoiding much of the short-term unem-
ployment that prevails in the United States. Some of the specific ways
in which this occurs will be examined below.

Perhaps the most important characteristic of our current unemploy-
ment problem is the differences in unemployment experience among
demographic groups. The unemployment rates in certain groups are
not only very high but are also quite unresponsive to changes in the
aggregate demand for labor. It is this that explains why the simula-
tions presented in the last section showed that fiscal policies that dras-

These fliTUTPX may overstate the contribution of job loss to unemployment.
Since Job losers have somewhat longer durations of unemployment, the propor-
tion of unemployment spells due to job loss is less than the proportion of unem-
ployed days cited above.

' A study of the British experience is particularly useful because Britain.
unlike some other European countries. does not maintain full employment for
its own labor force by permitting temporary immigration of foreign laborers.
The agricultural sector in Britain is also small so that, unlike other European
countries, unemployment is not dampened by shifts from industry to agriculture.

A comparison based on the British 1966 Census suggests that the official
correction Is too small and that the British unemployment rate, on American
definitions. was approximately 3.1 percent.

-a
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tically cut the unemployment rate of mature white males would still
leave a high overall unemployment rate.

To study these differences I have estimated the relation between the
unemployment rate in each demographic group and the concurrent
unemployment rate for males over 24 years of age. This rate for
mature men provides one of the best measures of cyclical variation in
labor market pressure. Equation 2.1, for example, relates the season-
ally adjusted quarterly unemployment rate for teenage males (RI'M
16-19) to the mature male rate ( RUM 25 +) :

(2.1) RUM 16-19=-- 9.22 + 1.45 RUM 25+
(0.62) (0.17)

= 0.49 (1954:1 to 1972:2)

The coefficient of RUM 2.5+ indicates that a change of 1 percent in
the unemployment rate of mature men is associated with a 1.45 percent
change in the teenage male unemployment rate. A change in aggregate
demand therefore has a greater absolute effect en the teenage unem-
ployment rate than on the rate for mature men. Nevertheless, varia-
tions in aggregate demand account for a relatively small fraction of
the high level of teenage male unemployment. This is shown by the
large constant term (9.22). Even if the mature male rate was de-
pressed to 1.5 percentbelow the level reached at any time in the post-
war periodthe equation implies that the male teenage rate would be
11.4 percent. Although the absolute sensitivity of male teenage unem-
ployment to aggregate demand is a serious problem, it is the very high
level of the cyclical troughs that prevents macroeconomic policy from
reducing the overall unemployment rate to a level of 2 to 3 percent.

Table 6 summarizes the estimated equations linking the unemploy-
ment rates for major demographic groups to the rate for mature men.'
Columns 41 and 7 compare the 1971 unemployment rate for each group
with the rate that the equation implies would prevail in an extremely
tight labor market in which the mature male rate was 1.5 percent.
Each of the eight equations conveys an interesting story about the
differences in labor force experience among demographic groups.
Equation 2.2 implies that teenage females also have a very high unem-
ployment rate indey_indent of labor market conditions. With the
mature male rate at 1.5 percent, teenage females would still have an
unemployment rate over 1:1 percent. The very low and statistically
insigniCeant coefficient of RUM 25+ in this equation also suggests
that the female teenage unemployment rate is almost completely Un-
affected by aggregate demand. Indeed a comparison of equations 2.1
through 2.1 indicates that the only teenage group whose unemploy-
ment is influenced to a significant extent by market tightness are white
ma les.

All of these equations are linear. Although it is possible that these relations
change sub,tantially at very low rates 4if unemployment. preliminary examina-
tion of this issue dges not suggest important nonlinenrities. Further analysis of
this question can be found in Martin Feldstein and Brian Wright, "Nonlinearities
In the Structure of Unemployment and Employment," mimeographed. 1973.
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TABLE 6.-DIFFERENCES IN UNEMPLOYMENT EXPERIENCE AMONG DEMOGRAPHIC GROUPS

Uttemploy-
Unemploy- ment rate

Coefficient of mint rate, at RUM
Equation Demographic group Constant term RUM 254. -Iri 371 25 + ..1.

(I) (2) (3) (4) (S) (6) (7)

2.1
2.2
2.3....
2.4
2.5
2.6.
2.7
2.8

Males 16 to 19
Females 16 to 19
Whites 16 to 19.
Nonwhites 16 to 19
Males, white 20 +
Males, nonwhite, 20 +
Females, white, 20+
Females, nonwhite 20 +

9.22 (0.62
13.28 (. 88)
9.28 (. 60)

24.13 (1.89)
.32 (.08)

-.22 (.21)
2.35 (. 15)
4.62 (.30)

1.45 (0.17)
. 26 (.24)

1.03 ( -17)
.26 (.52)
.92 (.02)

2.33 (.58)
.59 (.04)
.99 (.08)

0.492
. 002
. 336

-. 010
.960
. 956
, 743
.660

16.7
17.4
15.2
31.8
4.0
7.3
5.3
8.7

11.4
13.7
10.8
24.5

1.7
3.3
3.2
6.1

NO :E.- Estimates are for 1954.1 through 1972.2. Standard errors are shown in parentheses Se, text for further de-
tails.

Equation 2.0 shows that. although the nonwhite adult male unem-
ployment rate has also been quit( high, it behaves very differently
f oni the rates for teenageN and women. The constant term in this
equation is small and negative. :Yonwhite men are very much more
sensitive to aggregate demand than other groups in the labor force.
Their unemployment rate parallels that for white men but at a much
higher level. The result is that a 1.5 percent level for RUM 25+ leaves
a 3.3 percent rate for this group.

For both white anti nonwhite women, there are substant: al constant
terms and significant sensitivity to RUM 25+. Nonwhite women are
more sensitive to labor market conditions. Their unemployment
changes at the same rate as that of mature men.

The simple structure of these equations may of course produce mis-
leading results. Changes in the unemployment rates of individual
demographic groups during the past 0 rears have reflected not ant.
aggregate labor market conditions but also the complex effects of the
changing demographic structure of the population, the structure of
relative wage rates. the increase in school attendance. variations in the
size of the Armed Forces. increased labor force participation of mar-
ried women, the relative increase in the minimum wage. et cetera. An
analysis of the likely effects of these factors is beyond the current
study. The rapid increase in the proportion of teenagers in the popu-
lation has however been identified as an important. influence. The post-
war baby boom reached labor force age in the early 1960's. Statistical
estimates suggest that this raised teenage unemployment rates in the
sixties. and thus prevented teenagers from sharing in the general fall In
unemployment rates. Equation 2.9 demonstrates this result for male
teenagers:

(2.9) RUM 16-10----7.63 2.33 (RCM 23 L146.3 Pop. 16-19
(1.49) (0.13) (12.6) Pop. 16 4-

R2=0.824

where ( POP 16-19/1101) 16-1- ) is the proportion of the population
over age 13 that is between 1t1 and 19 years old, The equation implies
that. the rise in this proportion from .N73 in 1901 to .10S3 in 1972,
increased the unemployment rate for nude teenagers by 3.05 percent-
age points. Note that the effect of allowing for this demographic trend
is a substantial increase in the implied responsiveness of the teenage-
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rate to cyclical conditions. Similar effects are observed when this
demographic variable is added to the equations for other teenage
groups (2.2 through 2.4). However, because of the trend-like behavior
of tins demographic variable during the past decade, it is difficult to
judge whether its implied impart is real or only a statistical artifact.
Only after the current demographic trend for this age group turns
will it be possible to resolve this. Nevertheless, even if equation 2.9 is
accepted as a more accurate picture than 2.2, the basic. conclusion about
the effect of increasing aggregate demand is unchanged. Equation 2.9
implies that reducing Urn 25+ to 1.5 percent would yield a male
teenage unemployment rate of 11.6 percent with the current demo-
graphic structure ((POP 16-19 'POP 16 +) =0.108].

The equations reported in table 6 indicate that overall unemploy-
ment would remain high even in a very tight labor market but do not
explain why individual unemployment rates behave so differently.
Some understanding of this at a relatively crude empirical level can
be obtained by examining the proportions of the unemployed in dif-
ferent demographic groups who are job leavers, job losers, new en-
trants. and reentrants. Table 7 presents comparative data for a high
unemployment year 1971 and a low unemployment year 1969.

TABLE 7.-COMPOSITION OF UNEMPLOYMENT RATES. 1969 AND Ian

Met. 204- Female, 20.1-
Teenager
16 to 19 White Nonwhite

Reason :or unemployment 1969 1971 1969 1971 1969 1971 1969 1971 1969 1971

Job loser rats 1.2 2.9 I.2 2.5 1.9 3.1 1.1 2.5 2.3 4.2
lob leave rate .4 .5 .6 .8 1.5 1.6 .5 .6 .9 1.1
Reentrant rate .5 .9 1.7 2.3 4.2 5.5 1.1 1.6 2.2 3.1
New entrant rate .1 .1 .2 .2 4.8 6.7 .4 .7 1.0 1.5

Total 2.1 4.4 3.7 5.7 12.2 16 9 3.1 5.4 6.4 9.9

The primary difference between the structure of unemployment
for mature males and females is the higher unemployment rate for
women among those who are reentrants to the labor force. Unfor-
tunately. the term "reentrant" is unclear. It includes not only women
who return to the labor force after caring for a family for a number
of years but also those who are seeking work after a 'brief period of
voluntary withdrawal from the labor force. This component of the
higher unemployment rate of women probably represents both the
natural frictional unemployment at a second entry into the labor
market and the result of a weaker attachment to employment of some
women who move temporarily in and out of the labor force. The
higher rate of women's unemployment due to job leaving provides
support for this view of weaker labor force attachment.

Although teenagers have a slightly higher and more cyclical rate
of unemployment due to job loss, the much higher teenage unemploy-
ment rates are clearly due to the high rate for new entrants. reen-
trantp. and job leavers. Although these components are also cyclically
sensitive, they remain very high even in a year with a tight labor
market like 1969. I shall return to discuss this more fully in the next
section.

Finally, nonwhite unemployment rates are higher in every category
but again job loss accounts for less than half of total unemployment.
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Even though nonwhites have more difficulty in finding employment.
unemployment due to voluntary separations and withdrawals from
the labor force are approximately twice the level for whites.

The evidence presented in this section can be summarized briefly:
The current structure of unemployment in the American economy
is not compatible with the traditional view of a hard core of un-
employed who are unable to find jobs. Even with"the high unemplcy-
nient rate of 19T1, the durations of unemployment were short, job
losers accounted for less than half of unemployment and quit rates
generally exceeded layoffs. An examination of the past experience
of individual demographic groups indicates very substantial varia-
tion in the response of unemployment rates to aggregate demand
and implies than even an extremely tight labor market would leave
some groups with high unemployment rates. The next three sections
examine why these unemployment rates are not more sensitive to
aggregate demand and suggest possible policies to deal with these
problems.



III. UNEMPLOYMENT AMONG YOUNG WORKERS

Unemployment rates for young persons seem outrageously high.
In 1971, male teenagers had an unemployment. rate of 16.6 percent.
Even among those aged 20 through 24, the unemployment rate was
10.3 percent. If unemployment in these groups could be reduced to
the same rate as for mature men, the overall rate would fall by more
than one-third.

Similar results are obtained if attention is limited to the full-time
labor force and to persons whose major aetivitv is not attending
school. Among male teenagers in the full-time labor force, the 1971
unemployment rate was 16.9 percent; for 20- to 24-year-olds, it. was
10 percent. Among males aged 16 through 21 whose major activity was
not going to school, the unemployment rate was 13.5 percent.

An examination of the British experience indicates that such rela-
tively high rates among young persons can be avoided. The 1961
British census' showed that the unemployment rate among male
nonstudents aged 16 to 17 was only 2.1 percent. The same rate also
prevailed for 18- to 19-year-olds and 20- to 24-year-olds. For 25- to 34-
year -olds, the rate then fell to approximately 1.6 percent. British
young people have extremely low unemployment rates, both absolutely
and, by comparison with the United States, in relation to older work-
ers. I shall return later to what I believe are some of the reasons for
the very favorable British experience.

The statistical analysis presented in the last section shows that the
unemployment rates of young persons would remain high even in a
very tight labor market. Youth unemployment is not primarily due
to inadequate demand. There are two sources of the chronic high
unemployment in this age range: unnecessarily slow absorption of
new entrants and low job attachment among those at work, New en-
trants to the labor force in 1971 spent an average of 9.1 weeks until
their first employment. Among teenagers, new entrants contributed
6.7 percent. to the unemployment rate. For this group, new entrants
therefore accounted for 40 percent of total unemployment.

The second source of unemploymentth high rate at whieli young
men and women lose jobs, quit jobs, and drop out of the labor force
is both a more serious prublem and a more difficult one to attack. All of
the evidence points to this highly unstable character of employment.
rather than to any long-term difficulty in finding jobs, as the primary
source of unemployment among experienced young workers. First,
the mean duration of unemployment is much lower for this group
than for the rest of the labor force. Even in 1971 when the mean
duration for all unemployed was 11.4 weeks, among 16- to 21- year -olds
the mean was only 8.5 weeks; while 24 percent of all workers were

It is necessary to use census data for Britain because continuous unemploy-
ment statiaties are based only on registered unemployment; there is no con-
tinuous survey data.

(17)
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unemployed for more than 15 weeks, only 15 percent of 16- to 21-year-
phh; Wen. sernini, unemployment among job-leavers and those re-
entering the labor force is much more important for younger workers
than iniemployment among job-losers. In 1971, teenage job-leavers and
%vent runts eont ributed 7.1 'Huron, or more than two-thirds of the un-
employment among experienced teenage workers. Third, these high
reentrant rate-, appear to lk as:;oei...ted with relatively high rates of
being (mishit. the Inhor force. In 1971. among 16- to 21-year-old males
WhS1, activity Was not attending school, more than 13 pement
were not in t he labor force. The monemployment rate," i.e., the ratio of
the unemployed plus those outside the labor force, is therefore an ex-
tremely high 27 pereent. Of those 16- to 19-year-olds outside the labor
force inid not iii selmol, only about one-tenth stated the inability to find
a job as the reason for not seeking work. Another one-tenth indicated
ill-health and home responsibilities. The rest are repotted in the gen-
eral "all other reasons" category. For 20- to 24-year-olds, the results
are very similar: for only one-tenth of those outside the labor force
was an exp cted inability to find work the reason for not seeking
employmme. Finally. a. survey 2 that followed the same group of
young mei' from October 1966 through October 1968. found that ap-
proximately one-fourth of black 16- to 20-vear-olds had three or more
spells of Tinemployment and about half *had two or more interfirm
shifts during the months. Among whites the proportion experi-
encing at least, one spell of unemployment was similarafter educa-
tional differenees are taken into accountbut multiple spells of un-
employmun were less common. Still one-fifth of whites and two-fifths
of blnks between 16 and 24 who were completely out of Flehool experi-
eneed some in:employment during those 2 years despite the very low
overall rational unemployment rate.

Why is employment so unstable and labor force attachment so weak
in this age range ? Why do young American workers experience so
mile)) higher unemployment rates than their British counterparts?
I believe that a fundamental reason is the types of jabs that are avail-
able and the lack of adequate reward for stable employment. I will
return below to discuss this in more detail and to suggest possible
remedies. Before doing. so. 'iowever, I want, Jo indicate several ways
in whib the efliial figures overstate the mgaitude of the social and
econoi proldon of unemployment among young people.

Part of the high quit rates and rates of leaving the labor force'
merely reflects the impact of our educational system and the seasonal
character of the labor force activity of students. Those who have not
stopped their formal education peek full-time employment when
schools nre -Iwo] and may also seek different part-time jobs during
the school year. Since attending shool is the major activity of more
than n percent of the labor force between 16 and 21 years of age,
the penliar labor market behavior of that group has it substantial
impact on the statistical picture of youth unemployment. If those

'The National Longitudinal Survey, sponsored by the V.S. Department of
Labor. See Parneg et al. (1970).

'There is, unfortunately. no regularly published information on the way in
which reentranta to the labor force were separated from their previous job.
More information on the frequency of quits among different types of individuals
(te.. not based on establishment data) and of leaving the labor force would be
very valuable.
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who are looking for part-time work only are not counted in the un-
employed, the unemployment rate for 16- to 21-year -olds drops from
15 percent in 1971 to 10.2 percent. Moreover. many of those who leave
school and take jobs later return to being full-time students. High
unemployment among young Americans is therefore in part a reflec-
tion of our commitment to providing many more years of schooling
than is common in other ;ountries and is in part the price we pay for
a. very fluid educational system which encourages people to move back
and forth be ween full-time work and full-time education.

If attention is limited only to those for whom going to school is
not the major activity. the unemployment rates are still very high.
Among 16- to 21-year-olds in 1971. the official unemployment rate was
13.6 percent. There is. however. some evidence that the method used
by the Current Population Survey (CPS) causes the official estimates
to overstate considerably the rates of unemployment among out-of-
school youths. The CPS generally gathers information about all mem-
bers of a household from ove of its adult members, most frequently the
housewife. The extensive 'National! Longitudinal Survey of males 14 to
24 years of age, sponsored by the Department of Labor and directed
by Prof. Herbert Parnes of Ohio State University, found that inter-
viewing the young men themselves produced quite different answers
than the CPS obtained to the same question by interviewing a single
household adult. Published reports on the surveys of 1966, 1967, and
1968 confirm the existence of this substantial bias. Table 8 compares
the unemployment rates estimated by Parnes and his associates with
the corresponding CPS figures.' The data relates to October 1966, and
is limited to young men who are out of school. Comparing columns 2
and 3 shows that the CPS rate is nearly twice as high in every age
group as the unemployment rate reported by the young men them-
selves. The overall CPS rate for 16- to 21-year-olds is 7.4 percent, the
corresponding Longitudinal Survey rate is only 4.3 percent. For black
16- to 21-year-olds. the unemployment rate falls from 11.6 percent
based on CPS methods to 6.8 percent in the Longitudinal Survey.
Columns 4 and 5 show that the CPS also overstates the fraction of
out-of-school youths who are neither employed nor looking for work.

TABLE 8.-UNEMPLOYMENT AND LABOR FORCE PARTICIPATION AMONG YOUNG MALES NOT ENROLLED IN
SCHOOL: A COMPARISON OF CPS AND LONGITUDINAL SURVEY ESTIMATES, OCTOBER 1966

Unemployment rates
Labor force

participation rates

Color and age

(1)

CPS

(2)

LS I

(3)

CPS

(4)

LSI

(5)

Whites:
16 to 17
18 to 19.
20 to 21
22 to 24

Blacks:
16 to 17.
18 to 19.
20 to 21
22 to 24

18.8
7.9
4.3
2.3

22.9
11.2
10.1
3.1

8.3
4.2
3.0
1.0

16.3
7.6
2.4
3.1

7.46
89.2
91.8

100.0

59.3
84.9
95.8
96.2

91.9
92.5

3ES.4

84.9
92.4

.0t 8
I LS is the longitudinal survey. See text for references.

The comparison is based on Parnes et al. (1970), p. 236.
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The of the SlIneys. the consistency of the pattern, and the
replication of the results in 3 separate years convinces me that the dis-
crepancies found by the Longitudinal Surve.y are not due to statistical
chance or differenees in interpretation. It is clear that more young
men have jobs than is reported to the Current Population 4urvey.3
But cliti with the more eneouraging estimates based on the Longi-
tudinal Survey. the 11710111111tyllIellt rates of those! under 21) are ;midi
higher than they need be. The Longitudinal Survey estimates of R.3
percent among white 16- to 17-year-olds is four times the British rate
in the same age group and the 4.2 percent for 18- to 19year-olds is
twice the British rite. Part of this difference no doubt reflects the fact
that a much smeller proportion of American youths have joined the
full-time la hor force in this age range. The Americans tinder 20 who
are seeking full-time enii4fyinent. are therefore probably a less able
gimp than British workers in the same age group. Nevertheless. the
Longitudinal Survey rates are high in absolute terms and probably
represent a real excess in comparison with British experience.

In considering the gap between the unemployment rates of young
persons and of more mature workers, it is important not to lose sight
of their differences in motivation and attitudes. Most young workers
have no family responsibilities and many continue to live with their
parents. It is significant that the 1971 unemployment rate for 16- to
24-year-old males who were classified as "household heads" was only
6.4 percent while all others in this age-sex group had an unemploy-
ment rate over 16 percent. Although today's high wage rates provide
a substantial reward for working. they also permit a comfortable
standard of living with significantly less work or less responsible
work than was required 20 years ago. Many young persons want more
leisure than is consistent with full-time employment and a perma-
nent attachment to a particular firm. They prefer to alternate be-
tween working and other activities rather than seeking and holding
permanent employment.. These remarks are not intended as criticism.
The behavior of these young persons is seen in better mstpective by
comparison with our student population. The major activity of over
40 percent of 16- to 21-year-olds is attending school. The academic
sehedule provides frequent long vacations. For those in higher edu-
cation. the daily routine is varied and the individual is generally free
to choose his own activities and pace of work. Perhaps much of the
high turnover and voluntary labor force withdrawal reflects an at-
tempt to enjoy the same freedom and occupational variety that we take
for granted in our student population of the same age.

The extremely high unemployment rates are therefore not quite
what they seem. They reflect the peculiar labor force behavior of
students. the TS methods that may lead to substantial underestimates
of youth employment. and the temporary and voluntary unemploy-
ment that young people can afford in an affluent society. Despite all of

'There is some evidence that the ens estimates may actually be too low in
certain geographical areas. A special census survey of low income urban areas
found higher youth unemployment and nonemployment rates than the CPS bad
reported for those areas. [In a comment on this report. Mr. Hyman Kaita of the
Bureau of Labor Statistics notes that a coding error in the Perna; data has
been discovered. In my reply I indicate why this does not alter the general
conclusions of the current analysis.]
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this, I believe that there does exist a real and serious problem. The high
turnover rates and voluntary unemployment are a response to tlte
unsatisfactory type of job that is available to many young workers.
These are often "dead end" jobs. offering neither the opportunity for
advancement within the firm nor training and experience that would
be useful elsewhere.4 The young worker's incentive to stay at work is
often further reduced by a seniority system that implies that the
newest employees are most likely to be laid off during the next small
business downturn. Moreover, the lack of sufficient opportunities to
begin careers leading to high paving jobs or to obtain valuable on-
the-job training in industry and business is no doubt responsible for
an excessive reliance on formal education. I shall not venture to guess
bow many of our college students might be served better by working
if more adequate jobs were available.

I believe that the Government can and should develop new policies
aimed at reducing unemployment among new entrants to the labor
force and at increasing job stability amongyoung workers. Improving
the transition from school to permanent work is the easier problem.
New entrants constitute over 10 percent of all unemployed and more
than a third of the teenage unemployed. Nearly 80 percent of all
unemployed new entrants are under 20 years old. In 1971. half of
new entrants spent more than a month in finding their first job. One-
sixth searched for more than 15 weeks.?

The single most. effective way of reducing unemployment among
new entrants as well as improving the quality of first jobs would be
the establishment of a special Youth Employment Service. The British
experience with such a program suggests its potential impact in
America. In a recent year in which approximately 280,000 boys be-
tween 1! and 17 entered the labor force,* the Youth Employment
Service. arranged 200,000 employment placements for boys in that age
group. While some of these placements are not for new entrants. the
magnitude of the British achievement is enormous. Part of their
success is due to their direct contact with students: nearly 80 percent
of school leavers who are not going to universities are interviewed in
school by the Youth Employment Service.°

I would favor a Federal program that reimbursed States for the
cost of operating a Youth Employment Service that met certain Fed-
eral standards. The Service should be separate from the regular Em-
ployment Service. It should deal only with persons below 21 years of
age. Although available to those who have already left school, its pri-
mary focus should be an active program of advising and placing those
who are about to leave. A participant State should require each student
to be interviewed by the Youth Employment Service before he grad-

See Doeringer and Fiore (1971), especially chap. 9, for a discussion of these
problems.

I Unfortunately. the available statistics do not distinguish new entrants who
are seeking permanent employment from new entrants who are students looking
for summer work or a part-time job during the school year. I suspect that the
duration of unemployment among new entrants seeking permanent employment
would be longer than average.

'Compulsory education in Britain did not extend beyond 15; approximately
one-fourth of those new entrants between 15 and 17 were 15-year-olds.

' There is a program with similar experience in Germany. See Department of
Labor ( 1970) .
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mites from high school or is allowed to leave school legally. Making
a Youth Employment Service an integral part of the educational sys-
tem should facilitate the transition from school to job.

The knowledge that everyone entering the labor force is seen by the
Youth Employment Service would encourage employers to list jobs
that are not now given to the regular Employment. Service. If those
leaving school are more aware of the options open to them, they are
more likely to find a job with which they will be satisfied. They will
not only find a better job in this way but will also be less likely to
leave that job in an illusory hope of improving their position.

Additional increases in the stability of youth employment will be
mums harder to achieve. For many y-oung workers. especially for those
with less than the average amount of education, the available jobs do
not induce sufficiently strong job attachment. Part of the solution in
these cases is to change the expectations that condition the behavior
of employers and employees. The employers anticipate high quit rates
and design the job situation to minimize the costs associated with
turnover. On-the-job training. and the development of general skills
is minimal. Any decrease in demand leads to the laying off of some of
the recently hired workers. The young employees who find themselves
in this unattractive "secondary labor marker 12 respond to these condi-
tions by high absenteeism ma frequent quits.

At the root of these mutually reinforcing counterproductive expec-
tations is the hard economic reality that firms cannot afford to offer
useful on-the-job training to a broad class of young employees. A firm
can generally provide the opportunity to acquire new marketable
skillsby on-the-job training, dVailed supervision, or even just
through learning by experiencecmiy to a worker whose net product
during the period of training is at least equal to his wage." For those
young workers who come with some skills and who learn quickly,
there is no difficulty in providing additional training while paying
a reasonable wage.12 But the disadvantaged worker who comes to the
labor market with a low skill level and limited learning speed will
generally not receive opportunities to learn as much.

It is here that the minimum wage law has an unambiguously harm-
ful effect on some young workers. Even if an individual were willing
to "buy" on-the-job training by taking a very low wage for fi months
or a year, the minimum wage law would not permit him to do so.
It is unfortunate and ironic that we encourage and subsidize expendi-
ture on formal education while blocking the opportunity for individ-
uals to "buy" on-the-job training.13 The British experience contrasts

" See T)oeringer and Fiore (1971). for a discussion of secondary labor markets
and of the importance of internal job structures within firms.

"This of course need not be true for firm specific skills or in other situations
where the individual cannot readily market his new skills elsewhere.

12 It is signifieant that although young blacks generally have much higher
unemployment rates and turnover than whites. those blacks who followed yore.
Lionel training programs in high school had approximately the same employment
experience as all white high school graduates. It is also clear that those who bad
been employed while they were students have more favorable labor force
experience after they leave school but the reasons here are obviously ambiguous.

13 There are some strange exceptions to this such as hospital schools of nursing
that charge very low fees and obtain substantial services from the student
nurses. Presumably. a negative wage is consistent with the minimum wage law
but not a low positive wage.
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sharply with our own. More than 40 percent of male employees under
20 are classified as apprentices, articled clerks14 and formal trainees:
less than 18 percent of males between 10 and 19 are students."

The burden of this effect of the minimum wage law falls most
heavily on the disadvantaged. Because they bring little to the labor
market, they are able to obtain little in exchange. It is clear from the
few successful programs in training the disadvantaged that for some
time these workers produce little if any net revenue over the costs of
training." A job at the minimum wage will hot permit any significant
amount of training. The disadvantaged youth, for whom more formal
education is unsuitable, is therefore forced into dead end jobs without
training or opportunities for advancement. In the short run, this
means high absenteeism, high quit rates and high turnover. The long-
rim effects are even more serious. The lack of additional training for
those who start with low skills makes them part of the permanent
poor. For the disadvantaged, the minimum wage law may have the
ironic effect of lowering lifetime incomes by a very large amount'?

The problem then is to remove the barrier to better on-the-job ex-
perience and training that is currently posed for some young workers
by the minimum wage law. There are a variety of ways to do this.. The
'method that one chooses depends in part on who one wants to bear the
cost of these better job opportunities. One obvious solution would be
to modify the minimum wage law so that its full force does not apply
to young workers. This would put the full cost of the better training
on the young workers themselves. Although there is strong opposition
to changing our current minimum wage system. the case for a mini-
mum wage is clearly weakest when applied to young workers. At best,
the minimum wage is an administratively simple way of providing a
minimum annual income for every family with a full-time working
member. It suffers even in this context from its failure to relate that
income to family size. This is particularly relevant to young workers
who are single and who often live with their parents.

There are, however, two practical objections to relying solely on a
reduction in the minimum wage for young workers as the means of
facilitating better job experience. First, some young workers would
simply not he able to afford to take a job with adequate training and
experience. The low incomes associated with such lobs would effec-
tively exclude those with family responsibilities. Single individuals
who had to support themselves would also be eliminated from the best
programs; the cost If some successful training programs has been so
high that without a direct subsidy employers could offer little more
than a "tuition-free education.' Second, many of those who could both
afford and benefit from a low wage job with training would not take

"The term refers to apprentices in commercial and professional occupations.
"Britain has no minimum wage law. Other countries with a minimum wage

often treat young workers differently from adults.
"tee Doeringer (1969) for summaries of a number of eases.
"Note that this view of the harmful effects of applying the minimum wage

law to young workers is quite different from the usual proposition that the
minimum wage law creates unemployment because at the established level the
supply of workers exceeds the demand. The evidence on that is ambigtilus. It
is clear that there is no lack of jobs in the sense that nearly any yot-
can get a job but it is not certain that they all could. The view develop,.
text attributes the unemployment to the indirect effect on the strength of ur
force attachment.
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the opportunity. Uncertainty about the future value of the training
impatiencempatience for immediate income would lead many to jobs with

higher pay but less useful experience. Some form of subsidy is there-
fore necessary if sufficient on-the-job training is to be achieved. Given
the substantial direct and indirect subsidies that are now oiven to stu-
dents, a proaram of subsidies for young workers is only equitable.
Such subsidies would also have the favorable effect of reducing the
current distorting incentives to choose formal education rather than
learnine. on the job.

The advantage of removing the minimum wage barrier to training
could be achieved without any change in the minimum wage if a sub-
sidy were paid to employers for all young workers. This would, how-
ever. be an. inefficient way to deal with the problem because it would
provide the same subsidy regardless of the young person's family
Income. Such a program would either yield relatively little useful
training or be quite expensive. A more reasonable solution would be
to combine a decrease in the minimum wage with a stipend that is
related to the financial situation of the young worker and his family.

A wide variety of alternative programs, differing in the degree of
control that the Government exercises over the individual's training,
could be designed. Central to all such programs would be a Youth
Employment Scholarship which is paid to young workers as a supple-
ment to their wage income." At one extreme, each individual would
receive his scholarship and make whatever job arrangements he
wished. The program would rely on the individual worker to select the
job that offered him the most valuable combination of training and
current wage. The danger. however, is that because of uncertainty.
ignorance or impatience, many would fail to take advantage of the
opportunity to acquire training and would seek the highest current
wage." At the other extreme are arrangements like the current JOBS
program in which the Government contracts directly with firms to
provide sneeific training to individuals selected in a particular way.
N:anther the rate of acceptance of this program in the business com-
munity nor the end results for the trainees has been encouraging. The
contract route places undue emphasis on the formal characteristics of
the program and puts the Government in the inappropriate role of
buying specific educational services rather than of subsidizing suitable
job settings for young workers.

Along the spectrum of possibilities between these two extremes are
different combinations of prior approval. supervision and incentive
payments. Youth Employment Scholarships might be restricted to
persons holding jobs that have been approved on an ad hoc basis by
the local youth employment service. Alternatively, the use of Youth
Employment Scholarships could be restricted to firms or job programs
that had previously been certified to satisfy minimum national stand-
ards. Over time, a firm's eligibility could 'be made conditional on its
achieving a satisfactory average performance with respect to the aver-

"Although the size of each scholarship should be related to each individual's
circumstances. a minimum stipend independent of family income would be desir-
able. This would both influence the character of the program and partially of
set the current indirect subsidies of formal education that benefit all students.

"This tendency could be partly controlled by making the size of the scholar-
ship larger if the wage rate is lower.
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age job tenure, quit rate and income gains of those who came with
Employment Scholarships.

Specific incentive payments to the empleyer firms could increase the
effectiveness of the program. Very high quit rates and rapid turnover
among the young workers in a firm indicate that. their jobs are not
providing useful experience and are not part of effective internal
career structures. Firms could be encouraged to develop better oppor-
tunities for training, experience and advancement by a system of
incentive payments or tax credits. The payment, based on the number
of Employment Scholarship employees. should reward a record of
high retention rates and income increases while penalizing high sep-
aration rates and income stagnation. The traditional investment tax
credit has been a successful stimulus to businel-s investment in physical
capital. A well designed Employee Investment Tax Credit could spur
better efforts to develop our Nation's stock of human capital.

The cost of a Youth Employment Scholarship program would be
influenced by five key factors: (1) the level of the minimum wage
for young workers; (2) the amount of training and experience that is
to be 'thought" by sacrificing short-run output per worker: (3) the
average duration of the individual scholarships; (4) the magnitude of
the supplementary incentive payments to employers; and (5) the
effect of family circumstances and the young person's wage rate on the
size of the Employment Scholarship. Any effective program will be
expensive. To obtain an order of magnitude, co,ider a program that
provides all teenagers with a scholarship for their first year of till-
t:ine labor force participation with the size of the scholarship a
funetion of individual circumstances. If scholarships ranged from
$00 to $2,500 with an average of SUM, the total cost of scholarships
would somewhat exceed $2 billion. The supplementary Employee In-
vestment. Tax Credits would increase the total cost of the program.
This level of scholarship support is compatible with a relatively low
minimum wage for young workers. A higher minimum wage would
permit smaller scholarships but would require large subsidies to em-
ployers if effective training is to be obtained."

Although the cost of such a program is high in relation to Federal
spending on previous manpower programs. it is not high in relation
to the other subsidies used in the attempt to cut unemnloyment. The
traditional investment tax credit alone has a substantially higher cost
than the Employment Scholarship and Employee Investment Tax
Credit outlined above. Moreover, the gains from such a program
would be much more than a reduction in the unemployment rate for
young workers. The better jobs that are created in this way. would
permanently increase the productivity of workers and would open
career ladders to higher paving jobs. This would not only reduce
lifetime poverty among disadvantaged labor force entrants but would
also re.hice the artificially inflated demand for formal education by
those who could benefit more from industrial and commercial experi-
ence. An appropirate combination of a reduced minimum wage for
teenager& a substantial Youth Employment Scholarship program and

3' If, for administrative or other reasons, the minimum wage for young work-
ers cannot be reduced, the alternative to larger employer subsidies would be to
give a larger scholarship to each new worker who could then use the scholarship
to pay his employer for on-the-job training.
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a system of specific incentives to firms would not only alleviate the
symptoms of high unemployment among the young but would also
twat the underlying disease of inadequate opportunities for man-
power development."

n The Youth Employment Scholarships could substantially increase the effec-
tiveness of the youth employment service. Without such scholarships and with the
current minimum wage, many of the most disadvantaged young workers could
only be hired for unskilled and temporary jobs. This in turn would deter employ-
ers from hiring them in advance through the youth employment service. Because
scholarships would transform the nature of the jobs, employers would be more
interested in seeking in advance those students who would later be good trainees
under the new program.



IV. FOUR SOURCES OF UNEMPLOYMENT AMONG ADULTS

Unemployment among mature workers reflects several distinct
problems. Identifying these separate aspects suggests a mix of possi-
ble policies for lowering the unemployment rate. This section will dis-
cuss four reasons why the adult unemployment rate is higher than it
should be. Several possible policies will be considered briefly. The next
section will examine in more detail the potential effects of changing
our unemiihiyinent compensation system.

Some unemployment is, of course, the inevitable consequence of a
healthy a- d dynamic economy. The changing mix of output and the
process of technological advance displace workers who generally be-
come temporarily unemployed. IVomen often return to the labor force
as their children grow older; in 1971, reentrants accounted for 40 per-cent of the unemployment among women 20 years old and over. Fam-
ilies occasionally migrate to new areas in order to find better employ-
ment opportunities and then spend time searching for work-. All of
these sources of unemployment produce important gains for the econ-
omy and often for the unemployed themselves. It is clear that they
should not be discouraged. In particular, it is important to avoid the
temptation, to which other countries have sometimes succumbed, to
prevent temporary unemployment by permanent subsidies for un-
wanted output and, inefficient technology.

Although some unemployment among adults is appropriate, the
actual unemployment rates among experienced men clearly represent
an undesirable and unnecessary waste of resources. In the postwar
period, the unemployment rate among males aged 20 and over aver-
aged 3.5 percent. In 1971, it was an unfortunate 4.4 percent. As already
noted in section II, the rate has generally been higher among women
than men. In 1971, it was 5.7 percent. The combined unemployment
rate for adu!ts 1 was 4.9 percent. These rates, and the U.S. postwar
experience in general. are much higher than the unemployment rates
experienced in most other industrial nations. Even Britain, which un-
like some other European countries does not maintain full employ-
ment by temporary imports and exports of foreign laborers, has
achieved adult unemployment rate below 2.5 percent in the 1960's.
What could he clone in the United States to achieve a comparable
performance?

Although better management of aggregate demand has a more im-
portant role to play in lowering the adult unemployment rate than in
improving the teenage employment situation, macroeconomic policies
eannot do the job alone. This point was stressed in section I and exam-
ined statistically in section II. It is now time to consider the more
specific reasons why a variety of policies are needed to achieve a
more desirable level of unemployment among adult workers. To do

1 The term "adult" is used here In contrast to "teenager"; It includes persons
aged 20 and over.

(27)
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so. it is useful to distinguish and analyze the implications of four
different soirees of adult unemployment: (1) the cyclical and seasonal
volatility of the demand for labor; (2) the weak labor force attach-
ment of some groups of workers; (3) the particular difficulty in find-
ing permanent employment for persons with very low skills or other
employment disabilities; and (4) the average of several months of
unemployment among fob losers.

CYCLICAL AND SEASONAL VARIATION IN DEMAND

The American unemployment rate is not only higher than the rates
observed in foreign countries but also much more cyclically volatile.
During the 1060's the total U.S. unemployment rate varied from 3.5
percent to 6.7 percent. The cyclical variation in unemploymentthe
gap between peak and troughwas 3.2 percent.. The unemployment
rate was nearly twice as high in the worst year as in the best. During
the same decade. the corresponding British unemployment rate 2 varied
from 2.1 to 3.4 percent. The cyclical variation was only 1.3 percent,
substantially less than half of U.S. gap: Despite the much lower
rate in the best year. the cyclical swing only increased the British rate
by some 60 percent.

It would be wrong to infer from these data that nritain's less vola-
tile unemployment rate is due to a more stable growth ofdemand and
production. :k comparison of American and British experience shows
instead that changes in aggregate demand have a substantiallysmaller
impact on employment in Britain than they do in the United States.
More specifically. I have examined statistically the relation between
annual changes in the unemployment rate and the corresponding
changes in industrial production in the two countries. The results
show that a 1-percent change in industrial production has about twice
as big an effect on the unemployment rate in the United States as it
does in Britain. Moreover, while nearly all of the year-to-year vari-
ation in the 'U S. unemployment rate can be explained by fluctuations
in industrial production, the association between unemployment and
industrial production is much weaker in Britain.

Equations 4.1 and 4% relate the annual change in the male unem-
ployment rate to the corresponding percentage change in the index of
industrial productions In the United States, a 1-percent fall in the
Federal Reserve Board index of industrial production (JINDUS)
implies a rise in the male unemployment rate (RUMUS) of 0.2 per-
centage points. The variation in industrial production explains 91
percent of the annual changes in unemployment. In contrast, a 1-per-
cent fall in the United Kingdom index of industrial production
(JINDUX) only raises the unemployment rate (ROWS) by 0.11
percentage points. Less than half of the historical variation in these
unemployment changes can be explained by changes in industrial
production.../

'Adjusted to U.S. concepts by the Department of Labor.
$ The rate for males is used because the annual British data for female unem-

ployment is seriously incomplete. The United States and United Kingdom male
unemployment rates can reasonably be considered comparable for the current
purpose.
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(4.1) RUM US, RUM VS1-1,cm 0.89 0.20 CZ:VDUS, J/NDUSel
(0.02) JINDUSt-4

Rh.. 0.91 (1955 to 1971)

(4.2) RUM RL 0.11 jJ INDUKIJINDUICei)
(0.03)k J !NMI K

R' =0.49 (1950 to 1969)

These differences between United States and United Kingdom ex-
perience are corroborated by studying the relation between the level
of unemployment rate and the concurrent deviation of industrial pro-
duction from its trend value. In the United States, the index of indus-
trial production grew at an annual rate of 4.6 percent from 1954
through 1971. The variable CYCLEUS will denote the ratio of the
actual index of production (JINDUS) to the value predicted by the
exponential growth function. Equation 4.3 shows that if the index of
industrial production falls 1 percent below the trend, the unemploy-
ment rate rises by 0.20 percentage points. Additional lagged values of
CYCLEUS are not significant.

(4.3) RUM US. 24.35 19.77 CYCLEUS
(2.34) R' 0.81 (1954 to 1971)

The corresponding United Kingdom cycle variable (CYCLEUK)
represents the ratio of industrial production to Britain's 3.1 percent
crrowth path. Equation 4.4 shows that the effect of changes in
CYCLEUK is smaller and that very much less of the historical varia-
tion in the United Kingdom unemployment rate can be explained by
fluctuations in industrial production.

(4.4) RUM s = 15.48 13.37 CYCLELW,
(5.71) Tiv=i0.18 (1949 to 1969)

These equations 4 suggest that much of the difference between the
volatility, of the United States and United Kingdom unemployment
rates is due to the different ways in which employment in the two
countries responds to changes in aggregate demand. The specific
regression coefficients suggest that the U.S. cyclical unemployment
range of 3.2 percentage points during the 1960's would have been about
1.9 percentage points if the American economy responded to variation
in industrial production in the same way as the British economy. The
lower British responsiveness therefore accounts for about two-thirds
of the difference between the U.S. peak-to-trough gap of 3.2 percent-
age points and the corresponding United Kingdom gap of 1.3 per-
centage points.

British unemployment is less volatile because there is more cyclical
labor hoarding and more disguised unemployment in British firms.
During cyclical downturns, British firms are more likely than Ameri-
can firms to retain workers and assign them to less productive activi-

4 A variety of other equations, including the use of manufacturing production
and the exclusion of young workers, continues to support the results that British
unemployment la less sensitive to fluctuations in industrial production.
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ties rather than to lay them off for a temporary period. The reasons
for this difference in behavior is unclear. It may reflect specific differ-
ences in seniority arrangements

in structure, the competi-
tiveness of product markets, and the long-established national atti-
tudes about the proper relation between employers and employees.
British employment practices bring advantages in the form of income
maintenance and job security. When remaining employed is a sub-
stitute for temporary unemployment and subsequent recall, there is
also a gain in higher national income. In contrast, when remaining
employed is a substitute for switching to a job with a different em-
ployer, the British practice will result in a lower aggregate produc-
tivity of labor. It would clearly be valuable to study why British firms
and workers have chosen to respond differently from their American
counterparts.'

A variety of special schemes might be developed in the United
States to encourage firms to reduce the sensitivity of employment to
changes in aggregate demand: required minimum notice before em-
ployees are laid off, large compulsory severance payments, a guar-
anteed annual wage, substantial tax penalties (rewards) for volatile
(stable) employment, and so forth. Similar policies have already been

adopted by some European countries. However, such actions can only

lower the volatility of unemployment by reducing the efficiency of the

labor market and therefore lowering real wages. There is no reason
for the Government to impose a lower wage and the correspondingly
greater employment security than the employees themselves actually
want. Collective bargaining. agreements can achieve any desired
degree of employment security through the same techniques of mini-

mum notice, supplementary unemployment benefits. and so forth. The
outcome of collective bargaining, moreover, can reflect the employees
preferences and the real opportunity costs of lost earnings. The Gov-

ernment should only provide inducements to disguised unemployment
to the extent that these are considered a more efficient form of deficit
spending or that they provide tangible benefits to persons other than
the individual employees and employers. It should go without saying

that the government should also avoid policies that artificially stimu-
late the responsiveness of unemployment to changes in aggregate de-
mand. Nevertheless, as I will discuss below, our current system of
unemployment compensation mayhave the undesirable effect of stimu-
lating the volatility of unemployment in this way.

Because American unemployment is very sensitive to variations in
aggregate demand, it is particularly important that aggregate demand
itself be made more stable. The causes of past demand fluctuations
and the possible remedies for the future have been studied and dis-
cussed at great length. A further elaboration of these topics would be

The potentially important effect of differences in unemployment compensation
are diseussed in section V.

For example, unemployment compensation payments are now used to stimu-
late aggregate demand. It might be possible instead to pay wage subsidies to
Arms to reduce lay-offa rather than allowing higher unemployment to occur and
then taking steps to stimulate re-employment of those workers. If there are
slgntll'nnt hiring and training coats, such "preventive" wage subsidies might he
more eiBeient.
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out of place in the current paper. It would, however, be useful to con-
sider very briefly the related issue of the effect of economic growth
on the rate of unemployment.

It is often suggested that a higher rate of economic growth would
bring with it a lower rate of unem_ployment.? The usual argument in
support of this proposition might be summarized as follows:

In a rapidly growing economy in which real output increases at 10 percent
per year. even a. serious cyclical fall in the rate of growth still leaves output
increasing substantially. A 4 percent fall from the usual growth path still leaves
output growing at 6 percent. With such rapid growth of output, firms still need
additional labor and will not reduce their employment.

Such a statement misconstrues the nature of rapid growth. The
high rates of growth of output in countries like Japan and Germany
represent a rapid increase in output per employee, not in the number
of employees. A 10 percent growth of output might, for example,
reflect an 8 percent increase in productivity and a 2 percent increase in
employment. Such rapid productivity growth requires a, rapid in-
erea,e. in demand just to maintain the old level of employment. If
potential output grows at 10 percent while demand grows at only 6
percent, there is a substantial fall in the need for labor. It is simply
not true that an increase in the rate of potential growth will necessar-
ily lead to lower unemployment. The evidence that Japan and Ger-
many. both very rapidly growing economies, have enjoyed low
unemployment might be explained by Japan's peculiar employer-em-
ployee relations and Germany's use of temporary migratory labor,
youth emploenient policies, et cetera. At this point, the idea that a
jii her no of pro(ln'tivity increase would also lower the rate of un-
,oploympnt must he regarded as an optimistic hypothesis without
theoretical justification or empirical support.

Se !onal variation in employment demand raises quite different
i,sees from the cyclical variation that has been discussed until now.
Seasonal unemployment is clearly not involuntary. An individual wito
accepts a fib with eeasenal fluctuations blows that be will be laid off
or at. least filet there will be a significantly higher probability of being
laid off. The total effect of seasonal variations in unemployment Is
substantial. During the 12 months from June 1971 through May 1972,
the seasonally ridjusted unemployment rate remained nearly constant,
varying* only between 5.2 and 5.5 percent. In the same period, the
seasonally unadjusted rate varied from a low of 4.5 percent to a high
of 6.3 percent. If seasonal unemployment could be avoided completely,
the average unemployment rate would fall by more than 0.75 percent.
While some seasonatl unemployment may be techn:;allv necessary.
other seasonal unemployment could no doubt be eliminated by changes
in production methods, increased holding of inventories, the integra-
tion of firms with complementary seasonal demands, et cetera. Addi-
tional reductions in seasonal unemployment could be achieved if
workers who are seasonally laid off would make the transition to new
jobs with less time out of work. If these improvements could eliminate
half the current seasonal unemployment, more than 300,000 man-years
of unemployment would be avoided every year. It should be empha-

This idea is emphasised and developed in "Measuring Employment and lin-
emploYment: Reort of the President's Committee to Appraise Employment and
T'nemployment Statistics (1962).
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sized, however, that some amount of seasonal unemployment is desir-
able. Even if public policies could be designed to eliminate seasonal
unemployment completely, this would only be achieved at substantial
real economic costs. The proper aim of public policy should be to
avoid distorting the natural pattern of seasonal unemployment that
would reflect both the preferences of employees and the attempts of
employers to produce at minimum cost. Section V will discuss the ways
in which our current system of unemployment insurance encourages
excessive seasonal lay offs and unnecessarily long unemployment
among those who have been laid off.

WEAR LABOR FORCE ATTACTIXEXT

Unemployment caused by weak labor force attachment is generally
a smaller but more serious problem among adults than among young
workers. While some of the unemployed adults who are not seeking
permanent unemployment are still students or are mothers with young
children, the social problems are associated with the group with low
skills and little education. These adults suffer from the same limited
opportunities as some of the young workers described in the last sec-
tion. Bemuse they have low Ail's, little education, and generally bad
work habits, they never enter the mainstream of employment oppor-
tunities. The only jobs open to them are the dead end lobs with low
pay and no future.

High unemployment among the men and women in this "secondary
labor marker ° reflects their rejection of the jol,s that are available.
Many of those with very limited job opportunities prefer to remain
unemployed rather than accept what they consider undesirable jobs.
Many others who take these jobs soon quit.

Boston's experience with trying to secure employment for a large
group of such low skill workers dramatically illustrates that the prob-
lem is not providing jobs but making these jobs acceptable to the un-
employed. During the 8 months beginning in September 1966, Boston's
ABCI) program referred some 15,000 disadvantaged workers to jobs.
Seventy percent were offered jobs. Nearly half of the job offers-45
percentwere rejected. Of those who did accept work, less than half
remained on the job for 1 month. A very high proportion of these
separations were voluntary. Even among those over age 25 who were
being paid more than $1.75 per hour in 1967, the separation rate in the
first month was 813 percent.°

What can be done to reduce unemployment among low skilled adult
workers? It is clear that the problem cannot be solved by increasing
aggregate demand in order to create more jobs. There is no evidence of
a shortage of jobs for this group. The Boston experience shows that
join can be found but that they will not be accepted." Lowering the
rate of unemployment requires steps to bring the characteristics of the
actual jobs and the standards of the acceptable jobs closer together.

It is sometimes suggested that expansionary macroeconomic policy

See ITheringer and More 1971, chapter 8, for an extensive discussion of the
characteristics of the secondary labor market.

See Doeringer 1969. for a more detailed description to this experience.
"The special problem of thoee with such severe employment handicaps that

they cannot earn the minimum wage will be discussed below.
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can play an important role by improving the quality of the jobs avail-
able to the least able workers. Those who support this view argue that
the better jobs and higher pay that become available in a. tighter labor
market will reduce the voluntary unemployment and nonparticipation
among this group. There is, unfortunately, insufficient data with
which to evaluate this proposition. The aggregate unemployment
statistics by age, sex, and color do not provide enough detail to
identify the low skilled workers." Although such workers are a dis-
proportionately large fraction of nonwhite males, it is impossible to
say how much of the fall in unemployment for this group during
any cyclical tightening is actually due to a reduction in voluntary un-
employment among those who are able to find better jobs.

The best available evidencethe statistics on labor force participa-
tion ratesindicate a pessimistic conclusion. Since 1948, the labor
force participation rates of nonwhite adult males has dropped dra-
matically : from 97.2 percent to 92 percent among 35- to 44-year-olds
and from 94.7 percent to 86.9 percent among 45- to 54-year-olds.
Among white males in those age groups the changes were extremely
small : from 98 percent to 97 percent and from 95.9 percent to 94.7
percent. This nearly threefold increase in voluntary withdrawal from
the labor force occurred during a 25 -year period in which wage rates
rose nearly 50 percent. This is clearly contrary to the notion that
higher wage rates would reduce voluntary nonemployment. Much of
the decrease in labor force participation occurred at the same time as
labor markets were tightening. From 1961 through 1969, while the
overall unemployment rate fell from 6.7 percent to 3.5 percent, non-
white adult male labor force participation rates continued to fall:
from 94.8 percent to 92.7 percent among 85- to 44-year-olds and from
92.3 to 89.5 percent among 45- to 54-year-olds.

Similar conclusions are implied by the fall in the labor force par-
ticipation rates of nonwhite adult males living in urban poverty neigh-
borhoods during the period from 1967 through 1969, while the unem-
ployment rate for that group was falling sharply. In 1967, with an
unemployment rate of 5.7 percent among nonwhite adult males in
urban poverty areas. 19.6 percent of that group were neither employed
nor seeking work. By 1969, their unemployment rate had fallen to
4.3 percent: despite the tightening of the labor market, nonpartici-
pants rose to 21.4 percent of that population group.

The evidence on nonparticipation rates contains two lessons. It is
a. warning that macroeconomic expansion and tighter labor markets
are unlikely to bring a significant reduction in the voluntary unem-
ployment that characterizes low-skill groups. It is also a reminder
that the officially defined unemployment rate is the tip of the iceberg!
For these low-skill groups, withdrawal from the labor force is much
more common than official unemployment.

Recognition of these limit c. s: expansionary macroeconomic policies
has encouraged the creation of several major manpower programs
during the past decade. All of these programs share the common
philosophy that the best way to reduce nonemployment in the groups
designates as disadvantaged is to provide training that can improve

"The longitudinal survey of experienced adult workers (see Pam* et ot,
1970) will provide a. unique opportunity for an analysis of the cyclical experience
of low skilled workers.
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the quality of jobs open to them. During the 9 years from 1963 through
1971, there were more than 6 million new enrollments in Federal man-
power programs. Even if the Neighborhood Youth Carpswhich does
not deal with adultsis excluded, there were nearly 3 million new
enrollments during that period. In 1071, the six major programs that
do not concentrate on young persons enrolled more than 350,000 per-
sons over 21 years old. The total Federal cost of these programs from
1963 through 1971 was nearly $7 billion; in 1971, the Federal obliga-
tion Wag $1.5 billion.

Despite 10 years of experience with these large programs, there has
been no clear and definitive evaluation of their impact We do not
know whether unemployment rates are lower and participatioa rates
are higher for those who have enrolled in a manpower program than
among tl.ese with the same characteristics of age, sex, education, et
cetera, who have not. There hare apparently been no controlled ex-
perments to compare the effects of institutional training under the
MDTA program with on-the-job training in the JOBS program. The
isolated evaluations of particular local experiences or the results with-
in individual firms have generally suggested that manpower programs
have positive but small effects. The interpretation of these evaluations
is clouded. however, by a lack of adequate controls and by the prob-
lem of self-selecting trainees." The clearest successes have been ob-
tained by large firms that have combined expensive periods of on-the-
job training with opportunities for further employment and advance-
ment."

Among adults who have been out of school for several years
more, the handicap of low skills is exacerbated by the problem of
had employment habits. Absenteeism, frequent lateness, petty thefts,
and high quit rates are characteristic of workers in the secondary
labor markets. It. is difficult for them to break these habits and con-
form to the discipline of mainstream employment. The possibility
of preventing these problems by better experience and braining of
young workers makes the policies discussed in the last section all the
more important.

Macroeconomic policies and manpower programs both seek to re-
duce nonemployment by making the available work more attractive.
It is important not to lose sight of the fact. that. the extent of volun-
tary nonemployment also depends on the attractiveness of not work-
ing. Today's welfare rules are a notorious deterrent to work for
those who are receiving welfare. Moreover, the rapid rise during the
last decade in the valae of public assistance that is available to 0,
family with little or no earningsincluding cash payments, Medi-
caid, food stamps, and housing subsidies -has substantially increased
the attraetivene..s of nonemployment or intermittent employment for
those with low skills. The increased levels of unemployment compen-
sation also encourage intermittent work, especially among two-earner
families.

There is also the complex problem of unreported earnings among
low income families. Some of this derives from criminal activities
or from lawful services performed for illeg :l employers. But cash

Is See Robert Hall 1971. for a discussion of this evidence and a generally Pegs'.
migtic view of the potential of manpower programs.

13 See Doeringer 1969, for several case studies that illustrate this.
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payments designed to avoid taxes and to prevent reductions in un-
employment compensation or welfare benefits are also important. For
casual workers in the secondary labor market, cash payments can
avoid Federal income taxes at a minimum marginal rate of 14 percent,
plus combined employer and employee social security taxes in excess
of 10 percent., plus state income, unemployment compensation, and
workmen's compensation taxes. These taxes may easily total more
than 30 percent of the worker's gross pay. By evading taxes and
receiving payment in cash, the effective net wage can be increased
by nearly 50 percent, This provides a substantial incentive to both
employers and employees in situations where recordkeeping prac-
tices can be lax to share the potential gains of nonreporting. The
higher wages in such casual labor markets are a further inducement
to intermittent. employment.

The most effective way to achieve a substantial reduction in non-
employment among low skilled groups is to combine improved man-
power programs with a reexamination and redesign of the current
adverse Incentives.

TILE CLIME:NT UNEMPLOYABLES

In addition to those who are cyclically unemployed or voluntarily
out of work. there is a substantial residue of unemployables who would
be unable to find steady employment even in a very tight labor market.
Thumianent physical di,abi ity. subnormal intelligence, or psychologi-
cal problems severely limit the productivity of these men and women.
The problem is most serious among those with both a physical im-
pairment and limited education." Law and custom prevent firms from
lowering wages to the levels at which it would pay to hire handicapped
individuals.

Although rocational rehabilitation could improve the prospects for
sonic of them, in many cases, especially among those who are older
and le,s educated, the costs of additional training would exceed the
benefits. Two forms of job creation for these permanently disadvan-
taged workers have been suggested: subsidies to firms and direct per-
manent public employment.' A third option, integrating the mini-
mum wag:' law with general income maintenance, is also possible.

Wage subsidies to private firms are desig.ned to fill the gap be-
tween the productivity of these very low skilled workers and the
minimum wage. The primary objection to such a policy is that much
of the subsidy would be paid for hiring workers who would have been
hired anyway. Although this problem might be reduced by a careful
procedure of certifying elieible handicapped workers, such a process
would inevitably involve a large number of arbitrary individual deci-
sions. The task would be made more difficult by the need to spe.-ify
different subsidies for different degrees of occupational handicap. The
scope for abuse. however. would be very much limited if the total
wageincluding the subsidywere limited to the legal minimum

24 See tuft 1972. for estimates of the Impact of disability on unemployment
and of the way in which this IR exacerbated by low educational achievement.

"See Schultze et. al. 1971, for a description and alternative evaluation of
these proposals. They do not distinguish between job creation for the handi-
capped and the general problem of unemployment among low skilled workers.
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wage in that type of employment and if the handicapped individual
could take his wage subsidy to any employer. Since most workers can
earn more than the minimum wage, there would be no incentive to
seek an inappropriate wage subsidy. Even if low skill workers in
general were subsidized excessively, there would be no undue subsidy
to employers if workers could take these subsidies to any firm. Com-
petition among firms for these subsidies would pass the advantage of
the subsidy back to the low-income workers themselves. The most
serious problem with the subsidy plan would then be that substantial
government funds went to raising the wages of very low paid em-
ployees rather than reducing unemployment. A system of wage sub-
sidies to close the gap between the productivity of handicapped
workers and the minimum wage is therefore quite appealing."

Permanent public employment for those who are currently unem-
ployable in the private sec` it is advocated by those who doubt the
potential efficacy or cost-effectiveness of private wage subsidies. A
further advantage claimed for public employment is that the Govern-
ment. unlike private employers, could give primacy to job creation
and make the production of a useful product a secondary considera-
tion. Such a philosophy currently guides the program of sheltered
workshops for the blind and for others with severe physical or mental
impairments. Should it, however, be extended to those with less ob-
vious occupational handicaps? The difficulty with a program of public
employment is indicated b. the question posed by Schultze and his
collaborators (1971) :

What would be the appropriate size of a public employ-
ment program ? The answer depends on the answers to two
other questions: How many potential enrollees are there,
and what proportion of them would actually, enroll? . . .
Two alternative actions might be taken to determine the
"proper" size of a public employment program. One would
be to guarantee a job to everyone applying, and find out how
many do apply. A more practical procedure would be to start
at a relatively low level and, if the jobs offered at that level
were quickly snapped up, to offer more until some acceptable
degree of saturation is reached (pp. 200-201).

The number of enrollees would, of course, depend on the rte, of pay
and the conditions of work. If the pay were not limited to the minimum
wage, workers would be drawn away from productive private
employment into these unproductive pUblie positions. Even if these
special public employees were only paid the minimum wage

i
for man-

ufacturing employees, workers who are currently employed n private
jobs in agriculture and services would find public employment more
advantageous. If the managers of the public employment program
consider any useful output to he of secondary importance, public em-
ployment is likely to be less productive and therefore more costly to

"A second objection to the use of wage subsidies is that for some workers no
feasible subsidy would be large enough to induce an employer to hire them
if managers fear that, because of their unreliability, production lines would be
interrupted, machinery destroyed, and so on. (See Schultze et. el. 1971, p. 200).
This is unlikely to be a very serious problem. Although such unreliability may
make some people unemployable at any wage in some firms and occupations,
there are clearly other jobs in which they could be profitably employed at a
suMelently low net wage.



the Nation than r..., 4. wage subsidies. Moreover, if the case for
subsidized job ova Lit -ather titan direct income support is based on
the value to the inutvitt,tal of a SOIS-c of accomplishment, it is impor-
tant that the employee be involved in useful production. There seems
little reason to support a program of public employment with little
concern for production unless a program of private wage subsidies
has been tried and rejected.

Not all discussions of public employment have assumed that such
a program would emphasize job creation rather than useful produc-
tion. Sonic advocates of the continuation and expansion of the cur--
rent Public Employment Program have stressed that Federal subsidies
for such State and local employment is a useful way of satisfying un-
met public needs. It would, however, be preferable to separate sub -
sidies for public services front subsidies for those who have difficulty
finding work. Failure to do so is likely to lead to an inappropriate
mix of public services and a less productive use of currently' unem-
ployed workers. It would, of course, be appropriate to permit State
and local governments to compete with private firms in hiring work-
ers with wage subsidies. There is no reason to limit the subsidized
workers to private employment. But the subsidy for public services
should be given on its own merits and not as an indirect way of creat-
ing stiecifie jobs.

It is sometimes suggested that the unusually high unemployment
rates among youth. women, and minority groups could be reduced by
targeting a permanent public employment program at these workers."
This ignores the fact that there is no evidence that these workers are
permanently unable to find work. In contrast, jobs appear to be avail-
able with relatively little delay and the duration of unemployment
is generally short. Moreover, the creation of public jobs may have
little effect on unemployment in these groups. If those who are out
of work find that the new public jobs are no more attractive in pay
or working conditions than the jobs already available in the private
sector. they will not increase their rate of employment.. The public
jobs will be filled instead by those who are already at work in the
private sector. If instead the public jobs offer higher pay and better
working conditions than are currently available, some of the un-
emplo.yed will of course want to take these jobs. But the creation of
these jobs will only lower the unemployment to the extent that the
jobs are not filled "by those who would otherwise be working in the
private sector. The higher the wage on these public jobs, the greater
the risk that. they will be filled in this wity. Finally, permanent public
employment is an inappropriate policy for dealing with the short-term
unemployment of unskilled labor that results from high lay-off rates.
For such unemployment, public jobs would primarily be a replacement
for private employment for an unskilled worker who currently
experiences 6 weeks of unemployment per year, a permanent public
job would only prevent 6 weeks of unemployment but would eliminate
46 week,: of private employment.

An alternative to the development of a formal wage subsidy pro-
gram is to integrate the minimum wage law and the system of income

" Public service jobs for young persons could give useful employment experi-
ence for labor force entrants. Outside clerical and related occupations, however,
public employment is unlikely to provide the type of on-the-job training that
could later be valuable in Industrial employment.
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maintenance. With a negative income tax. such an integration could
be accomplished simply if the minimum wage is interpreted as apply-
ing to the sum of employees' market wage and the income maintenance
payment converted to an hourly basis. For example, if the minimum
wage is $t! per hour, an individual who receives $1,500 per year in
ineome maintenance would be treated as receiving support of 75 cents
per hour and could therefore accept a job that paid anything over $1.25
per hour. The actual application of such a principle world take into
ace4 mut the fact that the annual income maintenance payaient depends
on the amount that the individual earns. As a simplified example,
consider an income maintenance scheme that pays an annual amount
(A) equal to a basic payment that depends on family size (B) less
oue-half of the4tunual earned income (INC) :

A,:,11-1:,t INC).
The i-ome maintenance and minimum wage rules might be integrated
by detlaing ineome, for the purpose of the minimum wage. control,
as t.!000 times the individual's market, wage (WAGE). The income
ma inteaunce formula is then:

A = B 1000 (WAGE).
This implies that the hourly income maintenance payment (a=

tv }ou is:

a= Z-0(7) 1/2 (WAGE)

The grass wage to which the minimum wage law applies is then the
stun of the market wage and the hourly income maintenance payment.

Gross wage----W.AGE
00-0

-1/2 (WAGE)--T -----i- I/2 WAGE)+2,

An individual with a basic payment of $3,000 therefore earns a
groai wage of $1.5u per hour plus one-half the market wage. if the
minimum rage is $t?, an hour, the individual can accept a rob with a
market. wage above $1 an hour. If the basic payment is smaller, the
minimum market. wage is higher. If the basic payment exceeds $4,000,
the individual can accept any form of employment.

This example is simplified but captures the basic principles. In
practice. the rules would have to take into account the problems of
families with more than one earner, of varFing wage rates, and of
temporary unemployment. This could be done without altering the
}maw Notion of integrating income maintenance and the minimum
cage. Such an integration would strengthen the income maintenance
pro v for those who would otherwise be involuntarily unemployed
while avoiding the cumbersome administrative problems of direct wage
subsidies."

"It might still be valuable to have direct wage subsidies so that low-skilled
persons who would receive very small income maintenance payments. for ex-
ample, some single individuals, could still obtain employment. A program of
public employment at or below the minimum wage would also be desirable if
the luome maintenance program requires employment as a condition for re-
ceiving benefits. This would be especially important if income maintenance is
n' t. Integrated with the minimum wage. It would be ironically unjust if a low-
skilled person were prevented from working by the minimum wage law and then
denied income maintenance payments because he was unable to find work.
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DURATION OF UNEXPLorSIENT

Much of the recent theoretical discussion of unemployment has
emphasized that workers remain unemployed because they are search-
ing for better job offers."' A worker who is laid off often does not ac-
cept the flrt job offer in his own line of work but investigates several
job possibilities over a period of months before accepting new em-
ployment. Part of this process of searching is information gathering.
The worker who has not recently been unemployed generally does
not know what wage and working conditions hisown skills and experi-

nee will command in the market.. He spends time locating relevant
jobs and learning about them. Part of the search also consists of
delaying in the expectation that the next job offer may be better.
The greater the individual's uncertainty and the greater the variance
of wage rates and working conditions in his relevant market, the
longer he will tend to search.

Not all unemployment can be interpreted its conscious or uncoil-
seioi is search. Some skilled workers and union members know just what
the local market wage is in their occupation and prefer to wait until
such work becomes available rather than accept alternative work at
substantially lower pay. Some workers are waiting to be rehired into
the same job from which they were temporarily laid off because of a
seasonal or cyclical fall in demand or because of scheduling problems.
Some workers, especially those with severe handicaps, are not able to
find any employment. At the other extreme. some of those who report
themselves as unemployed are not. seriously interested in finding
employment and have made only limited efforts to find work.

'I he average duration of unemployment during the postwar period
has been about 3 months." This varies cyclically: in 1971, it was 11
weeks: in 1969, it briefly dropped below 8 weeks and in 1961 it rose
over 16 weeks. These mean durations reflect a very skewed distribu-
tion. Although the mean in 1971 was 11 weeks, more than two-thirds
of the unemployed had durations of less than 11 weeks and 45 percent
were out of work for less than 5 weeks."

Any reduction in the mean duration of unemployment would lower
the average unemployment rate. A fall of 1 month in the average dura-
tion of unemployment would lower the projected future unemploy-
ment rate from 4.0 percent 211 to less than 3.1 percent.23 Even a 2 week
rohietion would redwe the unemployment rate by 0.75 percent. Those
who stress the importance of search activity suggest that the duration

"See Mortensen (1970) and Phelps (1970) for a development of this theory.
*There are severs! problems in interpreting this number. It refers to the

mean period timt those who are currently unemployed have been out of work.
The sh.spe of the distribution of unemployment durations implies that this is
elrse to. but not exactly equal 'a. the mean length of completed spells of unem-
ployment. The problem is further complicated by the unemployed who drop out of
the labor force.

ft This distribution reflects substantially shorter periods of unemployment than
the British experience but, as noted in Section II, many fewer become unem-
plop,' in Britain so the duratiote4 are not comparable for the current urpose.

"This is the unemployment rate projected for 1980 in Section 7. The average
rate in the postuar period has been 4.5 percent.

"This assumes that the shorter duration of unemployment does not increase
the number who become unemployed. Although the shorter durations may induce
increased quit rates. the effect of this is likely to be small, especially if the
shorter durations are not due to changes in job opportunities.
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of unemployment could be reduced by improving the flow of job mar-
ket information. The computerized "job banks" recently developed by
the Department of Labor are a primary example of this. So also is
the recent proposal by Holt and others (1970) to increase greatly the
size of the U.S. Employment Service.

The duration of unemployment also depends on the cost to the un-
employed of remaining out of work. Our current system of unemploy-
ment compensation substantially reducesindeed often almost
completely eliminatesthe. cost of temporary unemployment. Because
unemployment compensation. affects adult unemployment more gen-
erally. including not only the duration of job search by the unem-
ployed but also the cyclical and seasonal variation in la"bor demand
and the job attachment of many low-skilled workers, the subject of
unemployment compensation will be dealt with mor s generally in
the next section.



V. IMPROVING THE INCENTIVE EFFECTS OF
UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION

For more than 30 years, unemployment compensation has provided
valuable support for millions of unemployed workers and has bean
an important source of security to millions more who are employed. It
is important to reexamine and strengthen this system by adapting it to
the changing nature of unemployment.

All of the basic features of our current unemployment system were
designed and adopted in the depths of the depression. The modern
Keynesian principles of income determination were neither under-
stood nor accepted. Now we are all Keynesian& We have come to
accept the Government's general responsibility for maintaining a
high level of demand through variations in spending, taxation, and
monetary policy. The structure of unemployment has changed accord-
ingly. the large pool of long-term unemployed workers has been
replaced by a much smaller relative number whose durations of
unemployment are also much shorter. Almost every unemployed per-
son can now find a job in a very short time. Despite the changing
nature of unemployment, the system of unemployment compensation
continues in essentially its original form.

Under the economic conditions that have prevailed in the postwar
period, our current system of unemployment compensation is likely
to have increased the average rate of unemployment. The usual pre-
sumption, that unemployment compensation reduces unemployment
because it automatically increases government spending when unem-
ployment rises, is really irrelevant. The same fiscal stimulus would
now be provided through other expenditure increases or tax cuts by a
government committed to maintaining aggregate demand.1 The pri-
mary effect on aggregate unemployment of our current system of un-
employment compensation is not its contribution to aggregate demand
but its adverse impact on the incentives of employers and employees.

This section explains why unemployment compensation is likely
to increase nearly all sources of adult employment: seasonal and cycli-
cal variations in the demand for labor, weak labor force attachment,
and unnecessarily long durations of unemployment. It then suggests
how the system of unemployment compensation could be restructured
to reduce these bad incentives while actually increasing the protection
that it offers to workers who are unemployed.

Our current system of unemployment has two distinct but related
bad incentive effects. First, for those who are already unemployed it
greatly reduces and often almost eliminates the cost of increasing the

This could of course be done through a formula plan that tied the fiscal
stimulus to changes in aggregate unemployment. This may not be advisable.
Since unemployment rises after the level of aggregate demand has been falling
for some timeas judged by hours, orders. et ceterathe unemployment com-
pensation payments are inappropriately delayed.

(41)
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period of unemployment. Second, and more generally, for all types
of unsteady workseasonal, cyclical and casualit raises- the net
wage to the employee relative to the cost to the employer. The first
of these effects provides an incentive to inappropriately long dura-
tions of unemployment. The second provides both employers and
employees with the incentive to organize production in a. way that
increases the level of unemployment by making the seasonal and
cyclical variation in unemployment too large and by making casual
and temporary jobs too common. Both of these disincentive effects
require further explanation.

A detailed example can be very helpful. Consider a worker in
Massachusetts in 1971 with a wife and two children. He earns $500
per month or $6,000 per year if he experiences no unemployment. She
earns $350 per month or $1200 per year if she experiences no un-
employment. If he is unemployed for one month, he loses $500 in
gross earnings but less than $100 in net income. How does this occur?

reduction of $500 in annual earnings reduces his federal income tax
by 3, his social security payroll tax by $26 and his Massachusetts
income tax by $25.2 The total reduction in taxes is $134. Unemploy-
ment compensation consists of 50 percent of his wage 3 plus depend-
ents' allowances of $6 per week for each child. Total unemployment
compensation is therefore $302. His net income therefore falls from
$366 for the month if he is employed (i.e., his $500 gross earnings
lee $134 in taxes) to the $302 paid as unemployment compensation.'
The combination of taxes and unemployment compensation imposes
an effective marginal tax rate of 87 percent. The same very high mar-
ginal rate continues for several more months. If he returns to work
after 1 month his annual net income is only $128 higher than if he
returns after 3 months.

Moreover, part of the higher increase in income would be offset by
the cost of transportation to work and other expenses associated with
employment.

If the man does not become unemployed but his wife loses her job,
the implied marginal rate may be even higher. If she is unemployed
for 3 months, her gross earnings fall by $1,050 but the family's net
income may fall by only $72. The fall in earnings reduces taxes by
$297 while the unemployment compensation provides $525 in regular
benefits and an additional $156 in dependents' benefits.' The effective
marginal tax rate is over 93 percent. If the family has three children
instead of two, the family's not income is actually higher if the woman
is unemployed for 3 months than if she works for that period.

These astounding figures are not very sensitive to the specific de-
tails of the example. Extremely high effective marginal rake would
also be implied if the man were not married, or if he were married
but his wife did not work, or if his income were 30 percent higher or

'All of these numbers are based on 1971 tax rates. The income tax assumes
that the standard deduction is used.

' The compensation formula actually applies to his average earnings during
the previous 52 weeks The figures in the text ignore the waiting period of up
to five working days.

'Unemployment insurance benefits are not taxable income.
in Macmaehusetts the wife may collect dependents' benefits when her hus-

band Is still employed if she has previously listed the children as income tax
dependents.
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lower. In particular, a single man with earnings of $500 per month
faces a 78 percent marginal rate. If he is married with two children
and his wife does not work, his marginal rate is t.i4 percent. With a
monthly earnings of $650, the married man with two children has an
effective marginal rate when he becomes unemployed of 83 percent ;
if his monthly income is $350, the marginal rate is 87 percent. In
every case, a niiddle or lower in:nine individual loses almost no net
income if he is unemployed for a short time. Only as incomes rise
substantially does the net income loss become significant. For a mar-
ried loan with two children and monthly earnings of $900, the effec-
tive marginal rate when he becomes unemployed is (t3 percent; with
monthly earnings of $1,500 the marginal rate falls to 49 percent .°

In some industries the cost of unemployment is reduced further or
even made negative by the supplementary unemployment benefits
paid by employers under collective bargaining agreements. The effect
of these is particularly important bemire it continues to apply on
an earnings related basis even above the level at which the Atate
unemployment compensation plans reach their maximum.'

How do people respond to these very high rates of marginal net
unemployment compensation? The response does of course vary
among individuals and differs according to specific circumstance. But
the overall effect is almost certainly to increase the duration of the
typical spell of unemployment and to increase the frequency with
which individuals lose jobs and become unemployed.

Consider first the duration of unemployment. As we have seen, a
man who normally earns $500 per month will lose only about $75 of
additional net income if he remains out of work for 2 months instead
of 1 month. Each additional week of unemployment costs him less than
$20, substantially less if there are costs of traveling to work, union
dues, and other expenses connected with employment. The unemployed
person who does not expect to be recalled by his previous employer
can expect to find a better job by searching and waiting for a longer
time. Because the cost of additional waiting time and searching time
is so very low, the unemployed worker is encouraged to wait until there
is almost no chance of a better job. For example, since finding a job
that pays as little as 5 percent more means an increase in net income
of approximately $200 per year, even an additional 10 weeks of un-
employment would pay for itself within a year. It is

i
clear that an

iindividual who is actively searching for a better job in this way is
neither loafing nor cheating. He is engaged in trying to increase his
long-run income. His search is economically rational from his per-
sonal point of view but inefficiently long for the economy as a whole.

`The effective marginal rate for the unemployed falls as income rises even
though marginal income tax rates rise because (1) the marginal rate of the
social security tax Is zero : (2) the unemployment benefits have a weekly maxi-
mum: and (3) dependents' benefits do not increase with income.

common form of these supplementary unemployment benefit plans Is to
provide a basic amount (including State unemployment benefits) of 60 percent of
average pay plus a small dependents' allowance. For an individual who would
otherwise pay 25 percent in Federal and State Income tar and 5 percent in social
security tax, these benefits reduce the cost of unemployment almost to zero. The
effect is only slightly limited by the fact that the supplementary benefits, but not
the State payments. are subject to income tax. There is a limit to the amount of
supplementary benefits but the effect is still to bring the very high marginal
rates to higher income workers.
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The unemployed individual loses valuable productive time in order
to achieve a slight gain in future income because taxpayers provide
a $1.000 subsidy during his 10 weeks of increased search.

Not all of the increased duration of unemployment is a search for
a better job. When the return to work adds less than $20 to the week's
net income, there is certain to be a strong temptation to use some time
for doing repairs and other tasks at home or simply having a short
period of additional vacation. Some who are waiting to be recalled
to a. previous job may also engage in casual work for unreported in-
come. All of these temptations are likely to be even stronger when
there. is another person in the family who is employed. Glaring evi-
dence of this type of voluntary unemployment are the "inverse senior-
ity" provisions that are now part of the employer-employee agree-
ments in several industries; these provisions ,eive workers with more
seniority the privilege of being laid off earlier than other workers
and rehired later.

There are of course rules in our unemployment compensation system
that are designed to limit the extent to which individuals voluntarily
extend their fiuration of unemployment. A worker who is deemed to
be unavailable for work or who refuses suitable employment may be
disqualified from receiving benefits. Although this may prevent
flak, -ant abuses and deter some from any voluntary unemployment,
it is common observation that many who could find employment in
their own line of work are able to continue receiving unemployment
benefits. The employment service is limited in its ability to find suit-
able jobs for unemployed workers because it is only notified of a frac-
tion of all openings .s Moreover, it is not at all difficult for a worker
who is interviewed by a prospective employer to avoid being offered
a job if he prefers to remain unemployed.

Longer durations of unemployment is only the first of the bad incen-
tive effects identified above. The more general effect of unemployment
compensation is to increase the seasonal and cyclical fluctuations in the
demand for labor and the relative number of short-lived casual jobs.
It doe' this by raising the employee's net wage for such unstable jobs
relative to the cost to employers. This distortion in the cost of unstable
employment influences the patterns of production and consumption
in the economy. Because the price of unstable labor has been artifi-
cally subsidized. employers organize production in a way that makes
too much use of unstable employment. Similarly, the economy as a
whole consumes relatively too much of the goods that are produced
in this way.

A worker who accepts a seasonal job knows that he will be laid
off (or will have a much greater risk of being laid off) when the sea-
son ends. Similarly, a worker in a casual or temporary job or in a
highly cyclical industry knows that he is much more likely to be laid
off than a worker with a regular job in an industry that is not cycli-
cally sensitive. If there were no unemployment compensation, work-
ers could be induced to accept such unstable jobs only if the wage rate
were sufficiently l igher in those jobs than in the more stable positions
in which they could find alternative work. The pay differentials among

For example, in Massachusetts in the year ending June 30, 1970, there were
more than 485,000 initial claims for unemployment compensation. There were
however a total of only 252,000 referrals and only 13Z000 placements.
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jots would reflect the chances of being laid off and the expected dura-
tion of unemployment after being laid off. The higher cost of labor
in unstable jobs would induce employers to reduce the instability of
employment by greater smoothing of production through increased
variation in inventories and delivery lags, by additional development
of off-season work, by incurring costs to improve seheduling, by less
cyclical sensitivity o employment to changes in production, by the
introduction of new techniques of production (for example, new
methods of outdoor work in bad weather to reduce seasonal layoffs),
et cetera. The higher wages in unstable employment would also
increase the prices of the output produced by such firms and indus-
tries. The higher prices of these goods and services would reduce the
demand for them. This would reduce further the amount of unstable
employment in the economy.

In the absence of unemployment compensation, the amount of un-
stable. employment would reflect the employees' balancing of higher
wages and employment stability, the employers' attempts to produce
at minimum cost. and the consumers' choice among goods and services
at. prices that reflect their cost of production. The effect of unemploy-
ment compensation is to offset the market forces that would otherwise
prevent an excessive amount of unsable employment. Because un-
employment compensation provides a subsidy to workers in unstable
employment, it reduces the wage differential required to attract work-
ers to seasonal, cyclical and temporary jobs. Because employers pay
a relatively small premium for their unstable employment, there is
little incentive to reduce this instability. Finally, the prices of these
goods mid services do not reflect the higher social cost of production
with unstable employment. The taxpayers subsidize the consumption
of those goods whose production creates the most unstable employ-
ment.°

To what extent are these harmful incentives offset by the current
method of financing unemployment compensation through an experi-
ence rated employer tax? Employers contribute to the State unem-
ployment compensation fund on the basis of the unemployment
experience of their own previous employees. Within limits, the more
benefits that those former employees draw. the higher is their own tax
rate. The theory of experience rating is clear. If an employer paid the
full cost of the unemployment benefits that his former employees
received, unemployment compensation would provide no incentive
to an excess use of unstable employment. Although money wages
would not be substantially higher for such jobs, the total cost to the
employer would be.

In practice. however, experience rating is a very imperfect check
on the disincentive effects of unemployment compensation. There are
three reasons for this. First, the extent of experience ratingis limited
by a maximum rate of employer contribution. In most States, the
employer's contribution is based on a "reserve ratio" formula. The
reserve ratio is defined by (CONBEN) /PAYROLL where CON is

" In describing the harmful effects of unemployment compensation, I do not
wish to imply that these outweigh the benefits of the program. Unemployment
compensation provides valuable support and security to millions of workers.
The problem, however, is to redesign the system to preserve the advantages
while reducing the harmful incentives. I will return to this below.
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the employer's total contributions to the unemployment compensation
fund since the system began. BEN, is the total benefits collected by
the unemployed previous workers that were charged against his ac-
count and PAYROLL is the firm's average payroll (generally during
the past 3 years). The higher the employer's reserve ratio, the
lower his rate of tax. Most States, ho..vever, limit the tax to a maximum
of 2.7 percent of the first $3,000 of each employee's annual income. The
maximum rate applies when the reserve ratio is below some low level,
generally 5 percent or less. In the long run, any firm in which average
annual benefits generally exceed average annual contributions will pay
the maximum rate of the tax. A firm in a seasonal industry that lays
off 20 percent of its average labor force for 2 months each year will
pay the maximum rate if the average wage of those laid off is equal
to or greater than $500 per month.'° More generally, using the 3-month
mean unemployment duration and assuming that those who become
unemployed had earned an average of $500 per month, any firm in
which an average of 11 percent of the average labor force become un-
employed each year will pay the maximum. A study of experience in
Massachusetts found that in 1959 the maximum tax rate was paid by
31 percent of construction employers, 40 percent of apparel manu-
facturers, and 26 percent of leather manufacturers." For any firm that
already pays the maximum rate, there is no cost for additional un-
employment and no gain from a small reduction in unemployment.

The second reason that the current method of experience rating has
only a limited deterrent effect is that the relation between current
layoffs and contributions is often suite weak. This is partly due to
the use of the firm's entire experience since the beginning of the
unemployment compensation system. Because the contribution rate
reaches a minimum when the reserve ratio is above some level," a
firm that has paid contributions in excess of benefits for a long time
will have a very high reserve ratio and a contribution rate that will
not respond to a change in the layoff rate for a long time. The weak
link between layoffs and the contribut,o, rate is also due to the way
in which the system pools all workers in the firm. A firm in which most
employees are not subject to seasonal or cyclical variations can have
high layoff rates for certain jobs and in certain product lines without
increasing its contribution rate. For a large firm this is reinforced
when there are relatively few reserve ratio levels at which the con-
tribution rate changes; there is a substantial "notch" at these levels
but no extra cost between them.

Even if there were neither a maximum rate nor a minimum rate
and the contribution rate responded quickly, and continuously .to
changes in the unemployment rate, there would still be a strong in-
centive for an excessive rate of layoffs. This occurs primarily because
a worker who is temporarily unemployed avoids income tax and
payroll tax at his maximum marginal rate on the lost earnings while

n This understates the effect of the maximum rate since the maximum differen-
tial between the maximum rate and minimum rate is generally less than 2.1
percent.

n See Warden (106?) for a more general analysis of unemployment compensa-
tion and the experience in Massachuset ts.

"In 31aseachusetta, a minimum of 0.5 percent is reached when the reserve
ritlo ex cod' 10 percent. In other States. the minima vary between zero and
1.5 percent.
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paying no tax on the unemployment compensation. Since the mar-
anvil rate for even relatively low-income families can be over 30 per-
cent when Federal, State and payroll taxes are combined, the tax
effect is quite substantial. In the example discussed above, a married
man with a working wife and two children whose wage rate is $500
Tee. month would receive only an extra $6p4 of net income by reducing
his unemployment from 2 months to 1 month; if his unemployment
benefits were taxed in the same way as other earnings, he would re-
ceive more than twice a4; much, $154. The $90 differential represents
a current subsidy out of general tax revenues in addition to the
weeiiployment compensation.

In summary, it is clear that our current unemployment compen-
sation system provides incentives to employers and employees to be-
have in way,. that. increase the rate of unemployment in our economy.
Although there have been no careful studies to assess the magnitude
of these incentive effects, there is a variety of statistical evidence to
support the eemmen observation that these effects are economically
important. Hall (1970) has shown that the number of weeks of un-
employment per year eelines sharply as the wage rate increases.
Chapin (1971) has shown that mean durations are longer ir. States
with more ample unemployment benefits. The very existence. of the
-inverse seniority" provisions shows that some workers value the
opportunity to become unemployed.

The, recent British experience is particularly interesting. Until 1066,
unemployment insurance in Britain paid a, relatively low flat rate
benefit that was not related to the unemployed person's previous earn-
ings. There was also an additional flat rate dependents' allowance. The
-earnings related supplement." first payable in September 1966, pro-
vided for an additional payment equal to one-third of the claimant's
previous avenge weekly earnings between £9 and t:10. The maximum
supplement was therefore 27. The total benefit is subject to a maximum
of $3 percent of the average weekly earnings. The effect of the earn-
ings related supplement was, in effect. to convert the British system
from one with very low relative unemployment benefits for all but the
lowest wage group to a benefit structure more similar to that in the
Uni:.ed States.

In October 1966, 1 month after the change in unemployment insur-
ance, British unemployment began rising dramatically. The number
of registered unemployed rose from 340.000 in September to 436,000
in October and 513,000 in November. The registered unemployment
rate for males rose from 1.6 percent in August to 3.3 percent in
January. It is, of course, difiieult to know how much of this increase
should be attributed to the change in unemployment compensation.
Other macroeconomic and tax policies occurred at approximately
the Fame time. It is noteworthy, however, that unemployment rates
ebove 3 percent had been seen only once before in the postwar period
I du ring an unusually bad winter) and that such a rapid rise in the
rate of unemployment had not been seen before. Moreover, the male
unemployment rate has remained over 3 percent. ever since then. The
previous relation between the unemployment rate and the vacancy
rate ceased to hold after 1966. An examination of the occupational
composition of unemployment shows that the proportional rise in
unemployment among skilled manual workers was greatest and among
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the lower paid unskilled workers (who would benefit less from the
earnings related supplement) was least. Tlw increase among profes-
sional. technical and administrative oceupat ions was also greater than
would be expected on the basis of recent past recesiiions. A survey of
unemployed workers designed to evaluate the effect of the earnings
related supplement found a significant effect : an increa,c of if per
week in the level of unemployment benefit tended to increase the
length of unemployment by almost half a week." Although there are
problems in interpreting each piece of data on the Brit ish experience.
the evidence as a whole dearly indicates that the new method of earn-
ings related unemphyment compensation has raised the level of
unemployment.

There is little room for doubt about the qualitative conclusion that
our current system of unemployment compensation increases the rate
and duration of unemployment. A It hiaigh the magnitude of this effeet
is unknown, it should be emphasized that rather small changes in the
duration of unemployment, the cylieal and seasonal fluctuation in
labor demand and the frequency of temporary jobs can have a very
important impart on the overall rate of unemployment. A reduction
of 2 weeks in tle current average duration :t ne nulls won id. ,)ther
things equal, hmer the overall rate of uneml,yment by 0.75 ier,ent.
If one-third of tie seasonal unemployment were avoided. the overall
unemployment rae would fall by an addition 0.5 percent. If the
cyclical variation in labor demami were also reduced by 20 percent 1
this would reduce unemployment. by another O. percent. A decrease
in the number of casual temporary jobs would have a further impact.
Although each of these changes is small. the total effect is a fall in the
unemployment rate of more than 1.2r percent." These numbers should
not be interpreted as specific estimates of the extent to which our
current. system of unemployment compensation raises the unemploy-
ment rate. They should be viewed as illustrations of the powerful
cumulative effect of small changes in the several sources of adult
unemployment. It is quite possible. however, that the disincentive
effects of our current system are responsible for at least. this much
increased unemployment..

The challenge at. this time is to restructure the unemployment com-
pensation system in a way that strengthens its good features while
reducing the harmful disincentive effects. The virtue of our system
is that it permits the family of a lower- or middle-income worker who
is temporarily unemployed to maintain approximately its previous
level of spending. Although the fall in net income is relatively greater
among higher-income workers, almost all insured families are pro-
tected against a substantial change in net income. The disadvantage
of our current system is that it. raises the rate of unemployment and
imposes an excessive welfare loss. This welfare loss occurs because
the unemployment compensation system encourages each individual
employee to act in a way that is in conflict with the interests of all
employees as a group. More speeificall;. although most of the cost of

"See MacKay and Reid (1872). Their methods seem likely to underestimate
the effect.

"Recall that the postwar cyclical variation in British unemployment is Nub-
sta ntislly less than half the American experience.

"Adding the effects tends to overstate slightly the total effect since there is
an Interaction between the duration effect and the others.
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the unemployment. benefits and the reduced Federal and State tax
collections falls ultimately on employees as a whole," each individual
employee is induced to behave in ways that increase this cost. It is
rational for the unemployed individual to delay returning to work
and for the jobseeker to give less than the correct weight to the risk
of future unemployment. For the group as a whole, however, such
behavior incurs costs that far outweigh the benefits. This is the es-
sence of the welfare loss.

What could be done to reduce the harmful disincentives without
losing the .valt:able features of unemployment compensation? Some
gains could be achieved by removing the ceiling on the employer's rate
of contribution and by lowering the minimum rate to zero. Employers
would then pay the hill price of the unemployment insurance bene-
fits. The change in the rates of contribution would encourage employ-
ers to stabilize production and employment. It would also tend to
increase prices for goods produced in firms with unstable employ-
ment. This would have the effect of shifting production to firms and
industries with more stable employment.

Further improvement could be achieved if unemployment insurance
benefits were taxed in the same way as other earnings. This would
eliminate the anomalous situations in which a family's net income is
actually reduced when an unemployed memner returns to work. More
generally it would significantly reduce the very high implicit mar-
ginal tax rates that an unemployed person faces when he considers
returning to work. It would also end the distorting situation in which,
for the same total cost to the employer. a worker with some unemploy-
ment during the year receives more net income than a fully employed
worker. Since the lowest income families pay no income tax, the taxa-
tion of unemployment benefits would not be a burden to the poor.
Even at higher incomes, the total effect on family income of taxing
benefits would be small even though the marginal effect is sizable. In
any case, the current system is inequitable in imposing a higher tax
on an employed person than a person with the same net income and
family circumstances who does not work the entire year.

A much more important reform could be achieved by shifting the
basis of experience rating from the firm to the individual. This would
have the advantage of making the individual consider properly the
costs of a longer duration of unemployment and of a job with a greater
risk of unemployment. One possible way of shifting the basis of
experience rating would be to calculate a reserve ratio for each indi-
vidual. The individual reserve ratio would be defined in the same way
that it now is for employers: the difference between the cumulative
contributions made and the cumulative benefits received by that indi-
vidual. divided by the individual's recent covered earnings." Each
individual would have a prescribed contribution level based on his
current reserve ratio. With individual experience rating it would be
necessary to have a, maximum rat" of contribution.

The fact that the tax is nominally paid by employers is irrelevant. The
variable rate makes the incidence issue more complex but the statement in the
text is essentially correct.

The additional administrative costs would be small in comparison to the
advantages. Only 2 additional numbers, cumulative contributions made and
cumulative benefits received, would have to be added to the individual's mein'
security record.
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There are a variety of possible ways to finance these contributions.
One possibility would be to require that employers pay the maximum
rate of contribution for each employee with the provision that the
employee receives, as a wage supplement, the difference between the
maximum tax and the contribution that is required on the basis of
his own reserve ratio. A wage supplement based on the individual's
past experience would have the effect of rewarding workers who have
had shorter durations of unemployment and encouraging individuals
to seek more stable employment.

ruder this individual experience plan, an unemployed worker
would receive benefits just as he does now." However, the longer he
remains unemployed, the more his own reserve position would fall.
When he returns to work. he would receive no wage supplement or
a reduced supplement until his reserve ratio reaches the appropriate
level. The individual experience plan in effect provides an opportunity
for an unemployed person to borrow against his future earnings (at
a zero rate of interest). Because the individual will repay these bene-
fits, it should be possible to raise the benefit rate in each income class
and to increase the maximum benefit. Other special features, such
as allowing workers to withdraw a lump sum an-want to pay for
moving expenses or to cover the costs of tuition in a private training
program or educational institution, should also be possible. it short,
by introducing individual experience rating into our current system,
unemployment, compensation can provide greater security without
the current harmful disincentives.

There are, of course, a number of problems that would have to be
solved in the design of a practical individual experience plan. Bene-
fits would have to continue even after an individual's reserve is ex-
hausted. Moreover he must not be permitted to have such a large nega-
tive reserve ratio that there is no incentive for him to try to raise his
reserve position.la Some provision must also be made to reward re-
tiring workers who have accumulated positive reserves. But these and
other problems could be solved by balancing the objectives of income
se, urity and improved incentives. The result of doing so can be a more
efficient economy and a much lower rate of unemployment.

"The individual experience plan does not eliminate the desirability of taxing
unemployment benefits.

" In particular, it might be desirable to maintain employer experience rating
to avoid abuses in seasonal industries.
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VI. SOME CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The analysis of this report has been both pessimistic and optimistic.
On the negative side, it was concluded that the average long-run
employment rate probably cannot be lowered below 4 percent by ex-
pansionary fiscal and monetary policy alone while maintaining an
accep itable nflation rate. A study of alternative policy simulations
with an econometric model and a more detailed examination of the
structure of unemployment. showed that the overall rate of unemploy-
ment would remain high even in extremely tight labor markets that
pushed the unemployment rate for mature men below historic lows.
Although there is currently a cyclical excess of unemployment, the
long-run problem is not a hie]; of adequate demand.

1 he prospect for improving the overall unemployment rate through
specifie employment policies is more optimistic. Substantial progress
should be possible in dealing with the particular problems of young
workers. A significant part of this unemployment is among new en-
trants to the laibt r force and others who are seeking their first full-
time job. A special Youth Employment Service, firmly linked to the
schools and primarily concerned with the transition from school to
permaneet elophyment, could have a major impact on unemph)yment
in this tam.

The problem of unstable employment among young workers is both
more serious and more difficult to solve. Much of the unemployment
among experienced young workers occurs not because jobs are un-
available lint beeausc they are unattractive. For ninny young workers,
the available entry level jobs are also dendend jobs. They offer neither
valuable training nor opportunities for significant. advancement
within the firm. Since employers have made no investment in these
workers, they do not hesitate to lay them oil' whenever demand falls.
Since comparable jobs are easy to find, these young workers do not
hesitate to quit. The growth of our economy during the past few
decades now permits relatively high wages even for those with entry
level jobs. Among the young* and sinole, these high wages encourage
an increased demand or leisure. If the content of the job and the
structure of the firm's employment policy do not outweigh this, job
attaeliment will be weak and quit rates high.

The key to this problem is better on-the-job training and experience
for young workers. Unfortunately, the current minimum wage law
prevents many young people from accepting jobs with low pay but
valuable experience. Those who conic. to the labor market with sub-
stantial skills and education need not be afrecled by the minimum
wage. They are productive enough to permit employers to pay at least.
the minimum wage while also providing further training and opportu-
nities for advancement. But for the disadvantaged young worker, with
few skills and below average education, producing enough to earn he
minimum wage is incompatible with the opportunity for adequate

(51)



on-the-job learning. For this group, the minimum wage implies high
short-run unemployment and the chronic poverty of a life of low
wage jc,..bs. Reducing* the minimum wage for young workers might
be useful but it would not be sufficient. A more effective policy would
emphasize Youth Employment Scholarships that temporarily supple-
ment earnings and allow young workers to "buy" better on-the-job
training. An Employee Investment Tax Credit could provide specific
incentive to employers to reduce turnover and to develop opportunities
for internal advancement for these young workers.

Better management of aggregate demand has a more important role
to play in lowering adult unemployment than in improving the teen-
age employment situation. Nevertheless, even here macroeconomic
policy can only achieve a. small part of the total possible reduction
in unemployment. The current study analyzed the implications of
four different sources of adult unemployment: (1) the high cyclical
and seasonal volatility of the demand for labor; (2) the weak labor
force attachment of some groups of workers; (3) the particular prob-
lem of finding permanent employment for persons with very low
skills and specific occupational handicaps; and (4) the unnecessarily
long average duration of unemployment among job losers.

The ..A.meriean unemployment rate is not only higher than the rates
observed in foreign countries but also much more cyclically volatile.
A comparison with British postwar experience shows that most of the
greater U.S. volatility reflects a more sensitive response of unemploy-
ment to changes in aggregate demand. The seasonal variation in em-
plovnent is also substantially greater in the United States than in
Britain. This contrast in the cyclical and seasonal variation in labor
demand may reflect a number of institutional differences between the
two countries. Within the American context, however, the current
system of unemployment compensation is likely to increase substanti-
ally the extent of cyclical and seasonal unemployment.

Not all of the adult unemployment that can be described as the
result of weak labor force attachment is undesirable. The ability of
married women and of older students to enter and leave the labor
force is a positive feature of our economy. The serious problems are
assoeiated with low-skill workers. Here nonparticipation rates are
much higher than unemployment rates. The fact that these nonpartici-
pation rates have continued to increase during periods of rising wages
anti tightening labor markets indicates that expansionary macro-
economic policy is not likely to reduce the current high rates of
voluntary unemployment. The solution lies instead in manpower pol-
icies that can improve substantially the quality of available jobs plus
changes in our system of incentives to enccanige workers to accept
full-time employment in the jobs that are available.

There are more severe problems for some workers with major
Physicrd. psveholortical or mental handicaps. Because of their very
low productivity. these workers cannot obtain permanent work at the
minimum wage that is currently established by law and custom. Sec-
tion TV examines the proposals for permanent public employment
and for wage subsidies to private employers. If earnings in the sub-
sidized employment are limited to the prevailing minimum wage and
if the wage subsidy is attached to the individual rather than to the
speefic job. the system of wage subsidies could be a more effective and
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efficient method of dealing with the problem of the very low-skilled
worker. A l.ied possible option, integrating the minimum wage law
with income maintenance policy, is also described. By including both
the market wage and an appropriate fraction of the annual public
income maintenance payment. in the definition of the minimum wage,
the administrative problems of direct wage subsidies to employers
could be avoided while still permitting those with very low skills to
find permanent employment. Such an integration of the minimum
wage and income maintenance would reinforce the desirable features
of a negative income tax.

The final source of our high Melt unemphyment rate is the un-
rily loner avoroge dimtion of unemployment. An individual's

delay in returning to work c.enerally does not. reflect an inability to
tin.l*any employiaten. Instead, the period of unemployment may in-
volve sparcluncr for a better job, waiting to be recalled to a previous
position without taking alternative temporary employment, or merely

the time for activities in the home.
rn fortunately. the current system of unemployment compensation
nages exeessive d ngdelays in returni to work. For many lower-

anti middle - income families, the combined effect of unemployment
compensation and income taxes is to roduc ;greatly. and often almost
eliminate, the cost of remaining unemployed for an additional 1 or 2
months. For a majority of the insured unemployed, the effective
marginal tax rate on the wages earned by returning to work is prob-
ably over SO percent. As the examples in 'Section V show, it is not dif-
ficult to have a marginal rate over 100 percent: that is, to receive a,
higher net income by remaining unemployed than by returning to
work, especially in a family with two earners.

Our current unemployment compensation system Hs() provides both
employers and employees with the incentive to organize production
in :t way that increases the level of unemployment by making the
seasonal' and cyclical variation in unemplovment too large and by
making temporary jobs too common. These important adverse incen-
tives arise because. for all types of unstable work. the unemployment
compensation system raises the net. wage to the employee relative to
tie, net cost to the employer.

A !though the exact manitude of the disincentive effects is unloicvn,
it is clear that. rather small changes in the duration of unemployment,
the cyclical and seasonal fluctuation in labor demand, and the fre-
t-111110y of temporary jobs can have a very important cumulative effect
on total unemployment. For example. a 2-week decrease in the current
average duration of unemployment of 3 months would lower t;.e over-
all unemployment rate by 0.75 percent. Equally conservative illustra-
tiv estimates of the potential reductions in cyclical and seasonal un-
employment suggest that the current unemployment compensation dis-
incentives may increase the overall permanent unemployment rate
by at least 1.25 percent.

The current system of unemployment. compensation should be re-
formed in a way that strengthens its good features while, reducing the
harmful disincentive effects. Eliminating the maximum and minimum
limits on the rate of employer contribution and taxing unemployment
eompensation benefits in the came way as other earnings would sub-
stantially improve the incentive effects of the current system. A much
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more important reform could be achieved by shifting the basis of
experience rating from the firm to the individual. This would have the
advantage of making the individual consider properly the costs of a
longer duration of unemployment and of a job with a greater risk of
unemployment. Because the switch to individual experience rating
would significantly reduce the tendency to draw excessive benefits, it
would be possible to strengthen the protection provided by unemploy-
ment compensation tbeough raising the benefit rate and increasing
the maximum level of benefits.

All of the analysis of the current study supports the conclusion that
our permanent rate of unemployment can be lowered substantially.
Reducing the rate below 3 percent and keeping it there permanently
is a. feasible target for er nomic policy. It is important to recognize
that macroeconomic policy alone is unlikely to reduce the permanent
rate of unemployment much below the 4.5 percent that has prevailed
over the postwar period. Nevertheless series of specific. policies
con1.1 reduce the unemployment rate for those seeking permanent
full-time employment to a level significantly below 3 percent and
perhaps (.10-er to f! percent. Speeding the absorption of young work-
ers into employment and stabilizing their employment through better
on-the-job training could lower the overall unemployment by at least
O. pement. A restructuring of the unemployment compensation sys-
tem eould reduce the unemployment resulting from cyclical and sea-
sonal instability and from unnecessarily long durations by an addi-
tional 1:35 percent or more. Further desirable reductions in unemploy-
ment could he achieved by wage or 'mow subsidies for handicapped
workers and others with very low skills. There is, in short, no need
to allow the high rate of unemployment that has prevailed in the
post war period to continue in the future..1
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COMMENT BY R. A. GORDON*

I
Professor Feldstein has written an interesting paper that is cer-

tain to stimulate discussion of a critically important problem. That
problem has to do with the comparatively high level of unemploy-
ment that has persisted in the United States. particularly among the
less favored segments of the labor force.

The author summarizes four "basic conclusions" in his introductory
section. First, he states that "we probably can lower the permanent
unemployment rate to a level substantially below the average of the
postwar period." For "those seeking permanent full-time employ-
ment" it should be possible to get the unemployment rate down close
to 2 percent. Here are two uses of the word "permanent," and I am
not sure what he means precisely by either. The phrase "permanent
rate of unemployment" also appears in the title of the paper. In my
dictionary 'permanent" means 'remaining unchanged." This certainly
is not what he means. Presumably he means the average rate of un-
employment over a considerable number of yearssay. a decade or
more. Obviously, he is not considering how to bring about a satis-
factorily low but invariant unemployment rate.

And when he raises the possibility of an unemployment rate of less
than 3 percent "for those seeking permanent full-time employment."
who, precisely does he include in this category? Has he in mina every-
one who would like to work full-time, including teenagers and young
adults, rot excluding high school drop-outs? Is he including also all
those discouraged workers who have dropped out of the labor forcer
Av.d when he speaks of an unemployment rate of 2 or 3 percent, does
he envisage that all of the employed labor force who want full-time
jobs have them? In 1972, for example, there were' .4 million nonfarm
workers on part-time work for economic reasons, of whom a million
usually worked full time.' The latter figure was more than a fifth of
those officially counted as unemployed.

I completely agree with the author's second conclusion : that we are
not likely to reduce the "permanent unemployment rate" to 2 or 3
percent f'without significant changes in employment policy." These

ichanges in employment policy, however, will need to go beyond merely
the suggestions that he makes in the body of his paper.

I agree also that we cannot rely merely on expanding aggregate
demand to achieve the desired reductions in unemployment without
bringing about an unacceptable rate of inflation. Professor Feldstein
does not consider, however, what might be done to influence wages
and prices directly. His analysis is concerned entirely with what he
calls "employment policy."

*Professor of economics, University of California.
Manpower Report of the President, March, 1973. p.162.

(66)
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One can hardly quarrel with the fourth conclusion stated in the
introduction. Lowering the overall unemployment rate will require
a range of new policies aimed at reducing job turnover among youth,
reducing seasonal and cyclical fluctuations in employment, and "in-
creasing the speed with which the unemployed return to work." This
is merely to restate the problem.

I turn now to the main part of his analysis.

II

The first main section of the paper seeks to discover how much we
can reduce the national unemployment rate merely through expand-
ing aggregate demand. I am quite prepared to accept the author's
conclusion that the possibilities here are limited, although I am not
much impressed by the procedures he employs to reach this conclusion.

I do not. really know what to make of his simulations with the DRI
model with wages and prices taken to be fixed. The equations in the
model have been fitted to data covering a past period in which prices
and wages were definitely not fixed. To assume constant wages and
prices with the economy continuing to expand is to refer to a world
that does not. exist. How then can we draw inferences from this non-
existent world about the actual American economy of the 1970's?

I should also like to know about some of the other assumptions
that enter into these model simulations. A footnote tells us that it is
assumed that "the negative time trend for the unemployment rate
for married men does not persist past 1972." Why ? The ratio of the
rate for married males to the overall rate rose sharply from 195 to
1958 and then declined fairly steadily to 1969, after which it rose
moderately as a result of the 1970 recession. What is a reasonable as-
sumption to make for the rest of the 1970'q? More important, what
demographic assumptions are built into tile% simulations? Is ade-
quate account taken of the large increase that will occur in the share
of the labor force composed of 25-34 years olds (the teenagers of the
last decade) and of the fact that the teenage share of the labor force
will even decline moderately; also that the female share of the labor
force is likely to increase much more slowly in the 1970's than in the
1960's? How much further will the share a the labor force composed
of males age 35-64 decline? 2 What effect will these and other dem-
ographic changes have on relative unemployment rates? And what
effect, and with what lags, will civil rights legislation and affirmative
action programs have on the relative unemployment rates of women
and minority groups? How dr, all these and possibly other changes
affect our ability to bring down the overall unemployment rate
through an expansion of aggregate demand?

I do not know the answers to these questions. But they need to be
asked before we play with simulations of the sort that the author
attempts.

For some estimr tes offering tentative answers to Muse questions, see my re-
cently published paper, "Some Macroeconomic Aspects of Manpower Policy."
in Lloyd Ulman, ed., Manpower Programa in the Policy Mist (Baltimore: Johns
Hopkins Press, 1973), p. 45.
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III

Let me turn now to the section entitled "The Structure of Unem-
ployment." I applaud the author for concerning himself with the.
interrelations among unemployment rates for some of the mayor age-
sex-color groups. But I can hardly applaud the simple, mechanical
regression analysis that he employs to examine these interrelations.
Simple regressions of sectoral unemployment rates on the rate for
prime-age males badly confuses short-term and long-term relations
and leaves at least this reader quite uncertain as to how to interpret
his regression and correlation coefficients. To cite only one example.
his equation 2,.1 relates the male teenage rate to that for prime -age
males, the regression being fitted for the period 1954-1972. He in-
terprets both the constant and the regression coefficient on the male
prime-age rate in the resulting equation as summarizing the way these
two unemployment rates are related today and (presumably) how
they will be related in the several years ahead. He completely ignores
the change that has been occurring in the relationship between these
two rates over the last 20 years, nor does he consider how and in what
way this relationship may change in the future. The same criticism
can be made of his other regressions. His equations for teenagers and
adult females are strongly influenced by demographic trends and
trends in labor force participation, and they can hardly be taken at
face value in revealing merely cyclical relationships.3 To cite one more
example. we are told that one of the regressions "suggests that the fe-
male teenage unemployment rate is almost completely unaffected by
aggregate demand." I recommend that the author look at the data.
Using merely annual data for the business recessions since 1953, I find
that the female teenage unemployment rate rose from 7.2 to 11.4 dur-
ing 1953-1954, from 10.6 to 14.3 during 1957-1958, from 13.9 to 16.8
in 19604961, and from 13.3 to 15.6 in 1969-1970. Is this cyclical in-
sensitivity ?

I can only agree with him when he comments that the "simple struc-
ture of these equations may produce misleading results."

Professor Feldstein's conclusion from the analysis in this section
is that the "current structure of unemployment in the American econ-
omy is not compatible with the traditional view of a hard core of
unemployed who are unable to find jobs." On the contrary, the dura-
tion of unemployment is typically brief. The trouble is primarily high

Somewhat belatedly, after presenting all his simple regressions, Professor
Feldstein does recognize the effects of the postwar baby boom and introduces
another variable to reflect changes in the teenage share of the population. He
does this only for male teenagers. The result is sharply to increase the cyclical
sensitivity of teenage unemployment and to convert a large positive constant
into a significant negative one. He does not explain what interpretation is to be
placed on such a negative constant.

' A scatter diagram in which the female teenage unemployment rate is plotted
against the 25-and-over male rate for the postwar period reveals two quite distinct,
approximately linear relationship; with the shift occurring at the beginning
of the sixties. For the period 1983-1972, the relationship is quite close, but at
a much higher level than for the 1950's. A straight line also fits the points fairly
well for the period 1948 to the end of the 1950's. A similar shift in the rela-
tionship is also evident for male teenagers and for white and nonwhite teen-
agers. For both subperiods, the relationship is poorest for nonwhite teen-
agers, although the shift from the fifties to the sixties is still quite evident.
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quit rates and frequent job changes. (To which might be added the
considerable unemployment generated by the movement of teenagers
and women into the labor force.) With all of this one can only agree.
The "traditional view" he criticizes is not held by present informed
observers. And his simple regressions add very little to our under-
standing of how unemployment is related to aggregate demand or why
particular unemployment rates are as high as they are.

Iv
This paper contains some useful suggestions for reducing the very

high unemployment rates among young workers, particularly teen-
agers, although one can quarrel with particular points in the analysis.
Essentially, the author recommends that we try some combination
of the following proposals.

(1) A new state-operated but federally financed Youth Employ-
ment Service to provide counseling and placement services to youth,
chiefly those who are about to graduate from or drop out of high
school. This proposal is patterned after a simlar British program that
has apparently been quite successful. This h- an excellent idea. but I
should carry it still further. The counseling should begin long before
graduation from high school: vocational programs. including those
that provide actual job experience while in school, need to be im-
proved and expanded; and local employers need to be brought into
the schools in a variety of ways. The proposed Youth Employment
Service could benefit all teenagers moving out into the full-time labor
force, including those who will fairly quickly find "primary jobs."

Professor Feldstein's remainingand more controversialro-
posals are aimed particularly at youth suffering from a variety of
handicaps who, under the present arrangements, are likely to remain
more or less permanently in the secondary labor market, moving from
one low paying job to another (and in and out of the labor force), and
never receiving the training and experience that will qualify them
for primary jobs. His three chief proposals are :

(2) A lower minimum wage for young and inexperienced workers.
(8) Youth Employment Scholarships, perhaps for the first year of

full-time labor-force participation, as a supplement to wage income.
(4) Some form of incentive payments or tax credits to employers,

based on their performance in providing stable, ladder-type jobs along
with the training that such jobs would require.

There is a good deal to be said for a package of this sort. Perhaps
the most controversial suggestion is the differential minimum wage
for youth. Nonetheless, there is a good deal of evidence to suggest the
!IPA for a modification of the minimum wage along these lines
provided that work incentives are maintained. that employers are not
permitted to abuse the system, that some form of supplementary in-
come is provided according to a reasonable formula, and that the
lower wages really do lead to the training and permanment jobs that
are required. Professor Feldstein's other proposals are intended to
insure that these conditions are met.

It is perhaps too much to ask, but what I miss are more detailed
suggestions as to how these proposals might be implemented. The ques-
tion of political feasibility is not mentioned. The problem of cost

54-053-73--- 5
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is touched on but not dealt with in any detail. How large should the
Youth Employment Scholarships be, and who should receive them?
Is it necessary or desirable, as he suggests at one point, to offer them
to all teenagers during their first year of full-time labor-force par-
ticipation? (I do not think this is necessary.) And how do we ensure
that employers actually provide the training, working conditions, and
restructuring of jobs that are called fort Perhaps the Joint Eco-
nomic Committee might commission a second study to secure detailed
answers to these and related questions.

V

Let us turn now to unemployment among adult workers. Professor
Feldstein deals with four sources of adult unemployment as follows.

1. Cyclical and seasonal volatility of demand. With respect to cycli-
cal fluctuations in unemployment. 1 am prepared to accept most of
what the author has to suggest, although I do not think that this takes
us very far.

It is undoubtedly true that in Britain changes in employment and
unemployment are less sensitive to year-to-year changes in output than
is the case in the United States. iVhile there is ample evidence that
this is so, I again have difficulty with the simple regressions that the
author uses to demonstrate the contrast. He ignores differences in
the composition of output in the two countries and changes in the com-
position of output and employment over the period: of fit. Further,
his British figures extend only through 1969 and omit. the leirp
rise in unemployment in 1970. Nonetheless. it is clear that employ-
ment has been less sensitive to changes in output in Britain than in
the Vnited States. Along with this relative stability of employment
has gone labor redundancy, relatively low productivity, and a slow
rate of growth.

Clearly the most important thing to do here is to reduce cyclical
fluctuations in output in the American economy, which (along with
the Canadian) is still the most cyclically volatile among the major
industrial nations. I share Professor Feidstein's caution in making
specific proposals to induce employers to retain redundant labor in
times of slack Lemand. As he suggests, some steps can be taken through
collective bargaining, and we can improve our income maintenance
programs to take care of those who lose their jobs and are not ade-
quately provided for by unemployment compensation (which. how-
ever, Professor Feldstein seems to think may already be too generous).

Let us turn now to the quite different topic of seasonal unemploy-
ment. This is clearly a subject on which Professor Feldstein has not
done a meat deal of workeither as to the types of seasonal unem-
ployment in this country or as to what has been done to reduce this
type of unemployment in other eountries. His estimate of the total
amount of seasonal unemployment in the United States is of the right
order of magnitude, but he has little to say about the kinds of workers
most subject to seasonal unemployment. Ile may or may not realize

For references to some of the relevant literature, see Gordon, ep. vu., p. 25.
I have calculated that seasonal unemployment accounted for about one-flfth

of total unemployment in 100, or shout 0.7 out of a total unemployment rate of
8.5 percent. Ibid.



that the largest single contribution to seasonal unemployment in the
last few years has been made by those with no previous work ex-
periencenearly a quarter of the total; the second largest contribu-
tion, as we should expect, was made by construction workers.'

The way to reduce seasonal unemployment among the first of these
two groups is to reduce search time for teenagers and young adults,
and perhaps finding ways to spread through the year their shift from
school to job search instead of concentrating this shift in June as at
present. As for seasonal unemployment among construction workers,
there are a number of things that could be done, including for ex-
ample, the German program of Schlechtwettergeld and the Swedish
system of not granting permission for public Cmcluding municipal)
building projects during the summer.

2. Week labor force attachment. Under this heading Professor Feld-
stein deals with the problem of declining labor-force participation and
high unemployment among underprivileged adult workers in the
secondary labor market, particularly blacks and members of other
minority groups. This is a problem that is receiving increasing at-
tention, particularly from younger economists. Unfortunately, it is
also a problem that the present Administration seems to be trying
to de-emphasize and for which it is seeking to shift more of the re-
sponsibility to state and local governments.

I have no quarrel with the author's brief treatment of this problem,
except that again it is too brief and does not probe deeply enough.
My main criticism is that he has nothing specific to propose. He has
two suggestions to make: (1) "improved manpower programs," de-
spite the admitted lack of success of past programs, and (2) "reex-
amination and redesign of the current adverse incentives." These
broad suggestions hardly provide a useful guide to policymakers.
And I miss any mention in this section of the possible contribution
that might be made by a well designed, permanent, public service

Publicemployment program. blic employment for "unemployables" is dis-
cussed in the next section, to which I now turn.

3. The current unemployables. These are the physically and mentally
disabled. whose problems are frequently exacerbated by limited edu-
cation. Three ways of securing employment for these disadvantaged
workers are considered : subsidies to employers, permanent public
employment, and a combination of a low minimum wage and income
maintenance.

For a variety of reasons, I should prefer not to rely on government
subsidies to private employers. As for public employment, I find that
Feldstein's treatment haves much to be desired. By public employ-
ment, he seems to have in mind something different from the public
employment program initiated by the Emergency Employment Act
of 1971, perhaps because he has in mind disabled workers. Otherwise
I cannot understand his reference to public jobs as "unproductive."
But he also argues against public employment programs aimed at
reducing unemployment among physically able youth, women, and
members of minority groupsi.e., so-called secondary workers. He
seems to ignore the possibility of developing skills and satisfactory
work habits in a public employment program or the possibility that
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such a program can in turn lead to primary jobs in either the public
or private sector.

His final proposal is to "integrate the minimum wage law and the
system of income maintenance." His proposal seems to imply both a
differentiated version of a minimum wage and some form of a nega-
tive income tax, neither of which now exists. If something along these
lines were to be seriously considered, it certainly should be framed
with more than "the current unemployables" in mind.

Again this is an area in which we have much to learn from Swedish
experience .°

4. Duration of unemployment. Professor Feldstein's brief discus-
sion of this problem does not carry us very far. He has virtually noth-
ing new to propose, and his brief discuion of duration in terms of
averages and without any reference to past and prospective changes
in the composition of the demand for and supply of labor leaves a
good deal to be desired. Apparently, he would put a good deal of re-
liance on a less generous system of unemployment compensation as a
way to reduce the average duration of unemployment. I therefore
turn now to his long section on improving the incentive effects of un-
employment compensation.

VI

The section on improving the incentive effects of unemployment
compensation is the least satisfactory in the entire paper. The analysis
leaves much to be desired; the recommendations for reform are very
questionable; and I doubt that niftily informed students would ne-
(*lit the author's conclusion that "the current unemployment com-
pensation disincentives may increase the overall permanent unem-
ployment. rate by at least 1.25 per cent." The following paragraphs do
not exhaust all of my questions about this section of the paper.

First of all, the author badly exaggerates the extent to which those
counted as uneniC.,,yed in the ofcial statistics are covered by unem-
ployment compensation, particularly in prosperous years. In 1972,
the number of insured unemployed under Scat( programs averaged
only about 38 percent of those counted as unemployed in the Current
Population Survey. The national unemployment rate was 5.6 percent.
In 1971, with a national unemployment rate ..r 5.9 percent, the equiva-
lent percentage was as high as 43. In 1967, with an unemployment rate
of only 3.8 percent. the percentage was about 40.°

Professor Feldstein. like all informed students of the causes of high
unemployment in the United States. emphasizes the extent to which
so-called secondary workers contribute to the level of unemployment
and that this problem has been becoming worse over the last decade.
But a large fraction of these secondary workers--particularly the
teenagers and womei. newly entering or re-entering the labor force
are not eligible for unemployment compensation. After all. in all 50
States, one has to have been employed for some minimum period to
qualify for unemployment compensation.

See. for example. Berth Olsson. "Labor Market Policy in Modern Society:
With Particular Reference to Marginal Manpower Groups." in R. A. Gordon.
ed.. Toward a Manpower Polley (New York. Wiley. 1067). pp. 260-266.

Ali data are from appendix tables in Manpower Report of the President,
March. 1078.
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The following detailed figures for an average week in the year 1907
will illustrate my point dramatically. The figures are in millions:1"

All unemployed- 3.0
Receiving unemployment compensation I. 0
Covered by unemployment insurance but not compensated ___'.6
Previously employed but not covered 4
Nen* entrants and re-entrants (not eligible) I.

*Includes 0.2 witltou tiling for noncompenvido waiting period.

Thus only a third of the unemployed in 1967. on the average. re-
ceived litleMploylVi.nt nipellSatiti.

I In not have eoleparlble fereres for a more recent year. Coverage
was broadened in the Employment Security Amendments of 1071).
eels : pro.. .ion for ex,:ntilt.0 iur tiflll on a triggered hasis.
But as I have a hvntl,- indicated. state programs covered only 3P per-
yw. those unemployed in 1972.

In short, considerably less than half the unemployed, even in a year
of relatively high unemployment like 1971, are covered by unemploy-
ment compensation.

It would appear that Professor Feldstein also exaggerates the dis-
ineentire effects for those unemployed persons who do receive unem-
ployment compensation. While he is to be eommended for brining
out the possil6 disiecent ire effects of having unemployment eompen-
sation exempt from federal and state inceme taxes, his arithmetic
examples exaggerate the size of these dl.sincentive effects.

First of all, his arithmetic calculations are based on the situation
in only one staffs. Mnfzurimsetts. But there are 50 different state sys-
tenis. and Mttrzsavitti tt1S. is among the more generous ones. In 1970.
the ratio of av,ain. wtkly benefit to average weekly wage in Massa-
chusetts was 0.n72, compared to a national average of 0.357. The ratio
of the noix.irnum weekly benefit to the areraye Nv-ioly wage in 1911
wa,i touch higher---r: niging from 0.525 to 0.78. In 1:,71. for the country
as a whole. this ratio was less than 0.0 for about 65 percent of total
covered employnient.21

Second. Masi,achusetts is one of only 11 states that provides de-
pendents' allowane.;. Inclusion of these allow:,nees in Feldstein's
illustrations. whether the husband or the wife is inlet iployed. further
reduees the lcss of income from being unemployed. And finally, his
calculations further biassed because he admittedly ignores the
waiting perif 1 ; up to five working days before compensation begins.
This ommission is obviously important, particularly in his hypothetical
case of one mouth's unemployment.

The author concludes that, under our system of unemployment
compensation, the small loss of after-tax income from being unem-
ployed almost certainly increases the duration of the typical spell of
unemployment and "the frequency with which individuals lose their

*The figures are taken from Unemployment and Income Security: Goals for
the 1970's, A Report of the Committee on Unemployment Insurance Objectives

stit
sponute.sored by

1969),
the W. B. Upjohn Institute (Kalamazoo, Michigan, Upjohn In-

pee U.S. Manpower Administration, Handbook of rInentyloyment Insurance
Financial Data, 1938-1970, p. 139, and Summery Tables of Unemployment In-
surance: Program Steatites, 1970-1971, pp. 34,
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jobs and become unemployed"thus raising the overall unemploy-
ment. rate. I still have to be convinced that this was a significant effect
of t he introduction of unemployment insurance in the United States
in 1935. Has the author studied Lebergott's estimates of unemploy-
ment among nonfarm employees for the decades before 19351 And is
his conclusion consistent with relative postwar trends in the unemploy-
ment rates for different age-sex-color groups?

Another claim made is that unemployment compensation tends to
increase the seasonal and cyclical fluctuations in the demand for labor
and the relative number of temporary casual jobs. No factual evidence

presented. Instead it is argued that unemployment compensation, by
providing a subsidy to workers in unstable unemployment, lowers
wages in unstable occupations and industries below what they would
otherwise be, reduces incentives to employers to stabilize employment.
and subsidizes the purchasers of the goods and services produced by
firms with unstable unemployment. Is there any evidence that a sig-
nificant change in this direction has occurred in the last 30-40 years?
Has the composition of citput and employment been shifting toward
sectors that are more volatile, cyclically and seasonally? I am not
aware of the evidence pointing in this direction."

I ha` 3 said enough to suggest why I believe that Professor Feldstein
greatly exaggerates the effect of unemployment compensation in in-
creasing the rate and duration of unemploymentparticularly in the
last couple of decades in the United States. There may have been
some effect. But this paper tells me little or nothing about the magni-
tude of this effect.

Several proposals are made "to reduce the harmful disincentives"
of the system. I have no objection to removing the ceiling on the em-
ployer's contribution rate, but I do not agree that the minimum rate
should be lowered to zero. I am not prepared to accept the proposal
that unemployment compensation be taxed in the same way as earnings
from employment. My objection here rests on two grounds. First, as
already indicated, I think the author underestimates the loss of after-
tax income from becoming unemployed. And, second, I think that he
pays entirely too little attention to the psychological costs of becoming
and remaining unemployed. Being employed in a decent job and able
to support oneself and one's family by one's own efforts carries a large
positive utility. The typical worker, particularly men and increasingly
women, would rather be employed than unemployed even if there is
no loss of income from being unemployed.

The proposal that the basis of experience rating be shifted from
the employer to the individual seems to me to be entirely without
meritso much so that I suspect that I may not really understand
what is being proposed. If I do understand it, then the author is ap-
parently proposing that those workers who experience the greatest
unemployment be further penalized by having their net wages (when

" With respect to seasonal unemployment, I might cite one piece of evidence
in the opposite direction. Since 1950, there seems b:t have been name modest re.
dnetion in the seasonal fraction of total unemployment among experienced work-
ers in the private nonfarm sector, but a large part of this improvement has been
offset by the sharp increase in the proportion of total unemployment among those
without previous work experience, for whom seasonal unemployment is very
highand who are not eligible for unemployment compensation. Of Gordon,
"Some Macroeconomic Aspects of Manpower Policy." p. 25.
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they are employed) decline relative to the wages of those workers who
experience little unemployment." Blacks, for example, typically earn
lower wages P lid experience higher unemployment than whites. By
shifting experience rating to the worker, let us widen this difference
in wages still further I Underprivileged workers generally suffer from
relatively low wages and high unemployment. Is it being proposed
that their relative earnings be lowered still further?

So far as I can see, this proposal, if I understand it correctly, rests
on two related assumptions. First, there are no barriers to mobility
among occupations, industries, and geographical areasthat the indi-
vidual worker cannot overcome by his own efforts and with his own
resources. And second, if we penalize harshly enough those who are
most prone to unemployment (for whatever reason), they will some-
how overcome these barriers and move into more stable jobs.

VII
Despite my many criticisms, I heartily concur with Professor Feld-

stein's final sentence: "There is, in short, no need to allow the high
rate of unemployment that has prevailed in the postwar period to
continue into the future." In my own work? I have suggested that an
appropriate set of manpower programs might eventually permit us
to set the full-employment target at an unemployment rate of about
3 percent.14 I did not propose tinkering with our system of unemploy-
ment insurance? and I wrote before we began to experience the unwel-
come combination of both high unemployment and an unacceptable
rate of inflation. I am still hopeful. but I suspect that we shall need
also to move much further in the direction of a permanent incomes
policy than I once thought either necessary or desirable.

Prefessor Feldstein IP nvcm more optimistic. He seems to think that
we can get what he calls the "permanent" unemployment rate down
below even 3 percent. Apparently half or more of this improvement
would come from revision of our system of unemployment compensa-
tion. I regret to conclude that, so far as I can see, he has failed to
prove his case.

The author does not spell out the details of his proposal. He suggests that
the maximum rate of contribution, which presumably would have to be raised,
might be paid by the employer for each employee, with the latter receiving a
wage supplement equal to the difference between the maximum rate and the
contribution required on the basis of his own reserve ratio, the latter reflecting
his particular unemployment experience. Workers with the most stable employ.
ment experience would receive the largest wage supplements. Since, on net bal-
ance, some wage supplements would be paid and no wages reduced, total con-
tributions and total labor costs to the employer could presumably be higher than
under the present system. Prices also would apparently be higher. Hence the
proposal would presumably entail a reduction in the real wages of those workers
with the worst unemployment experience.

34 The Goal of Full Rmploginest (New York, Wiley, 1967), Chap. 7.



COMMENT BY BENNETT HARRISON*

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

In his extremely well-written paper, "Lowering the Permanent Rate
of Unemployment," Martin Feldstein attempts to make use of some
of the insights of "dual labor market theory" to analyze the causes
of. and prescribe remedies for, the vervasive high unemployment in
the United States. In the course of his research, he has produced sonic
very useful statistical results on the consequences of labor market dual-
ity ( or, more generally, "labor market segmentation" 1) .

I am in agreement with at least part of his suggested reorganization
of ths. unemployment compensat ion system. In most other respects,
however, I must take issue with the analysis and, more importantly,
with the policy inferences which Prof. Feldstein draws from his re-
search. In my opinion, he has nii-understood or misapplied the most
important. elements of the dual labor market theory. While he does
recognize the existence of a "secondary labor market" of low-wage,
inherently unstable jobs, to which large numbers of teenagers, women,
and adult nonwhite men are disproportionately confined, his policy
recommendations amount for the most part to suggestions about how
to induce this segment of the labor force to be more willing to increase
their attachment to such jobs.

Moreover, remarkable as it may seem, Feldstein hardly mentions
race and sex discrimination as a major cause of the high unemploy-
ment of this class of workers, and he makes no suggestions whatever
about reducing their unemployment through increased government
sanctions on discriminating employers. I share with Barbara Berg-
mann 2 the conviction that discrimination in employment is mani-
fested in the unwillingness of many employers to substitute persons
other than white adult (mainly married) men (whom I shall here-
after designate as WAMM) for these "preferred" workers. This in-
substitutability is only partly "rational,' based on the technical or
skill incapacities of the non-WAMMs (and where it i8 technical, train-
ing programs can remove the bottleneck). In either case, this insub-
stitutability creates the condition which Feldstein has so usefully quan-
tified for us with the aid of the Data Resources econometric model:
very low unemployment rates for WAMMs co-existing with extremely

*Associate professor of economies and urban studies, 31assaebusetts Institute
of Technology.

'The theory of labor market "dualism" is developed in Peter B. Doeringer and
Michael J. Fiore, internal Labor Markets and Manpower Analysis (Lexington,
Mae& : D.C. Heath, 1971), ehs. 7-8; David M. Gordon, Theories of Poverty and
Underemployment (Lexington: D.C. Heath, 1972) ; Bennett Harrison, Education,
Training, and the Urban Ghetto (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins Press, 1972),
eh. 5.

2 Barbara R. Bergmann, testimony before the Joint Eeonomie Committee. Hear-
ings: Reducing Unemployment tot Percent, 92 Cong., 2d Seas., U.S. Government
Printing Office, 1972, pp. 87-52.
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high rates for non-WAMMs, producing on the average a national un-
employment rate which seems now to be "permanently" above 4 per-
cent.

A number of Feldstein's arguments are based upon technical analyses
which he himself qualifies. I wish to draw additional attention to these
qualifications (and some others that I will introduce), for I think they
are more important than is implied by the brief space they receive in
the Feldstein paper.

Finally, I shall make the point that the problems of unemployment
and poverty. are inseparable, and that value judgmentspolitical
eleoiresare inescapable in this area. We can reduce measured unem-
ployment significantly if we are willing to force the poor (of whom
non-WAMMs constitute the overwhelming majority) to accept and re-
main in the. millions of low-wage, dead-end jobs still available in our
economy. Or we can try to fashio. n public policies which will trans-
form these jobs through economic development programs. By upgrad-
ing the jobs, e.g. with technical and capital assistance to employers
(coupled with tough sanctions on noncooperating employers), we can
create an economic system in which no employer need pay poverty
wages. Feldstein recognizes (correctlyt I think) that it is their un-
willingness to remain in such(uch indecent lobs (combined with their em-
ployers' disinterest ir. worker stability) that best explains the high
short-term unemployment of the non-117.41131s. But he then goes on
to recommend policies designed in effect to change their attitudes to-
ward those jobs. I would change the jobs themselves.

P1list ;t1 Avonlii foe/1g policy attention on the workers: I
would focus attention on their employers. He would attempt to induce
different behavior on the part of the non-WAMMS; I would trans-
form the economy so that no employer would need (or be allowed) to
pay the kind of )ow wages that are responsible for that unstable be-
havior in the first place. He would reinforce the distinctions between
WA3111s and non-WAMMs by creating special categorical placement
and other manpower programs for the latter group; I would use equal
employment opportunity enforcement with strong sanctions to prevent
employers from distin between WAMMs and non-WAMMs

fuishi"14on any grounds other t Ian technical insubstitutability (and in the lat-
ter case. I would design extensive on-the-job training programs to
eliminate such insubstitutabilities as quickly as possible).

The choice. I repeat. is political; it is not something which can be
settled by recourse to the outputs from anyone's econometric model.
Moreover, the question of "which strategy is more efficient" (the sort
of question that Senators and Congressmen often ask) is irrelevant
here, since Feldstein and I are not addressing identical goals. His
approach might reduce measured unemployment, but it would not
materially reduce the underemployment, poverty, alienation, or anger
of the millions of working poor m this country. "My" approach a IS
addressed primarily to the latter; I am really arguing that the best
way to reduc^ unemployment in the U.S. is to eliminate poverty and
at least the manifestations of labor market discrimination.

*My position is, I think, representative of the views of a growing number of
young economists, especially those associated with the radical economies move-
ment. I should not like to claim undue paternity for ideas which have been
"brewing" among a number of us for several years.
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THE LIMITED EFFECTS OF INCREASING DEMAND

The policy simulations described in this section of the Feldstein
paper are ingenious, and useful. The inflation-unemployment ("Phil-
lips") tradeoff is assumed away (by constraining future prices to their
"normal" path) in order to isolate the projected partial effect of in-
creased federal spending (as much as $10 billion a year, which coin-
cidentally is precisely the magnitude of the Cranston-Hawkins Public
Employment bill) on the unemployment rates of WAMMs and non-
WAMMs. Feldstein finds that no politically feasible increase in spend-
ing will drive the unemployment rates of the non-WAMM groups
below 4 percent, although the unemployment rates of WAMMs got
well below 3 percent. He concludes that undifferentiated, non-selective
expansion of aggregate demand will not be sufficient to significantly
lower aggregate unemployment.

This is certainly correct as far as it goes, but it doesn't go far
enough. On page 4, Feldstein admits that "it is of course important
to recognize that, like any econometric forecasts, the current analysis
reflects all the shortcomings of an historically estimated model." This
needs greater elaboration. The historical data from which the Data
Resources model is estimated embody the discriminating behavior of
employers, i.e. their unwillingness to substitute non-WAMM for
WAMM labor inputs.

The model then tells RE that, under fiscal stimulation, the market
for WAMMs will become as tight as we could wish, but that non-
WAMM labor "won't respond." But it is not that women. teenagers,
a.r.ki, black men "won't respond"; it is that employers would prefer to
bid away already-employed WAMMs from their present jobs rather
than have to hire non- WAMMs.' Since this kind of employer behavior
was in fact going on during the 1950s and 1960s, it is not surprising
that the Feldstein model reflects it. Indeed, there is no way that the
model could Not reflect it.

In short, the conclusion that mwroeconomic policy cannot reduce
aggregate unemployment below 4 percent hods, given labor market
segmentation. That is a crucial qualification.°

One further point: at the end of Part One, Feldstein refers obliquely
to a public service employment program, but seems to dismiss it on
the grounds that it "would have a much smaller impact on aggregate
output" than federal purchases from the private sector. I do not under-
stand why this is germane. Such a program (which I strongly support)
would surely have a larger job-creation impact than any alternative

'Since the WAMM labor market is already tight, this process bids up the wages
of WAMM workers. If firms pass these cost increases alolut to their ensomers
as the "primary" Arms which are most prone to discriminate in favor of WAMMs
are powerful enough to dothen prices will rise as well. This is in fact the in-
flationary process that Phillips originally had in mind. And just as aggregate
unemployment could be reduced by forcing employers to substitute non-WA11131a
for WAMMs, so could inflationary pressures in the economy.

Feldatein's equations could be used to monitor the impact of a program to
reduce labor market segmentation. Thus, for example, program would be re-
flected in equations such as (1.1) on p. 9 by the intercept term approaching
zero in value over time, and by the slope term approaching unity.
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measure. And Feldstein himself admits (in the following sentence. on
p. 9) that. a publie employment program would be less inflationary
than any alternative approach.

Ti STItri -ma: or Elf mor m KNT

This section begins with a statement with which I am in complete
agreement : "Decreasing the overall rate of unemployment retinues
not merely more jobs but new incentives to [1] encourage those who
are out of work to seek employment more actively and those who are
employed to remain at work * * pi an imrotant part of these
incentives is a change in the kinds of jobs that are available" ( p. 11).
Unfortunately, Feldstein's subsequent analysis continuos to dwell on
the first point white llnawt completely foigetting about the second.

The presentation of evidence that high turnover is now more im-
portant than a shortage of jobs per se in explaining the high unem-
ployment rates of non-WAMMs is excellent. Even though there is some
( very tentative \ evidence that the importance of turnover in contrib-
uting to the imertemporal variane in unemployment rates is exag-
gerated by Feldstein and Robert IIa11.7 I think this is the best "work-
ing hypothesis" we now have. The discovery of the role of turnover
(as opposed to so- called "hard-c.n.e or long-term unemployment) is
surely one of the main contributions of the dual labor market "school"
of economists, the work of Peter Doeringer and others of this "school"
having preceded the work of Hall and George Perry.

Feldstein's inferences from the regress,...ts in table t; suffer from
t ho same proi,1,-in the me I discussed earlier: those regressions were
fitted to dal a drawn from an environment of segmented labor markets.
Therefore the conclusion that "the unemployment rates in certain
gnin: s are not only v:.ry high but are also quite unresrnsive to
cLutges in the aggregate demand for labor- ( p. 12) must be qualified
by the addition of the phrase: "gireP labor market segmentation".

The decomposition of unemployment rates in table 7 into such este-
gr, ie:; as "job losers" and "job leavers" implies a precision in the dis-
tinction be'..ween involuntary and "voluntary" unemployment which
goes directly against the grain of dual labor market theory" That "job

Bennett Harrison, testimony before the Senate Subcommittee on Employment,
Manpower and Poverty, Hearings on Comprehensive Manpower Reform one.92 Cont., 2d sew.. Grt Prntg off, 1972. pp. 1566-1618 (see especially pp.
ion-1f ) ; also Bennett Harrison, Harold L. Sheppard, and William Spring.'Pub-
lic JohsPithlic Needs." The New Republic, Nov. 4, 1972, reprinted in U.S. Sen-
ate. Hearings, pp. 2451-57.

Barbara U. Bergmann. "Labor Turnover, Segmentation and Rates of Unem-
ployment: A Simulation-Theoretic Approach'', University of Maryland, Project
on the Economics of Discrimination, 1978, mimeo.

In the Boston labor market study which initiated the "dualist" approach to
manpower economies. Docringcr and his associates emphasized the amiligity of
the conventional categories: "in/out of the labor force," "voluntary/Involuntary
unemployment." etc. Peter B. Doeringer. et. al., Low-Income Labor Markets and
Manpower Programs. r.s. Dept. of Labor. Manpower Administration, Research
Findings No. 12. 1072. For example, low wage employers often muse workers
to quit by providing no incentives for them to stay. Indeed, some employers ac-
tively encourage instability. perhaps to avoid having to grant pay raises, or to
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losers accounted [in 1971] for less than half of inemployment and
[that] quit rates generally exceeded layoffs" (p. 16) simply does not
permit the inference that the high turnover exhibited by the non-
WAMNI labor force is the result of unstable personal behavior which
public policy can (or should) change.

UNEMPLOYMENT AMONG YOUNG WORKERS

The unstable nature of their jobs is as Feldstein says, surely the
dominant factor in explaining teenage unemployment. And I agree
that, of all the groups within the class of non-WA..1131s, teenagers are
more likely than the adults to prefer unstable work (whether because
they are st ill "shopping" for a line of work, or because they have other
things to -take care of" before settling down to a regular, steady job).

Nevertheless, many. (perhaps most) teenagers do want to work.°
Therefore, their scandalously high unemployment rates constitute an
especially serious problem for public policy. Feldstein suggests that
the measured rate probably exaggerates the severity of the problem,
due to biases in the Current Population Survey methodology (in the
CPS, a parent is usually reporting on the employment status of his
or her children. Surveys which interview the teenagers themselves
reveal only half as much unemployment). It seems to me that inter-
views with teenagers may be just as biased. Teens may report them-
selves "at work" or "looking' more often than do their parents be-
cause they (the teens) are more sensitized to and adept atconning the
"Man" (i.e. giving the "correct" answer), or because they consider
their hustling activities to be real jobs (which, to be truthful, they
are!).

In any case, as Feldstein himself says, "the unemployment rates of
those under .20 are 1)111(.11 higher than they need to be' ( p. 20). Part. of
the high turnover of this group is undoubtedly truly voluntary. but
part is ..a response to the unsatisfactory type of job that is available
to many young workers. These are often 'dead-end' jobs, offering
neither the opportunity for advancement within the firm nor training
and experience that would be useful elsewhere" (p. 21). Again, I agree
completely. How, then, can Feldsteinonly two paragraphs later
suggest that "the single most effective way of reducing unemployment
among new [teenage] entrants as well as improving the quality of first
jobs would be the establishment of a special Youth Employment Serv-
ice . .. [whose ] primary focus should be an active program of advising
and placing those who are about to leave [school] " (p. 21) ? How will
a streamlined placement program change the quality of the jobs in the

deter unionization. My own research indicates that many ghetto dwellers move
back and forth between (or are simultaneously engaged in combinations of) legal
work in the secondary labor market, pt rticipation in paid training programs.
enrollment on welfare, and illegal or et, isi-legal hustling. Harrison, Education.
Training. and the Urban Ghetto, ch. 5. Technically. the latter three activities are
classified as "non-participation" in the labor force, or what economists conven-
tionally call "leisure." In the present context, that wordand Feldstelat neat
distinctionsare seriously misplaced.

A steady. part-time job is regular work, and this is precisely the kind of job
that many teenagers seem to prefer. Orthodox analysis gives Short shrift to this
category of work. i.e. voluntary part-time employment. Bertram Gross, Stanley
Moses. Russ Nixon, and Larry Sawers are among the (very) few scholars study-
ing this question.
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secondary labor market? There is considerable evidence that the pub-
lic schools and the Employment Service already serve as a placement
mechanism for secondary employers." Would Feldstein increase this
implicit subsidy to low-wage employers?

He then goes on to make what seem to me to be two unwarranted
assumptions: (1) that primary employers would list their vacancies
with his Youth Employment Service (YES) (how? why? under what
incentives? with what sanctions?) ; and (2) that teenagers passing
through such a treatment will be more reconciled to the jobs they ulti-
mately do_get. Even if primary sector employers did list with the YES
(and the Cranston-Hawkins bill doeo toy with the idea of a compulsory
listing of vacancies by all firms), what is to prevent high school coun-
sellors from continuing their present common practice of "steering"
their students into different "tracks" according to sex, race, and
class? 11

Even more inconsistent with his earlier perception that the problem
lies in the nature of the jobs is Feldstein's recommendation that Con-
gress relax or otherwise surmount the minimum wage law for teen-
agers. He assumes that teens are highly unproductive, and are there-
fore expensive to employers (in terms of output foregone by hiring
the teenager in place of an experienced ac..dt). If employers could
recoup their temporary losses by taxing the worker (or receiving
a subsidy) in the amount of the foregone revenue (plus any cost of
providing on-the-job training), then they would be indifferent between
hiring teenagers (or other non-WAMMs; the logic applies to them as
well) and hiring WAMMs. This would be beneficial to the teenagers.
since they would then be receiving valuable on-the-job training and
work experience. Thus. it is important to relax the minimum wage law
for tee s, one way or another ("another" way would be the provision
of wage subsidies to employers, or "training vouchers" to new
workers).

In the first place, F,ldstein's assumption that primary firms would
hire teenagers if it became profitable for them to do so is questionable.
Previous wage subsidy programs (such as J.O.B.S.) linve not been
particularly successful. More fundamentally, Doeringer and Fiore
(whom Feldstein cites extensively in his paper) have shown 1- that
primary firms with "internally structured labor markets" do not in
general follow marginal pricing rules in designing jobs, setting pay
scales, or recruiting and selecti.kg new employees. If primary em-
ployers believe that teenagers (ur other non-WAMMs) will not "fit in,,
(in terms of style and attitude, as well as productivity), then incre-
mental subsidies lre unlikely to persuade them to change their hiring
behavior.

While the marginal firms in the secondary labor market probably
would respond to wage subsidies or vouchers (just as they seem to be
the ones who are most likely to respond to subsidies for locating in
poverty areas 13), these employers do not offer the kind of training or

" Harrison, Education, Training, and the Urban Ghetto, pp. 14540.
u Cf. Patricia Cayo Sexton, Education and Income (N.Y.: Viking Press, 1969)-
" internal Labor Markets, op. cit.
"Bennett Harrison, "Ghetto Economic Development," Journal of Boononsio

Literature, December 1973. Part Five.
94- 053---73-8
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experience, attainment of which was Feldstein's objective in recom-
mending the policy in the first place !

In the late 18th century, the British established a (short-lived)
guaranteed minimum income, to be administered through the parishes.
Shortly after the "Speenharnland law" was promulgated, private firms
began to cut their wages, in a "rational" move to shift part of their
labor costs onto the public purse. Primary firms in the U.S. today
would probably not attempt such a thing; apart from their great visi-
bility, the fragility of their internal job and pay structures militates
against such a drastic procedure. But secondary employers might well
attempt such across-the-board pay cuts. If they did, Feldstein's sub-
sidies/scholarships/vouchers would be inadequate the instant after
they were introduced ! The controls necessary to prevent (or at least
moderate) such private sector wage reductions would be a bureau-
cratic nightmare.

The suggestion about providing incentive payments to firms, pro-
portional in amount to the retention rates and wage increases of their
young workers, seems free of this particular danger, and I think this
should be examined further." But I see no reason to expect that this
would produce especially large results. Primary firms are not naive
profit maximizers (so that the "incentive" may not be especially im-
portant to them), while secondary firms more closely approximate
that model. But there is no payoff to "incenting" secondary employers
to be more concerned about turnover, if our objective is to provide
teenagers with on-the-job training and useful work experience, for
these employers do not have such things to provide.

SOURCES OF UNEMPLOYMENT AMONG ADULTS

Most of the analyses and policy recommendations presented byFeld-
stein in this section of his paper are subject to the same criticisms as
those raised above. Let me briefly note some additional points.

Feldstein observes that lower unemployment rates in Europe and
Japan may be attributable in part to the willingness of their primary
employers to "guarantee" the jobs of their workforce throughout the
business cycle (in Japan, some workers sign on with a company for
life). Government, says Feldstein, should not attempt to legislate this
kind of employment security in the U.S., first, because it is "ineffi-
cient" (and would therefore lower real wages), and second, because
unions can take care of this in tb air collective bargaining agreements.
I for one am intrigued by the possibility of legislating such "guaran-
teed job" arrangements (as opposed to "guaranteed income' plans,
which run the risk of inducing another Speenhamland). Unions (only
a minority of which might be powerful enough to wrest such a. major
concession from employers, anyway) represent less than a quarter of
the American labor force. And in any case, the "inefficiency" of
"hoarding" labor when production schedules call optimally for cyclical

14 Karl Polanyi, The Great Transformation (Boston: The Beacon Press, 1960).
ch. 7.

I slould point out that this was suggested Six years ago by Lester Thurow
see his "Rai !up Incomes Through Manpower Training Programs," in Contribu-
tions to the Analysis of Urban Problems, ed. Anthony Ef. Pascal (Santa Monica.
Gal.: RAND Corporation, August 1908), document no. P-3868.
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cutbacks must be traded off against the increased equity attained by
doing so.

I can only applaud Feldstein's warning (on P. 33) that the oilieially
defined unemployment rate is only the tip of the iceberg, and that for
non-WAMMs,. withdrawal from the labor force (e.g. through dis-
couragement) is as important as nominal "unemployment." This is an
area in which I have had an interest for a very long time."

Several times in this part of the paper, Feldstein refers to the "un-
roductiveness" of public employment (cf. p. 36 and note 17, p. I

ly do not understand this bias, Perhaps it results from a myopic
view of public employment as largely bureaucratic "pencil-pushing"
(in fact, more than half the jobs in state and local government are bine-
collar or non-administrative service jobs). Surely Feldstein is 'incor-
rect in asserting (in footnote 17) that "public employment is unlikely
to provide the kind of on the job training that could later be valuable
in industrial employment" first, because there are many operative
and technical jobs in government, and second, because the typical
private sector :lob is no longer in goods production (which is how I
suspect Feldstein intends us to interpret the word "industrial"), but
rather in service production. Government employees produce pixy-
ices."

Tax ITNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION SYSTEM

I am sympathetic with Feldstein's criticism of the current unem-
ployment compensation system. For those currently unemployed, it
dee* reduce the opportunity cost of extending the period of jobless-
ness (although it still does not reduce the social stigma of being with-
out a job. at least fen: the working class. nor is there universal cover-
age). and it does encourage competitive employers (in the secondary
labor market) to economize on capital, forego introducing technical
improvements that might improve their ability to pay higher wages,
and intensively employ low-skilled, unstable labor. As I suggested
earlier, all income transfer systems which have the effect of enabling
some workers to survive at low wages indirectly subsidize secondary
employers, thereby reinforcing (institutionalizing) the existence of
the secondary labor market.

" I am in dent with cries of 'Inefficiency" on other grounds. The theory of
the "second best" tells us that, if multiple "market failures" exist in an econ-
omy, the elimination (or correction) of one of them will not necessarily move
the system closer to "bliss". Ours is an economy permeated with market im-
perfections; one need only start with the extent of oligopoly. In such an en-
vironment, it is rather unfair to select labor as the factor whose performance
should be made to match as closely as possible the textbook model of perfect
competition.

" Cf. William Spell*, Bennett Harrison, and Thomas Vietorisz, "The Crisis
of the Underemployed", New Yfrrk Times Magazine, Nov. 5. 1972; reprinted in
U.S. Senate. Hearing., pp. 2281-86. See also pp. 2276-2889 of the latter volume,
dealing with the concept of "subemployment". Snbemployment in the ghetto is
the subject of ch. 8 of my Pennsylvania doctoral dissertation, Education, Train-
ing, and the Urbais Ghetto, op. cit. See also Oar A. Levitan and Robert Ta$gert,
"Employment and Earnings Inadequacy: A New Social Indicator," Center for
Manpower Policy Studies, George Washington University, July 1978 mimeo-
IrlYhe*Bednnett Harrison, Public Employment and Urban Poverty (Washington,
D.C. : The Urban Institute, 1971, paper no. 118-48).

I .1
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The search theorists (such as Charles Holt and Feldstein) all want
to make extended search more expensive to workers. thereby encour-
aging them to settle into a job sooner than they might have otherwise.
By thus reducing the daration of unemployment, the overall average
rate of unemployment will be reduced, also. But so long as the only
jobs effectively open to non-WAMMs are in the secondary labor mar-
ket, constraining their search time amounts c ly to pushing them
back into the same class of unsatisfactory jobs more rapidly than
would have occurred otherwise. Measured unemployment might fall,
but the inequality in wage incomes produced by labor market seg-
mentation would not be effected much (if at all).

Nevertheless. Feldstein would change the unemployment compen-
satio't system to penalize both workers and employers for indulging
in excessive separation. He %%mild do this by making employers pay
the full cost of unemployment insurance benefits. Workers would
"pay" in the sense that their "reserves" of ILL "credits" (the amount
of unemployment compensation to which they were entitled by law)
would he drawn down with each separation. It is an ingenious scheme,
and I hink the imposition of full cost responsibility is an important
precedent that needs to he established. I am therefore in support of
this recommendation.1°

C,ozscr.trsioN

I return to the main themes of my Introduction.
of Feldstein's forecasts based on the analysis of historical

data are subiect to the qualification that they only hold, given labor
market segmentation. Policies to increase the substitutability of
WAMM and non-WA MM labor will go a long way toward reinstat-
ing the traditional relationship bete- aggregate demand and un-
employment.

Given the ambiguity of categories of employment status in the real
world (especially in the periphery of the economy), we must be cau-
tious ahout inferring from evidence on what appears to be "voluntary"
unemployment that the problem is the unstable behavior (poor moti-
vation. etc.) of the non-WAMMs in the system. The instability of
labor in the secondary labor market appears to be as acceptable, i.e.
functional. to the employer as to the employee.

The omission from Feldstein's paper of any serious discussion
of discrimination is rernar..able. Pi,qcrimination by sex, race, and clam
is sued)/ the moat obvious (if not the most fundamental) cause of the
inaabRtitutability of 1V.4.1/3/ and non-1V.4.113.1 labor, and thin ;mu&
eittit,lhq;ty key to tnitierstritunrig achy we have 8114 high, awn?,

nt (even, as Hall puts it, when we are at "full employment").
Moreover, discrimination is remediable, although not by any of the

"I remain uncomfortable with the mechanism for making workers "pay".
I am also skeptical of Irekitidein's evidence that such a reform would make a
significant difference, i.e. his finding that "the average duration of unemployment
is very much greater among those unemployed who are eligible to receive bene-
fits than among those who are not." As he himself admits, the duration of
unemployment at the ineligibles may be understated, since these are the very
people who are most likely to drop out of the labor force.
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policies recommended by Feldstein. What is needed are strong equal
opportunity programs, with teeth in them, combined with a far-reach-
ing program of economic development to transform the structure of
the secondary labor market (Doeringer calls this policy the "Japon-
iutimi" of the American economy).

Our economy has a large secondary labor market of low-wage. in-
herently unstable, futureless jobs. I3r forcing (or -inducing") poor
people to enter those jobs more rapidly, and to stay in them once they
get there, we can indeed lower the measured rate of unemployment. Is
that kind of -full employment" a proper object of public policy? This
is a valuea politicaljudgment. Fo' my part, the answer is a re-
sounding. "NO".



COMMENT BY CHARLES C. HOLT*

Professor Feldstein nrgirs in his parer that the United States will
not be able to lower its unemployment to an acceptable level simply by
increasing aggregate demand, because if it tries to use that traihtional
apprt atilt to full employment, it will trigger eli unass-eptable
However, by making structural changes in manpower policy. tit:em-
ployment can a:.(1 should Le loweret! -,ignifienntly. I 7 ^ree with that
(proposition. since research at This Urban Institute has lsl my col-
leagues and me to the same broad isomslusion. Agailist .his background
of general agreement, I would like to examine some specific points of
his analysis.

Idstein makes an important contributior to critical cconornie prob-
lems b focusing attention on now structural policies that might be
used. L nfortunately, his contribution is not likely to he appreciated,
because few policy analysts on the political or economic scene appear
to be receptive to what he is saying.

In this paper Feldstein faces the difficult problem of developing the
reader's understanding of the interaction between macro economic
problems and structural issues. At long last the Keynesian lesson has
been learnedperhaps too wellby political leaders of both parties
and the public: 'Demand policies should be used to regulate the level
of unemployment. When unemployment is excessive, increases in
money demand should be used to stimulate the creation of jobs. But a
limit to employment would ultimately be imposed by increasing infla-
tionary pressures." Thus, when Feldstein discusses such structural
issues as labor turnover, which are not directly relevant to the determi-
nation of aggregate demand, the action pro is to which he is led
appear largely irrelevant to the lowering of unemployment. Lack of
understanding of the implications of structural measures for aggre-
gate demand policy is reflected in such assertions as "The Employ-
ment Service can't produce jobs, so don't expect it to lower
unemployment." Such arguments rest on an implicit other-things-
equal assumption, which is incorrect. Structural measures can be
designed specifically to facilitate the noninflationary increase in
demand. Tiny rovement in the performance of the Employment Service
could enable the number of jobs to be increased without being
inflationary. There is. as yet. no agreement. among economists on
exactly how the trade-off between unemployment and inflation depends
on the behavioral and institutional structure of labor and product

imarkets, but there is a general. though vague, consensu A that mprore.
me I) tx in the trade-off require Awn gem in that. structure. This vagueness
is not surprising, because the structural relationships governing em-
ployment and the wave -nrice change processes have not yet been
adequately formulated, identified, and estimated. Until a new theo-
retical perspective on 1 these relationships is developed. tested. and

*The Urban Inatttuta.
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Illolti StOo(". t!...om,iicielat ions :61,10,1 at Aructnral .hange, will
tend to fall on deaf eAs. Fortunately. the search-turnover theory of
the lahor market is ralidly ev.Aving to supply part of the -onceptual
framework that is .ieelletl. but much more understanding of the roles
1)f market power by emplover, anti 111:i1)1.$ ::!1(1 1)6-e dynandes is

The connecting link between Feldstein's structural reeommenda-
ticv.s and aggregate demand is that improving structure Nvill make it
possible to .ncrease demand and lower unemploynient WitlItmt int1.1,-!ng
inflation. Unfortunately. the lack. of nuantitative knowledge about
labor market structure makes it difficult to jmlIze whether Feldstein

.pzoposed the mast eirec:lee s; ruetural improvenvsats. However. the
key tt, evaluating his proposals is in understanding the three-\ :11y fe;.-
fri.r;oi, laity ven inflation, unemployment and structural change. While
the &wee I am sur:. fully Pleat. to Feldstein, he does not stress in
his 1.1,per the etent to which his proposals are intended to facilitate
increasing aggregate demand, Tither by direct-ing it to the reduction
of nyt-mployment in a noninflationary way, or by reducing inflationary

dssilres. Stated another way. changes in aggregate demand are
,Iotanally associated with movements along a Phillips curve. But
structural changes that. move the Phillips curve would in general
necessitate a corresponding change in aggregate demandother things
would emphatically not he constant. The question of whether the long
rim Phillips curve is vertical or not is important in the formulation
of aggregate den:and policies. but it is largely irrelevant to the issues
tl:a! .1.1stein considers of improving the structure of the economy.

In Section I a large-scale econometric model is used to explore what
would happen if wages and prices were somehow prevented from
risitor in response to increases in demand. While it is easy to delete
equations from an econometric model and substitute external values
for the associated variables, the resulting calculations are severely
smpect. The specifications of econometric models are still sufficiently
crude that we cannot be sure that the true structure is estimated. In a
highly collinear world the explanatory %-ariables in statistical esti-
mates chronically at as inadvertent proxies for others. This may
cause no great difficulty in making predictions if the model is
utilized. However, when equations are simply excluded. there can be
no assurance that the results can be clearly interpreted. Even though I
would accept his conclusion that an undesirably high overall rate of
unemployment is consistent with a low and inflationary unemploy-
ment. rate for prime age men. Feldstein's methodology is quite risky.

When in Section II he linearly relates the unemployment rates of
various demographic groups to the mature male unemployment rate,
his estimates have no clear economic meaning." No one would expect a
causal relation and he develops no theoretical basis for this particular
statistical relation. Again, his conelmion is undoubtedly correct that
sever4 structural imbalances exist between the unemployment rates of
different demogrOhic groups. Estimated relations with aggregate un-
employment or. better yet, with aggregate vacancies would hare had
a clearer meaning.

labor market theory swede the greater relevance of logarithmic rela-
tions in this case.
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The balance of the paper develops policy recommendations that are
all relevant, reasonable, and stimulating.= Their critical quantitative
evaluation requires more knowledge of the operation of labor markets
than is currently available. Hence, they can only be discussed here
rather generally.

That the unemployment rate )f youth is relatively high is undeni-
able, and that this results from I turnover rates is well established.
Much less clear is why. Is it beer use available jobs are unappealing, as
Feldstein asserts, or that employers discriminate, that young workers
explore jobs widely, that seniority blocks them out of good jobs, or
that they cannot earn the minimum wage ? Popular analysis now
stresses the "good" and "bad" jobs of a dual labor market, but this
appears much too simple. The seamentation of the labor market is
ninny dimensional, not bisected, and there are reasons to expect all of
the above factors to contribute to youth unemployment.

The recommendation of a Youth Employment Service could cause
undesirable segmentation of the labor market as well as improving
communications with youth. The proposal of a Youth Employment
Scholarship program strikes me as "right" in terms of fairness for
noncollege youth, social stability that would derive from the increased
employment security of having marketable skills, and a healthy in-
crease in hinnan investment 3 at a critical point in the worker's life
cycle. Unfortunately, I don't think that we have enough knowledge to
be secure in recommending this program as the cure for high youth
turnover. However, it should be one component in an effective program
directed at youth unemployment.

If this siil1 training could be quickly responsive to help fill in-
flationary skill shortages so that demand. could be increased, the pro -
(rain would have even more to recommend it. Young people have the
greatest capability to be geographically and occupationally mobile,
but this could be largely thwarted by a combination of seniority and
age discrimination.

Feldstein's emphasis on work motivation, as affecte) by high effec-
tive marginal tax rates. is important in evaluating minimum wages
and unemployment compensation. Both of these programs have long
histories, but neither has received the careful research attention that
has characterized recent analysis of income maintenance programs.
These areas require critical :examination.

Unemployment compensation, like Blue Cross medical programs,
makes limited payments, but one can argue that the unemployment
equivalent of medical disaster insurance would be even more impor-
tant, since unemployment lasting more than a month can have dis-
asterons consequences for family finances and well being. Also, long
term unemployment ideally should trigger basic adjustment assistance
in the form of training, mobility, counseling, etc.

2 For a similar set of proposals, see "Manpower Programs To Reduce Inflation
and Unemployment : Manpower I.yrices for Macro Music," by Charles C. Holt. C.
Duncan MacRae, Stuart 0. Schweitzer, and Ralph E. Smith, The Urban Institute,
Paper 350-28, December 1971.

Feldstein makes passing reference to an Employee Investment Tax Credit.
One might also recommend that corporations capitalize their training invest-
ments and show them as corporate assets on their accounting statements. This
would raise the visibility of human capital.

4-Y
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While I would be inclined to agree with many of Feldstein's recom-
mendations on unemployment compensation, his suggestion that ex-
perience ratings be applied to individual workers would not be sound
if it goes so far as to require each worker to pay, in the long rim, the
full cost of his unemployment. We know that both losing and finding
jobs involves large ranaoin risks and the insurance aspect of unem-
ployment compensation should be preserved.

Feldstein recommends keeping programs for increasing public
services separate from job creation programs for disadvantaged and
handicapped workers. Although appealing in terms of logical purity
and efficiency, such separation may weaken political support and in-
crease program stigma for the workers being helped.

Feldstein's proposals involve a complex interaction between the con-
flicting objectives of equity in income distribution, income security,
work and employment motivation, and compensation for handicaps.
This makes the optimal policy resolution far from clear. Research
and experimentation is indicated.

Over all. Feldstein's thoughtful study clearly illustrates the com-
plexities of the structural changes that are needed in the manpower
area. As long as the knowledge base remains shaky, different policy
analysts will reach somewhat different conclusions. and these differ-
ences cannot be effectively resolved by debate. Even after the problems
are fully understood, the organization of efficient operating programs
for the delivery of services, payments, etc.. poses additional subtle
problems that will require extensive field experimentation.

Our continuing failure to formulate fully effective manpower pol-
icies and programs for resolving these structural problems puts
macroeconomic policies in a no-win plight for which we are paying
dearly in recurring inflation, unemployment, lost production. and
poverty. The government has not organized adequate manpower re-
search and program experimentation to answer the issues that Feld-
stein raises. The same point is equally true for the other major policy
strategies that might be used for coping with inflation.



COMMENT BY HYMAN B. KAITZ*

The following con ments on the Feldstein report do not claim to be
comprehensive or exhaustive. In general I suggest a reasonable
amount of humility in this report, and parenthetically for many other
students of labor force analysis. There is much we do not know about
the dynamics of the labor force; the discipline of economics is an in`
complete instrument for adequate research here. In addition. objec-
tivity is rare, since manywriters including the author of this report
appear to have sonic predispositions and preconceptions in their writ-
ing-. This and other st tidies unemployment are also incomplete, since
there are many people not classified as unemployed who must he con-
sidered since they have a potential rale vis-a-vis the labor market even
though they may not engage in any overt job-seeking at a given point
of time.

Part of our humility must. arise from oar observations that the
nature of the labor market and of labor force behavior has been chang-
ing over the years in was only imperfectly anticipated. For example,
labor force projections Have had only a mediocre success at best. In
addition, relationships among quantitative measures of labor fore
behavior typically exhibit. many unsatisfactory characteristics t some
examples in the Fe hisu in report are cited below indicating that ;here
are significant aspects to these relationships for which we have not
accounted.

Our lack of adequate understanding of the workings of the labor
market should make us correspondingly modest is proposing policit s
of various kinds for the Federal Government to reduce unemploymer .
There are by this time some examples on hand of the lack of success of
past Federal programs. This is not to imply that all Federal programs
are poorly designed, but that plans and subsequent realization and
implementation do not always conform to one another. Feldstein is
very critical of the unemployment insurance program which has been
in operation for over thirty years, but his suggestions for reform must
be viewed with some reservations at least for the mason cited above.
More specific comments on his policy proposals appear below.

A number of other comments deal with technical errors or deficien-
cies in the report. Many of these could be corrected without altering
the basic structure of the report. Nevertheless, such cat rections will, in
sonic instances at least, diminish the force of the argument at that
point in the text, a diminution which I believe is justified.

Finally, the Feldstein report inadequately recognizes the hetero-
geneity of the unemployed, of jobs and of labor markets. Implications
that the young unemployed, or adult male unemployed, are homo-
geneou.s, with the same motivations, same interests. same opportunities
in the labor market, make it possible to describe their behavior in a

Formerly Assistant Commissioner for Current itmplovnent Analystis, Bureau
of Labor Statistics.
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simplified way with a casual type of analysis. Some brief references to
the dual labor market do not answer this criticism.

Specific comments are given below in numbered sections.
1. Footnote 6 to chapter I says : "The DRI model was modified . . .

by assuming that the negative time trend in the model's equation for
the unemployment rate of married men does not persist past 1972.
Failure to do this would further lower the married men unemploy-
:-.ent rate in future years relative to the overall unemployment rate."
This explanation is forthright, but the ad hoc decision to alter the
equation has no rationale apart from convenience. How can we trust
the pxojections based qn this altered equation? The basic relationship
is apparently inadequate.

2. Equation (1.1) is obviously, imperfect, and I expect that the
Durbin-Watson coefficients, which are not shown here or elsewhere,
would reflect this imperfection at least in part. This relationship.
should take into account, at the least, the changing proportions of
demographic groups in the population.

One example of Feldstein's perspective on unemployment is given
in the following quotation . "A more accurate description is an active
labor market in which almost everyone who is out of work can find his
usual type of job in a relatively siort time . . ." This kind of exag-
gerated statement occurs elsewhere in the report, and some additional
examples are cited below. It ignores the segmentation of local job
markets mentioned earlier, discrimination among various groups, of
which there is no lack of documentation, of possible mismatches be-
t wcon the skills of the unemployed and those required by the available
jobs.

4. The duration of unemploynInnt is an important characteristic, and
quite relevant to the discussion in this report. However, much of this
discussion is ambiguous since it does not distinguish between the cross-
section duration (duration of the currently unemployed up to the ref-
erence week) and duration of completes spells which is the more
appropriate measure, but is not directly available from published
data and must be deduced from them. The two duration distributions
are sufficiently different from each other so that they cannot be used
interchangeably. The derivation of the distribution of completed spells
is given in an article, "Analyzing the Length of Spells of Unemploy-
ment." in the November, 19710 Monthly Labor Review. For example,
while about half of the unemployed have been unemployed less than 5
weeks up to the reference week (cross-section ). the completed spell
distribution shows that almost three-fourths of completed spells are
less than five weeks in duration.

Sevt.ral pages Inter in the renort the following statement occurs:
"New entrants to the labor force in 1971 spent an average of 9.1 weeks
until their first employment.' Amin this is a cross-section average.
and not tLe anpropriate one to use. The trtv, averam of completed
spells, as tvIteri, is significantly lower. In this case it is probably be-
tween five and six weeks. However. spells of unemployment can he
ter: linett. 1 in &tiler of two ways: by fnding employment, or by with-
drawing from the labor Among teenagers who constitute a
large proportion cf rv.,w entrants, !met. ployment spells are terminated
in many instances by withdrawal from the labor form for s".11 rea-
sons as return to school or other activities. Footnote 20 on a later page
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ing by experienceonly to a worker whose net product during the pe-

riod of training is at *least equal to his wage. During the time of
Charles Pickens (and much later also) young people had to pay to
take jobs in firms where there was some prospect. of a future. In re-
cent years, I suspect that the reverse has often been true; that sho:t-
age of workers in the late 1960's led to the hiring of many young
people whose marginal product. was less than their, wage. Roth eco-
nomic conditions and the soeial milieu must be kept in mind. There are
many noncamer jobs (the ones most likely to he available at low wage
rates), such as dishwasher, where the relationship between the mar-
ginal product and the wage rate is complicated by the casual relation-
ship bet ween the employer and his employees. with high turnove-
rates and absentee rates in consequence. lnferent.es about minimum
Wa!re rate effects here are quite uncertain.

9. For the disadvantaged. the min'.mun wage may have the ironic
effect of lowering lifetime incomes by a very large amount" I think
this is a rather questionable generalization, and could only stand an
if the employment otTere at low wage rates proved to be useful and
helpful exirienee in subsequent work careers at higher wages and
better jobs. For sonic workers this might be true. but. I expect the more
likely situation both in the past and at present is that these low wage
jobs would lead to nothing much in career development. The disad-
vantaged are and have been affected by discrimination of various
kinds, and there is little evidence that such discrimination would be
reduced in hirine. a In year old black at a good job. if the employer
knew tl:nt ha been employed since the age of 16 at a variety of
unskilled jobs paying low wages. The disadvantaged young have for
the most part tended to grow into disadvantaged adults regardless
of their work backgrounds.

In the subsequent text in Section III, the elaboration of detail on
how more youth might he employed is too gimicky. The fact that
prior programs have had only a limn 1 success at best does not make
for optimism in viewing other sugg. ,tons for programs which differ
essentially in detail rather than substance from previous programs.
Incentive payments are also suspect. In operation, such devices are
found to serve purposes for which they were not originally designed.

10. In Section IV. equations (4.1) and (4.2), to be properly inter-
'wen,. should have the percent change, rather than the percentage
pant change in unemployment rates. It is clear that the lower UK
rate would yield a percent change closer to that for the U.S. than is
indicated by the comparison of pereentage point changes. In addi-
tion, the lower R2 for the UK indicates that there is less simultaneity
of response in the UK than in the U.S. This, alone, would tend to
reduce the size of the b coefficient in the UK equation. If there /s a
difference in bitshiess cycle phasing of unemployment and industrial
production in the UK, this should be looked at. The discussion in this
section appears to be incomplete.

11. Section IV: -Seasonal unenivloyment is clearly not invohmtam"
This is another example of Mr. keldstein's perspective. Undoubtealy
there are some people for whom seasonal unemployment is voluntary,
but there are enough counterexamples to make this statement weak
and narrow in scope. At the beginning of Section V, another such
statement occurs: "Almost every unemployed person can now find a

$
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job in a very short time." Is it necessary to take issue with this state-
ment, or should one rely on the good sense of the reader to reject it
out of hands

12. Section V on unemployment compensation deserves a more ex-
tended critique than is offered here. For one thing, the "usual as-
sumption" about unemployment compensation in reducing unemploy-
ment is not the usual assumption, which is that it replaces some of the
wage loss of unemployed workers. The countercyclical effects of in-
come flows, while important, is secondary. There is an extensive dis-
cussion of Massachusetts, one of eleven States with denendents' al-
lowances. The Massachusetts law is one of the most liberal of these.
I think it is fair to say that for some workers, disincentives to find
work more quickly are present. However the relationship between
weekly wage prior to unemployment and the unemployment com-
pensation weekly benefit amount (the latter is supposed to be equal
to about half of the former) breaks down at the maximum weekly
benefit amount (wba). In other words, beyond a certain weekly
wage (or specified friction of high quarter earnings) claimants will
receive no more than the maximum wba. Hence, in a State with a $50
maximum wba. a worker who had received WO a week will only be
getting one-fourth of his gross wage rate. This is a small disincentive
to return to work. In 1968, 46 percent of all beneficiaries were entitled
to the maximum wba. In 13 States in 1964, 60 percent were at the maxi-
mum. I expect that later statistics are not much different. In addition
15 percent. of claimants who have monetary determinations made are
Nand to 1)e ineligible to receive benefits. 'These undoubtally include
many people with seasonal or casual attachments to the labor force,
and I suspect, the ones most likely to be subject to disincentives if they
could have received benefits. I cannot support this suspicion however.

I do not dauht that the effects Feldstein talks about are real, but I
believe he exaggerates their effect on unemployment. However, be-
cause income taxes are now important, but were. not when the unem-
ployment compensation program began, it may be that benefits should
be taxable. However, this suggestion mart be calified, since fringe

ibenefits have also become increasingly important over the years, and
money wage is no longer an adequate measure of regular compen-
sation.

The reasoning in this section about what jobs a worker will take
is rather simplistic and unrealistic. In many labor market areas, and
in many segments of other labor market areas; there are workers who
either take seasonal jobs or none at all in their skills. Some of these
workers will be able to claim unemployment benefits when laid off,
but others will not have had monetary eligibility. All States have pro-
visions designed to reduce the incidence of seasonal claims, although
these provisions operate imperfectly. In addition, many kid off work-
ers go to work elsewhere. It would 'be interesting to see what evidence
could be adduced to show what workers in seasonal industries did be-
fore the advent of unemployment insurance. The reasoning that em-
plovers faced with higher costs would tend to smooth production and
staMlize employment is a hope, only marginally realized. Employers
use any devices available to them to keep costs in line, including gov-
ernment subsidies, and tax loopholes which they would seek. The his-
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tory of experience rating for emplee.ers, a. topic discussed in this
section, is a prime example of how grutd but simple economic reason-
ing is ultimately overwhelmed by the complexity of human behavior.

The discussion in the text of experience rating makes this tax sys-
tem appear more restrictive than it really is, largely because the spec-
ifications given are out of date. The Federal taxabiz wage base is now
$4.200. Five States have taxable wage bases above thi! ranging from
$4,501. in North Dakota to $7,200 in Alaska. In addition, the maxi-
mum tax rate is not 2.7, but ranges, under the most favorable sched-
ules in individual States ( when the State reserves are high) Aram
2.8 in Rhode Island to 6.0 in Michigan. At least. 30 States have these
higher maxima. Nevertheless there is a time lag between the higher
unemployment benefits charged to a firm, and the increase in the tax
rate for that firm. Experience rating laws are also riddled with spe-
cial provisions which operate to reduce the relationship between bene-
fits charged and tax rates, for both good and bad reasons.

Mr. Feldstein has a telling conimenc in this section: "Chapin (1971)
has shown that mean durations are lonevc in States with more ample
unemployment benefits". What are the facts? Chapin found in cross-
setion analysis among States that the average duration was related
to the maximum duration of the State law. The longer the maximum
miretion. the longer the average duration. Unfortunately, Chapin's
-tudy is seriously defective. It cell easily be shown that the average
duration is arithmetically related te the maximum duration, since the
average van onl be based on we of benefits received up to the maxi-
: -e. the maximum is raised. ceteris paribus, the average
will also rise, and this has nothing to do with. menaces to remain
vnemployed. Feldstein's inference, here and elsewhere is that Aigher
benefits imply longer duration. This means that unemployment should
he slerter for high wage claimants, whose benefits are a smaller per-
centage of their net wages, end longer for low wage claimants with
higher replacement percentages. However, the percentage of long
term unemployed among the insured unemployed in the professional,
technical and managerial categories has generally been as high or
higher than the percentage in the industrial categories (28.5 percent
as againFt 16.7 percent in January, 1972; 29.4 versus 28.7 in April
1972 : 33.0 versus 27.8 in June, 19:0.

With respect to suggeFtions for redrawing seasonal unemployment.
no industry has been studied more carefully than the construction
industry. studies of ways of reducing seasonality in this industry
have hem made at least since the 1920's in Germany, the United States,
and Caneda, among °tilers. These studies have been directed at re-
ducing the total costs of construction. The end results up to this time
seem to be rather marginal.

I don't think the suggestion for shifting th3 basis of experience rat-
ing from the firm to the individual should be taken seriously. How-
ever, it is consistent with some of the other statements throughout
this report which appear to suggest that unemployment is essentially
voluntary, that a worker is responsible for his own unemployment, that
he can make his choice between working or not working, or between
working on one job or another job. If this concept were valid, then one
should argue for much tighter curbs on unemployment insurance than
does Mr. Feldstein.
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The fact that the tax is paid by employers is not irrelevant, as Feld-
stein suggests. Employers have lobbied. individually and through as-
sociations, fiercely against increases in taxes throughout the history
of the unemployment insurance program. They must obviously fee)
that they are affected it. I am more impressed by their behavior,
than by the inferential ahalyses of economists studying the tax in-
cidence.

13. The conclusions and recomriendations in the final section of tile
report have already been commentkd on here to some extent. Howevi.r,
I would like to Gtfer some general comments as well. The basic prem-
ise of this report seems to be that unemployment per se, is bad. As

. a result, all sorts of proposals,, which rauld reduce unemployment,
from lowering (or not raising) the minimum wage to more restrictive
unemployment compensation provisions are put forth. However, if
one acceptA the idea that workers stay unemployed longer because of
unemployment benefits, then unemployment cannot be bad from the
worker's perspective. So the argument must turn to whether the econ-
omy is worse off with unemployment benefits than with people work-
ing perhaps at. unsatisfactory or marginal jobs. I suggest that the basic
premise of reducing. unemployment be reexamined more carefully.
One shouhl keep in mind the fact that in 1972, for example, 44 per-
cent of 16 -19 year old unemployed were looking for part-time work,
and ,o percent of adult women were lookit4; for part-tune work. Also,
in 1971 (the latest year for which I have this information), 23 percent
of all job-seekers, years old, were looking for temporary work.
A eonsiderable number of people. in the labor force. particularly voung
people, have a (listed attachment to the labor market, associated with
a high deetv of mobility. Is *his mobility, this experimentation among
many workers, a good or bad thing? I would be very cautious about
instituting government programs which changed this pattern of mo-
bility in the interests of reducing unemployment for that part of the
labor force which was not in deprivation or need. For those in need,
with presumably other incentives. a separate study should be made.
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This assumption is certainly questionable; indeed, is it not the cen-
tral question which Feldstein is examining? In the short-term, a de-
maed model embodying a set of linear relationships is a valid basis
for analyzing the prospects for employment and unemployment, but
in the long-term, the supply aspects of the model must be introduced.
If this is done, account would need to he take. of differing substitu-
tion rates among various categories of labor, i.e, non-linear relation-
ships that reflect changes over time.

Feldstein touches on another aspect of the difficulties he faced in
this investigation when he notes that his poFey simulations describe
an economy "... that is behaving in a very different context from any-
thing that has actually been obseived during the period that was used
to estimate the model." In effect he is saying, even though the model
is not based on any data for periods in which the unemployment rate
for married men remained below 2 percent for any extended length
of time, the model can nevertheless be used to project., not only what
the overall unemployment rate will be under such conditions, but what
the rates for various sub-categories of the labor force will be as well.
To treat simulations of this nature ". more as illustrative of the
genera' impact. of policy than as precise forecasts" is to ask consider-
ably more of the model than seems to me justifiable.

It may wAll be that further revisions of the PRI model will make it
possible for Feldstein to get at some of these questions, but I think
quite different modes of attack could well prove more effective. One
po.sibility would he to exnmine inter-sector shifts in otitput and em-
ployment with a view to estimating employment elasticities of differ-
ent categories of labor. Another would be to study comparative em-
ployment-unemployment records of different labor force groups in
various high-employment periods, i.e., the "genuinely" full-employ-
ment World War II period, the briefer, less complete, high-employ-
ment periods of the 1950's and 1960's, and t'ie still briefer, eren more
incomplete, expansion of the early 1970's. Still another would be to
test certain hypotheses about the labor market status of particular
groups against the longitudinal employment data now becoming avail-
able to researchers. Compared to these more discriminating types of
analysis, I doubt if a macro-forecasting model, no matter what its
form, is going to throw much light on the kinds of long-term, inter-
sectoral questions to which the Feldstein report is addressed.

II

The section of the report dealing with the structure of unemploy-
ment is replete with imaginative insights and interesting compari-
sons. The statistical estimates of unemployment rates for major dem-
ographic groups under conditions of extreme labor market tightness
between 1954 and 1972 contain a number of useful leads for further
investigation. I have some questions, however, about Feldstein's inter-
pretations eZ his preliminary results. As already noted, linear equa-
tions of the sort used in this part of the report may be quite inappro-
priate wh...1 there are low rates of unemployment sustained over long
periods, despite Feldstein's comment that ". . . preliminary examina-
tion of this issue does not suggest important nonlinearities." The data
he is using in this section largely reflect cyclical variations in demand
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but hi- nf t illy analys's are .,:et forth in long-teynt projection
terms. I:or reasons cited ain.ve. this is 3 highly questionable proce-
dure.

Iffy of the most jnx...liter asiects of this part of the dismission is
Fei:Ist, in's interpret:16'in of the rge constant t,Tni ill the teenage
unmlovitelit ion.: in taido t;, I he emiclud. s. for example. that
equation' "A :46 'WS that even if the mature male rate was depressed

percent. . . the equation implies that the table teenage rate
11!,1 be 11.1 pot:t... NH :It 0 later hint (equatton 2.9) lie oh-

- hnt. when allowance is made for the relatively more rapid
irease in the proportien of teenagers in the total population, the
n,taitt term falls .1:inimially am!, when allowance is nude for this

(lento...111,111e trend. there is . a substantial increa ise n the implied
responsiveness of the teenage rate to cyclical conditions." Feldstein
nimilheless concludes that. given the current demographic structure,
the male teenage unemploonent rate would still remain unacceptably
hieh eveu ender very tight market conditions. Could it not equally
well be arened that. as the teenage bulge moves upward into the 20-
:111(1 :111yea categories. the male teenage unemployment rate could he
eX1441V11 to 1)Ib 3101e re:91011SiVt to aggregate demand changes? Sim-
ply to :.sl: this questit ilinstrates a4rain the danger of treating chang-
nvr ratios as constant ratios in long term projections.

l!eneral explanation for the persistently high unemployment
!mom, teenage and other jobless-prone groups which Feldstein de-
v.-!,.p: is that the only jobs open to them are so menial they are hardly

taLiag. ulael less ket uing for any length of time. He asserts at
sv-ral points in :114' 111't that the problem is not inadequate overall
leniand but the unattractiveness of the jobs available to these groups.
be is a certain plausibility to this *dual labor market" view of

employment conditions but there is nothing in the figures Professor
Feldstein adduces. or indeed in the general literature, which justifies
his quite categorical generalizations on the matter.

Feldstein's treatment of the counter positio-.7 that the improve-
mnts in the quality of job opportunities associated with tightening
labor markets will sooner or later even reach down to the most seri-
0:sly disadvantaged workers. is a puzzling one. In support of his
(Titosm:, of this position he cites evidence to the effect that labor
force participation rates for ,nwhite male adults have declined dltr
Mir periods of labor markets. According to table 6, how-
ever. yvlith appears in the first section of the report. the unemploy-
ment rate for nonwhite men is shown to be ". . . very much more
sensitive to aggregate demand than other groups in the labor force."
Presumably, he would argue that this contrasting behavior refers to
two different categories of workers, those with relatively weak laborforce attachinents in the hest case and thole with relatively stronglabor force attachments in the second. My own view is that the two
sets of data probably refer to different time periods rather than dif-
ferent categories of workers, the former primarily reflecting long-
term trend influences and the latter, short-term cyclical influences.In any event, this is hark convincing evidence that long periods of
extreme market tightness will not reduce the level of voluntary un-
employment among low-skill adultworkers.
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REPLY BY MARTIN S. FELDSTEIN

The five discussants invited by the Joint Economic Committee pro-
vide wide-ranging and inwresting comments on my paper. I am
pleased that in spite of the diversity of views within the group there
is general acceptance of my analysis of the nature of unemployment
and substantial support. for the policies that. I suggest. Of course.
there are also important disa,ovenients. Not surprisingly. =unit' Of the
discussants support my recomniendat ions without fully accepting my
diagnosis of the problem. Similarly. some of the discussants concur
with my conclusions about the nature of unemployment without
accepting all of the statistical evidence that I present to support those
conclusions.

In this brief reply I will not attempt to deal with all of the ques-
tions raised by the discus.sants. Some of the points that. they make
involve errors of fact or analysis that would require longer answers
than are appropriate in this note. Moreover. although several of the
discussants 1)reskm1 for more detail' about the structure of mn..employ-
ment and about my own proposals. I will not take the opportunity of
this reply to present new analysis or to expand the description of the
policy proposals.

My ibilrpose here is to I*1:ti f .4olue points of ge1111.111e misunderstand-
ing and to reply to sonic (Tit leistIls that I find to be without any basis.

FO simplicity. these remarks are divided into the same sections as the
original paper.

I. Dui Ltxtrt.:n Em.re.acv 'Nod:As:NG I harAND

The purpose of the first. two seetions of mr paper was to show that
expansionary maeroeconomie polie eammot t. relied upon to aehieve
the desired reduction in unemployment. X( me of the discussants dis-
agreed with this fundamental conclusion. This stands in sharp eon-
trast to the more traditional emphasis on fiseal and monetary policy
that was stressed in the hearhers anti in most of the nonprofessional
press.

I have no basic quarrel with Holt and Gordon who explicitly accept
this conelusion hut. caution flea the !Ise of conditional eonometric
forecasts to support.. this view is fraught with dangers. In commission-
ing my study as a baekground paper for the hearin rs, time committee
sperifieally requested that orepare econometric forecasts of the type
that I reported. I was careful to emphasize that., in addition to the
usual "shortcomings of an historically estimated model." the current
forecasts involve "descriptions of an economy that is behaving in a
very different context from anything that has been observed during
the period that was used to estinae the model." I warned that : The
results must. therefore be rferarded more as illustrative of the general
impact of policy than as precise forecasts." I believe that, despite
their limitations, the simulations are useful in illustrating the limited
.etlicaey of increasing demand.

(91)
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Harrison and Pierson express concern that the forecasts are based
on the assumption that the behavior of the labor market that has been
observed until now will continue to prevail in the future. They imply
correctly that changes in the behavior of the labor market would alter
the future response of unemployment to macroeconomic policy. low-
ever, the pu of the simulations was to show that unlemv the miern-
ecanomk berfrior of the labor market Le ehanged macros conotnie
policy can have little effect.. The econometric forecasts are not intended
to show what might be but what would be if only maeroet.onomic
policy were used. The pessimistic conclusion that emerges is the very
reason for the policies to alter the behavior of the labor market that.
I develop in subsequent. :lections of the paper.

2. THE STEreTrRE OF UNEMPLOYMENT

To support the conclusion th. nacroeconomic policy cannot be
relied on to achieve a substantial reduction in unemployment. I dis-
cussed three important features of the current labor market : ) the
short duration of unemployment and high turnover of jobs: (3) the
great. differences in unemployment experience among demographie
groups: and (3) the fact that job loss accounts for less than half of
total unemployment.

I presented evidence to show that long-term unemployment is
extremely rare and that almost every unemployed person finds a job in
a relatively short time. Although this is not widely appreciated. it is
now generally accepted by economists who study unemployment. Pro-
fes-or Gordon writes:

Professor Feldstein's conclusion is that the "current struc-
ture of unemployment in the American economy is not. com-
patible with the traditional view of a hard core of unem-
ployed who are unable to find jobs." On the contrary. the
duration of u....nployment is typically brief. The trouble is
primarily high quit rates and frequent job changes. * * *
With all this one can only agree.

Only Mr. Kitz appears to disagree with my conclusions nhnnt the
short duration of unemployment. Moreover, his criticism seems to 1*.
contradicted by his own published research. In his comment. Kaitz
writes:

One example of Feldstein's. perspective on unemployment
is given in the following quotation: "A more accurate de-
scription is an active labor market in which a.lmod everyone
who is out of work can find his usual type of job in a rela-
tively short time * * *." This kind of exaggerated statement
occurs elsewhere in the report * * *. It ignores the segmen-
tation of local job markets * * *.

At a later point. Kaitz quotes my statement, "Almost every unem-
ployed person can now find a job in i very short time." and flier asks
rhetorically. "Is it rpee::.-ary to tt:::e ismi^ with this st;:irment. or
should one rely on the good sense of the reader to reject it out of
hand?"

I hope that the evidence that I presented and Professor Gordon's
comment. quoted above will restrain the reader from rejecting my
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important conclusion in favor of the 'traditional view of a hard core
of unemployed who are unable to find jobs." Moreover, Kaitz provides
some detailed statistics in his comment that adds further support for
the conclusion that the duration of unemployment is generally very
short. In my paper. I cited the usual official statistics on the distribu-
tion of durations of unemployment; i.e., the number of weeks that.
currently rrnem ployed persons have been unemployed. In an interest-
ing and valuable article. Kaitz derived an alternative measure: the
length of completed spells of unemployment. The evidence on com-
pleted spells implies even shorter average durations of unemployment
than the usual published Katisties. As Kaitz notes, "while half of the
unemployed have been unemployed less than 5 weeks up to the ref-
erence week, the completed spell distribution shows that almost three-
fourths of completed spells are less than 5 weeks in duration." After
stating that only one-fourth of all unemployment spells last more
than 5 weeks. hnw can Kalb. reject the conclusion that "Almost every
unemployed person can now find a job in a very short time?" 1

The analysis of differences in unemployment experience among dem-
ographic groups showed substantial variation in the responSP of unem-
ployment rates and implied that. even an extremely tight labor mar-
ket would leave some groups with high unemployment rates. Although
this conclusion was not challenged. several of the discussants objected
to the use of sintnle linear relations of the type used in equations :?..1
through .g. Subsequent work with more general nonlinear equations
has now confirmed these conclusions. The new equations also imply
that even if the unemployment. rate for mature men were only per-
cent. t lie unemployment rates for teenagers would he extremely high.

ments for the changing demographic structure of the labor force
also leave the conclusion unaltered. 2

Gordon and Pierson raised the question of whether the differences
in the sensitivity of unemployment among demographic groups would
continue to he observed in cyclical and semis r movements in uneinploy-
ment were distinguislwd. A recent. paper by Fosters and Welch pro-
vides evidence that this is so.'

It is important to reiterate that although the equation,: (1. appear to
capture correctly the general chanteteistie that rnemployment rates
for some groups will remain high even in a titbt labor market. the
simple form of the equations may he misleading in some details.
showed, for example. that allowing for the changing age structure of
the labor force substantially raised the estimated responsiveness of
male teenagers but left essentially unchanged their predicted unem-

Note that although a spell of unemployment can be terminated by dropping
out of the labor force. akion.g men aged 25-SO who were not in the labor force
in 1972. less than 3 percent were not In the labor force because they thought that
they could not get a job. The percentage is even lower in other age and sex groups.

2 There is some confusion in the comments about the interpretation of equation
2.9. In partienlar. the negative constant term raised some unnecessary doubts.
With the demographic variable in the equation, the constant term : nnot be
considered In isolation. If the constant term is combined with the demographic
variable evaluated at the 1972 value of 0.1083, the combined "constant term" is
8.24. Moreover. the equation predicts almost exactly the same male teenage
unemployment rate with RUM25-1- = 1.5 as the simpler equation 2.1 (11.6 per-
cent instead of 11.4 percent.)

M. Kosters and F. Welch, "The Effect of Minimum Wages on the Distri-
bution of Changes in Aggregate Employment," American Economic Review,
June 1972.
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ploy gent rate when the rate for mature men was lowered to 1.5 per-
cent. Although a similar analysis was not presented for female teen-
agers. Gordon's evidence of a shift between the 1950's and 1960's and
of the experience of this group during four recessions suggests that
a similar result would be obtained. More specifically, during the four
contractions cited by Gordon, the proportional rise in female teenage
unemployment rates was substantially less than the corresponding
change for adult men: an average of 32 percent for teenage females
and 64 percent for adult males. Moreover, throughout the 1060's the
annual unemployment rate for teenage females never fell below 13.5
percent.

3. UNEMPLOYMENT AMONG YOUNG WORKERS

Any discussion involving the minimum wage seems bound to in-
voke strong reactions and some misunderstanding. I argued that the
unemployment among young workers could be reduced if their jobs
could be changed to offer more on-the-job training and opportunities
for advancement. I explained that our current minimum wage law
prevents many young people from accepting jobs with low pay but
'valuable experience. Those who come to the labor market with sub-
stantial skills and education need not be affected by tne minimum
wage. They are productive enough to permit employers to pay at least
the minimum wage while also providing further training and op-
portunities for advancement. But for the young worker wh ) has few
skills and below average education, producing enough to earn the
minimum wage is incompatible with the opportunity for adequate on-
the-job learning.

I was careful to note that lowering the minimum wage for young
workers might be useful but it would not be sufficient. Some young
workers would not be able to afford to take a job with adequate train-
ing and experience. Others who could both afford and benefit from
a low wage job might not take the opportunity. I therefore suggested
that Youth Employment Scholarships be used to supplement earnings
and to allow young workers to "buy" better on-the-job training. If
political realities preclude a minimum wage differential for youth,
the Youth Employment. Scholarship could by itself provide the op-
portunity for buying on-the-job training.

Gordon and Holt support the proposed, youth employment scholar-
ship and Pierson describes it as "promising". Kaitz rejects the idea
but offers no facts or analysis to support his view. Instead he writes:

During the time of Charles Dickens (and much later also)
young people have had to pay to take jobs in firms where
there was some prospect. of a future. In recent years. I suspect
that the reverse has often been true: that shortages of workers
in the late 1960's led to the hiring of many young people
whose marginal product was less than their wage.

Even if this was so for some young workers, it does not in any way
contradict the fact that many young persons with few skills and
little education were unable to obtain employment with valuable on-
the-job training. Kaitz also comments that :

I expect the more likely situation both in the past and at
present is that these low wage jobs would lead to nothing much
in career development.
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This again ignores my entire analysis of the minimum wage and of its
effect on on-the-job training. Young workers who now earn the lowest
wages are generally those with the lowest skills. Because of the mini-
mum wage, they are denied the opportunity to buy on-the-job train-
ing. It is not surprising that the past experience of this group has
been that low was jobs are also dead end jobs. Kaitz apparently does
not. understand that the bask purpose of the Youth -Employment
Scholarship is to break the historical pattern by permitting the dis-
advantaged young worker to buy on-the-job training without suffering
financial hardship during the period of training.

I Iarrison rejects the Youth Employment Scholarship because he be-
lieves that firms that could offer valuable job experience would not
respond to financial incentives : "Feldstein's assumption that primary
firms would. hire teenages if it became profitable for them to do so
is questionable." Of course anything could. happen if firms were really
not interested in making profits and were willing to forgo profits in
order to indulge an irrational prejudice against young workers. I pre-
fer to believe that firms can be induced by wage subsidies to hire
young workers into jobs with valuable experience and promotion pos-
sibilities.° The experience of other countries supports this belief. In
several countries where a minimum wage law does not provide an
effective constraint (1) earnings rise rapidly during the first few years
of employment, (2) there is substantial on-the-job training, ana (3)
youth unemployment rates are relatively low.5

I larrison ana Kaitz also surest that the Youth Employment Schol-
arship would not be effective bemuse of labor market discrimination
against young blacks. It is important to remember that 78 percent
of unemployed teenagers in 1972 were white. Although the unem-
ployment rate. was higher among nonwhites, the unemployment, rate
for white teenagers was 14.2 percent. Even ielabor market discrimina-
tion against young blacks were so strong that they could not be helped
by financial incentives. the Youth Employment Scholarship would still
serve a very important social and economic function. Moreover. I do
not believe that irrational discrimination would make employers in-
sensitive to the inducements of the Youth Employment Scholarship .°
On the contrary, because low skills and little education are most com-
mon among minority youth. this group could benefit most from a pro-
gram of employment subsidies for Young workers.

One final issue in section III de'serves attention. In appraising the
official estimates of the youth unemployment rate. I described the
results of a national survey conducted under the direction of Pro-
feessor Herbert Parnes for the Department of Labor. The survey,
conducted by the Bureau of the Census, interviewed young men about
their employment status and future plans. In contrast, the official
unemployment rates obtrined by the curry- it population survey are

'I discuss in the text why the failure of previous wage subsidy training pro-
grams such as Is not relevant to the current proposal.

See Bureau of Labor Statistics. Youth Unemployment and Minimum Wages,
Bulletin 1657. Washington, 1970. and Peter Doeringer, "Low Pay, Labor Market
Dualism, and Industrial Relations Systems," Harvard Institute of Economic
Research Discussion Paper, 1973.

See Richard Freeman, "Changes in the Labor Market for Black Americans"
1948-72", Brookings Papers on. Economic Activity. 1973, for evidence that tra-
ditional patterns of labor market discrimination are rapidly diminishing.
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based on interviews with only one person in each household, usually
the mother of the tonne. man. The Parnes survey found much lower
rates for nonstudents than the official estimates. I cited this evidence
to indicate the eomlexity and uncertainty involved in analyzing
the official statistics. I explained that even if the official figures
are replaced by the Parnes estimates the general conclusion remains
that youth unemployment rates are extremely and unnecessarily high.
Kaitz notes that the Parnes estimates reflect a coding error that makes
the teenage unemployment rate lower than it should be. The error
was to treat those looking for their first jobs as not in the labor force
and therefore not unemployed. Although new labor force entrants are
a large fraction of unemployed youth during the summer months, the
comparison of CPS and Parnes figures in the report refers to October
when new entrants are much less important. With 5,225 voting persons
in the sample, the coding error relates to only 97 individuals. Un-
fortunately. at this time the corrected data has not been fully re-
analyzed. A comparison of the available aggregate figures shows that
a very substantial difference remains even after the correction is made.
For all men less than 25 years old, including both students and non-
students. the published Parries estimates indicate an unemployment
rate of 7.5 percent. higher than the CPS rate of 5.9 percent for the
same week.' Adding the 97 miscoded unemployed to the unemployed
count by Pirries raises the Parnes unemployment rate to 9.4 percent.
It is elear that the measurement of unemployment among young per-
sons involves many severe difficulties. The possibility of substantial
error in the CPS figures therefore remains and the reasons for the
different estimates require further study.

4. FOUR SOURCES OF UNEMFLOYMEN'T AMONG ADULTS

I am afraid that. my discussion of public employment was not clear.
IIn contrast to the impression that gave to at least two of the die.-

cus.sants, I have no objection to public employment or public pro-
grams as such. In advocating the use of wage subsidies for those whose
low skills or handicaps prevent employment at the minimum wage.
intended that these subsidies could be used in either public or private
employment. My criticisms were directed at the creation of public
jobs whose primary purpose is to create employment rather than
useful services.

Is the proposal for "unproductive public employment" really a
straw man? I think not. In Setting National Priorities: The 7f
Budget. Charles Schultze and his collaborators provide a very valuable
analysis of alternative approaches to job creation. They review the
history of job creation in the depression, contrasting ihe strategies
of the smaller Works Progress Administration and the larger Public
Works Administration (p.195) :

The two agencies had different approaches to the problem
(of job creation). The WPA emphasized the creation of
jobs rather than the usefulness of the project.

Note that for all young men the Panics unemployment rate exceeds the OPS
rate while the opposite is true for those who are not students.
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When they turn to the current choice between.public employment and
subsidies to private employers, they emphasize that ( p. 2300) :

The advantage of public employment is that the Govern-
ment can give primary consideration to creating a job and
secondary consideration to turning out' a useful product, as
was done by the WPA.

The problem of the 1980's was not to fled work for those with few
skills or specific handicaps. Rather it was to increase aggregate de-
mand for goods and services the production of which would reemploy.
the nearly 25 percent. of the labor force who were without work. The
WPA played a significant role in achieving economic recovery be-
Canother forms of deficit spendiiw. it provided a stimulus
to aggregate tiemana ami a basis for the li-f.ynesion multiplier process.

The purpose of job creation in the 1970's is very different. The cur-
rent problem is to find work for the t or 2 percent of the labor force,
who, because of low skills, would otherwise be permanently unem-
ployed. Productive jobs for this group should be the aim of our cur-
rent policy.

Let me reiterate that these jobs could be either public or private.
The wage subsidy vouchers and the integration of the minimum wage
with income maintenance are equally applicable to private and public
employment.

5. IMPROVING THE INCENPIVE Errirrs or UNEMPLOYMENT
COMPENSATION

Section V of the report explains why our current system of un-
employment compensation is likely to increase nearly all sources of
adult unemployment : seasonal and cyclical variations in employment,
weak labor force attachment, and unnecessarily long durations of
unemployment. For those who are already unemployed, it greatly
reduces and often almost eliminates the cost of increasing the period
of unemployment. More generally, for all types of unsteady work
seasonal, cyclical and casualit raises the net wage to the employee
relative to the cost to the employer. This encourages employers and
employees to organize production in ways that increase the level of
unemployment by making the seasonal and cyclical variation in un-
employment too large and by making casual and temporary jobs too
common.

I suggest three ways to reduce the current bad disincentives: (1) in-
cluding unemployment compensation benefits in taxable income; (9.)
removing the lower and upper limits on the experience rated employer
tax; and (8) shifting part of the experience rated contributions from
the firm to the individual.

'The analysis by Muttse et at does not favor either public or private em-
ployment but presents ths eases for and against each approach.

klthough Salts is correct that States have recently been increasing the tax
and maximum tax rate, the current levels are still tar short of full ex-

pe.see rating. The tax base in 1939 was PAO: in 1972. only live States
smevent.1 $4.200. The maximum tax rate under the least favorable sehedulect av-
craze: app:nalmately 3.7 percent: under the most favorable schedules. the av-
erage is only about 2.7 percent.



The discussants are again divided. Holt notes that he agrees with
many of the recommendations. Harrison supports the proposal because
he believes in the "imposition of full cost responsibility ". "' Pierson
finds that the analysis of the high "marginal tax rates' implied by
unemployment compensation is "logically convincing" but questions
the effect. that this has on duration. Knits also agrees that the dis-
incentive effects are "real" but believes that their effeet on unemploy-
ment is exaggerated. He nevertheless agrees that it may be that un-
employment benefits should be part of taxable income.

Gordon disagrees strongly with the proposals to teform unemploy-
ment compensation and, on some of the issues. is joined by Isaitz.
Three basic criticisms of the analysis in the report can be distinguished :
(1) the coverage of unemployment compensation is exaggerated: (2 )
Massachusetts is so atypical twat the examples of disincentive are mis-
leading: and (3) the estimate of 1.25 percent additional unemployment
due to our current system of unemployment compensation is there-
fore too high. I find none of these criticisms to be convincing. I will
examine each in turn.

Gordon claims that the report "badly exaggerates the extent to which
those counted as unemployed in the official statistics are covered by
unemployment compensation. particularly in prosperous years." I do
not believe that. I made any exaggerated estimates and Gordon pro-
vides no ferures of :nine to support his assertion. He does offer some
figures of his own to show that many unemployed receive no unem-
ployment menpensstion but these figures are themselves misleading.
More speeitieally. Gordon notes that in 1971 the number of insured
unemployed under State programs averaged only 43 percent. of those
(*minted a- memployed in the current population survey. However,
unemploytc,nt compensation is not limited to SNP programs. Fed-
end employees, veterans. railroad workers and others receive benefits
without being counted under MOP programs. In 1971. insured un-
employment under all programs was 52 percent of the official number
of unemployed. Gordon's conclusion that. "In short. considerably less
than half the unemployed. even in a year of relatively high unemploy-
ment like 197L are covered by unemployment compensation," must be
re j e et e d

Moreover. if attention is limited to unemployed adults the extent
of unemployment compensation is very much greater. In 1971. 82.7
percent of the inured unemployed under State programs were 25
years old er over. In contrast. only Kg percent of all the unemployed
were in this age group. Ily applying the q2.7 percent to all the insured
unemployed (not just those under State programsl, we can estimate
that 17. 9 percent of all the unemployed over age 24 were insured.

Althenish unemployment rompensition is intended primarily for
job lo.ers. under certain conditions those who have voluntarily left
their previous employment or who are reentering the labor force are
also elle:alit.. It is interesting that in 1971 the number of insured un-
employed under all programs (2.598.0nn) actually exceeded the total
number of unemployed persons who were classified as job losers
(2.313,0001.

"Harrison appears to misunderstand the method that I propose for individual
experience rating: I would have the employee's contribution and not his pro-
spective hesefits depend on past experience.
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These figures leave no that coverage of unemployment com-
pensation is extensive and that aniongadults are not new entrants
nr reentrants it is nearly mini Since the disincentive effects that
I diseu.ssed in section V dealt with this group. I eannot accept Gordon's
claim that I exaggerate the extent of eoveitge.

Both Gordon and Kaitz assert that. the example: exaggerate the
magnitude of the disincentive effeet for those who are unemployed
and receiving comensation. They base this assert;n on the fact th;tt
Masachusetts was used for the examples and that Massaehusetts beue-
tits are said to be relatively generous. Although the partieular rules
differ among States. almost all States provide approximately :In per-
cent of previous earnings up to some maximum weekly benefit. The
maximum weekly benefit varies among the States: the 1972 Massa-
chusetts maximum of $74 is above the national average of $65. But
the absolute maxiinm» is less relevant. than the relation between the
level of unemployment compensation in the State and the level of
wages in the State. States with high levels of unminolyment benefits
are generally also those with high wage levels. As Gordon notes, the
ratio of average weekly benefit to average weekly wage in Massachu-
setts was 0.372, or less than 5 percent. above the national average of
0.357.' Thus when the benefit level is related to local wages. Nfassa-
ehusetts does not appear unusually generous.

Gordon and Kaitz also imply that, sine-. Massachusetts is one of
only 11 States that pay dependents' allowances, the example in the
text exaggerates the extent to which unemployment compensation re-
duces the loss of income from being unemployed. The provision of urn-
employment benefits is actually more widespread than is suggested
by reference to only 11 States. 'In 1971, these States contained 33 per-
cent of the insured unemployed. Examples of the effects of unemploy-
ment compensation with dependents' allowances are therefore of sub-
stantial interest. But even if the dependents' allowances are excluded.
the combination of untaxed unemployed compensation and the rel-
atively high marginal taxes on wages imply that unemployment com-
pensation replaces a very high fraction of lost net income. Consider
the example in the text : a man who earns $500 per month and whose
wife earns $350 per month: If he is unemployed for 1 month his taxes
fall by $184. He therefore loses $336 of net income. 'Unemployment
compensation pays 9250 or 03 percent of his lost net v:ages. 12 Viewed
somewhat differently, return to work yields only an additional $118

n Tt i4 important to reiterate that this ratio must not he Interpreted as a
measure of the extent to which unemployment compensation replaces lost earn-
ings. This is n. common fallacy. Since lower wage workers are more likely to be-
come unemployed than higher wage workers, this ratio compares the benefits
of a low wage group with the earnings of the entire population. Moreover, the
average waste is gross of tax while the unemployment benefits are not taxed.
As the examples in the report and in the next paragraph of this reply indicate.
unemployment compensation typically replaces more than half and often more
than two - thirds of earnings. For workers with low wages, especially in two
earner families, the replacement can even be much greater.

13 As I noted in the report, this ignores the waiting period of 1 to 5 days. The
existence of a waiting period may however increase unemployment. In some
nomination* (e.g.. truck drivers, construction workers, general laborers. painters,
etc.) there are jobs that may last only a few days. Those who are already col-
lecting unemployment compensation will be reluctant to take work that is
expected to last only a few days and then to result in a new waiting period.
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or 2.3 percent of gross wages: the marginal -tax" is 77 percent. since
the example assumes no dependents allowances. a 50 percent benefit
rule and a relatively low weekly dollar benefit, the 77 percent can be
regarded as a conservative estimate. With dependents' allowances for
two children, this rises to s7 percent. The percentage is even greater
for someone whose marginal rate of Federal income tax is higher.
i.e., whose earnings are higher (up to the State maximum), or wieve
wife has higher earnings or who is single. "

On the basis of my analysis of the available evidence, I estimated
that the current unemployment disincentives increased the 1972 un-
emplq,yment rate by at least 1.25 percent. Because Gordon believed
that I exaggerated the extent of coverage and the magnitude of the
disincentive. he concluded that the 1.5 percent was an overeetimate.
Now that the facts on the extent of coverage and the replacement of
income have been examined, the estimate of 1.25 percent should seem
more likely.

First, the report explained how our system of unemployment. com-
pensation increases the responsiveness of unemployment to changes
in output. If our cyclical responsiveness were reduced to that of
Britain, the cyclical range of unemployment rates in the 1960's would
have been cut by 1.3 percentage points. If a reform of unemployment
compensation achieved one-third of this, the unemployment rate would
fall by more than 0.4 percent.

Second. unemployment compensation also exacerbates seasonal un-
employment. If seasonal unemployment could be %voided emnpleely.
the average unemployment rate would fall by more that 0.75 meent.
However, as I was careful to note, some seasonal unemployment is
technologically. desirable. Gordon also notes that about one-fourth
of the seasonal unemployment. reflects new labor force entrants who
are unaffected by unemployment compensation. Nevertheless, unem-
ployment compensation raises the rate of seasonal unemployment in
an undersirable way. If one-third of unemployment were eliminated
by reforming unemployment compensation, an additional 0.25 per-
cent would be cut. from Ale overall rate of unemployment..

Third. the 1971 unemployment rate of 5.9 percent was associated
with an average duration of 11.4 weeks. A reduction of 2 weekswould
therefore lower the unemployment rate by 1 percent (to 4.9). Since the
insured unemployed are r).2 percent of all unemployed, a 4-week re-
duet!on in their unemployment durations would lower overall unem-
ployment by 1 percent.. Aimilarly, a 3-week reduction would lower
overall unemployment by 0.75 percent. Although comparable data on
the unemployment durations of insured and uninsured workers is not
available, the differences in the age distribution alone suggests that
the average duration of insured unemployed is greater. A 3-week re-
duction probably represents less than a. 25 percent fall in average
duration. The very skewed distribution of durations (the median is
only 5 weeks) implies that this could be achieved if a relatively small
fraction of those now unemployed for several months found woek much
earlier.

"The ennelminn that very high rate. of net income replacement are common
In all States is supported by additional analysis completed Mace the original
replrt was submitted. flee my "Unemployment Compensation: Adverse Incen-
tives and Distributional Anomalies." mimeographed. 1973.
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These three contributions to a lower unemployment rate-0.40 per-
cent from reduced cyclical responsiveness, O. percent from less sea-
sonal variation, and 0.75 percent from shorter durationsimply a
fall in unemployment of 1.40 percent. These estimates are obviously
crude but need not be regarded as biased in the direction of optimism.
In addition, a change in unemployment compensat ion would reduce the
relative number of casual jobs and of jobs with a high probability of
termination. Unemployment compensation is a. dominant factor in the
economies of unen,ployment2 and its reform could sO stantially lower
the permanent rate of unemployment.

0


